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PROJECT TEXT

This project will study wave propagation in horn loudspeakers by modal
decomposition. This is possible for certain geometries, so such a geometry
must be chosen for this study. As a part of this, it should be studied where
and how higher order modes are generated. It should also be studied how
the modes are distributed regarding position and frequency in different horn
contours, and how the modes influence the directivity and loading properties
of the horn.
ABSTRACT

Wave propagation in horns can be simulated by propagating both the
plane wave component and the higher order modes down the horn, as
described by Kemp [1]. In this project, an extensive testing of the scalability and accuracy of this method has been performed, and some
strengths and weaknesses of the method have been identified. It has
been found that the computation time of the method scales linearly
with the number of elements used, while the dependence on the number of modes is linear for a low number of modes. For larger numbers
of modes, the dependency becomes more quadratic, then cubic. The
calculation of the radiation impedance and the radiated pressure are
the parts of the algorithm that dominate the total computation time.
Accuracy improves with increasing number of modes, and with reduced element length. A minimum of 10 elements per wavelength is
required to avoid large errors. The improvement in accuracy when
adding more modes is most pronounced in the range up to the first
5 to 10 modes. Adding more modes improves accuracy, but the improvement is small, and the computational cost is large.
The report also includes examples on how the mode distribution
varies between different horn contours, and suggestions for improvement of the method.
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INTRODUCTION

Both in musical instruments and in electroacoustics, the horn play an
important role. A horn is a duct with changing cross section, usually
progressing from a small area (the mouth piece of the instrument, or
the loudspeaker unit) to a large area. Over a certain bandwidth, the
horn will function as an impedance transformer. This property can
be used to increase the efficiency of loudspeakers, since it can be use
to greatly increase the radiation resistance seen by the diaphragm.
Another important aspect of a horn is its ability to control directivity.
This is a very important and useful property, and is used to a large
degree in sound reinforcement applications. Figure 1 shows some examples of loudspeaker horns designed for controlled directivity.
At low frequencies, horns can often be analyzed by the so-called
horn equation, see for instance Webster [2]. The equation is applicable
as long as there are only axial variations of pressure along the horn.
However, when the horn cross-section becomes large compared to the
wavelength, the waves in the horn will also exhibit variations in the
two other dimensions. For a circular horn, the variations will be both
radial and angular. This is due to the introduction of higher modes
[3]. Some of these modes will propagate through the horn and will
be radiated into air, others will decay exponentially. But both kinds
of modes will take their energy from the fundamental mode.
The presence of higher modes will alter both the acoustical impedance
seen from the throat (input) end of the horn, the internal pressure
distribution, and the radiation pattern from the mouth (output) end.

(a) Vintage multicellular horn

(b) Modern constant directivity
horn

Figure 1: Examples of horn loudspeakers
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Accurate calculation of the loading and radiating properties of horns
can only be performed if this taken into account.
Several methods for propagating modes in horns have been proposed. In one method, the duct is approximated by a number of steps,
using a series of cylindrical sections. This approach was probably
first implemented by Alfredson [4], who used an iterative approach.
Another method, which is similar to the one described by Pagneux
[5], is described by Kemp [1]. The method has mainly been used for
horn instrument simulations, but a few researchers have also used it
for loudspeaker simulations, see Shindo et. al [6] and Schuhmacher
and Rasmussen [7]. This method includes both means for propagating modes along a uniform cylinder, and across a discontinuity. This
method, named the Modal Propagation Method (MPM), was implemented and compared to the Boundary Elements Method (BEM) and
the Boundary Elements Rayleigh Integral Method (BERIM) [8] in a preliminary study, fall 2011 [9].
The references above describe the various implementations of the
method, and give a few examples on its performance. There is not
enough information to determine the scalability and accuracy of the
methods, however, and also missing are the requirements for determining element size.
This project will deal with these issues, that is:
• The computation time as a function of element size and number
of modes
• The relative time used by the various parts of the algorithm
• The accuracy as a function of element size and number of modes
• The accuracy as function of horn profile and number of modes
• Areas of improvement
In addition, other questions, such as if modes obey the principle of
superposition, and what happens between the discontinuities, will be
investigated.
As an illustration of the possibilities of the method, the influence
of the horn contour on the generation of modes will be demonstrated.
While this was a large part of the original project assignment, it was
deemed less important than the investigation of the performance and
scalability of the model.
This report is structured as follows:
Chapter 2 gives the background theory for horns, both traditional
horn theory, and the theory of modal propagation. Some details of
the implementation are also given.
Chapter 3 evaluates the MPM in terms of computation time and
accuracy.
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Chapter 4 gives examples on how ducts and horns can be analyzed
using the MPM,
Chapter 5 discusses the results from chapter 3 and 4, and gives
suggestions for further improvements of the method.
Chapter 6 is the conclusion.
The appendices give complete listings of the scripts used in this
project.
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T H E O RY

2.1

horn profiles

There are a number of generic profiles for horns. Far from all horns
follow these profiles, but many are combinations of one or more of the
generic ones: multisection conical horns, exponential throat section
with conical middle and mouth sections, and so on. When connecting
a compression driver to a horn, the driver usually has a short internal
duct that is often conical or exponential.
Here follows an overview of the generic horn profiles that are in
use.
2.1.1

Conical Horn

The simplest horn profile, the cone, has an area expansion given as

S ( x ) = St

x + x0
x0

2
.

(1)

where x0 is the distance from the throat to the apex of the cone.
2.1.2

Exponential Horn

The area expansion of an exponential horn is
S( x ) = St e2mx

(2)

2π f

where m = c c is the flare constant, and f c is the cutoff frequency.
Below this frequency, the waves in the horn are evanescent.
2.1.3

Hyperbolic-Exponential Horn

The hyperbolic horns, also called hyperbolic-exponential or hypex
horns, were first presented by Salmon [10], and is a general family
of horns given by the wave-front area expansion
S( x ) = St (cosh mx + T sinh mx )2 .

(3)

T is a parameter that sets the shape of the horn. For T = 1, the horn
is an exponential horn, and for T → ∞ the horn becomes a conical
horn. m is the flare constant, and is defined the same way as for the
exponential horn.
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2.1.4

Bessel Horn

The Bessel horn is actually a family of horns, where the area expansion profile is given as


x + x0 n
S ( x ) = St
.
(4)
x0
where x0 is the distance from the throat to the apex. Bessel horns were
first analyzed by Ballantine [11], and the name comes from the fact
that the expressions for wave propagation in the horn involves Bessel
functions.
The Bessel horn family also includes the parabolic horn (n = 1)
and the conical horn (n = 2). Hanna [12] also showed that as n → ∞,
the Bessel horn converges towards the exponential horn.
2.1.5

Oblate Spheroidal Waveguide

First analyzed by Freehafer [13, 14] and later by Geddes [15, 16, 17],
the oblate spheroidal waveguide (OSWG) follows the coordinate lines
in the oblate spheroidal coordinate system. In Cartesian coordinates,
the radius of the waveguide is given as
q
r ( x ) = rt2 + tan2 (θ0 ) x2
(5)
where rt is the throat radius, and θ0 is the asymptotic wall tangent
angle.
2.1.6

Tractrix Horn

The tractrix horn was first used by P.G.A.H. Voigt [18], and is generated by revolution of the tractrix curve around the x-axis. The equation for the tractrix curve is given as
p
q
2 − r2
rm + rm
x
2 − r2
(6)
x = rm ln
− rm
x
rx
λc
where rm is the mouth radius, usually taken as 2π
= 2πc f c , where
f c is the horn cutoff frequency, and r x is the radius of the horn at a
distance x from the horn mouth. The derivation of the tractrix contour
assumes that the wave-fronts in the horn are spherical and of constant
radius equal to the mouth radius.

2.1.7

Spherical Wave Horn

The spherical wave (or Kugelwellen) horn was invented by Klangfilm,
the motion picture division of Siemens, in the late 1940s [19, 20]. It is
often mistaken for being identical to the tractrix horn. It is not, but

2.2 horn theory

S

r0
y
r0

y 0 S0
h0

h
xh x

Figure 2: Spherical Wave horn

it is built on a similar assumption; that the wave-fronts are spherical
with a constant radius. The wave-front area expansion is exponential
under this assumption.
To calculate the spherical wave horn contour, first decide a cut-off
frequency f c and a throat radius yo . See Figure 2. The constant radius
r0 is given as
c
r0 =
.
(7)
π fc
The height of the wave-front at the throat is
q
h0 = r0 − r02 − y20

(8)

The area of the curved wave-front at the throat is
S0 = 2πr0 h0 ,
and the area of the wave-front with height h is in the same manner
2πr0 h. Thus for the area to increase exponentially, h has to increase
exponentially:
h = h0 e2mx
(9)
where x is the distance of the top of the wave-front from the top of
πf
the throat wave-front and m = c c . Now that we know the area of
the wave-front, we can find its radius and the distance of this radius
from the origin.
S = 2πr0 h
r
S
y=
− h2
(10)
π
x h = x − h + h0
(11)
2.2

horn theory

Solving the wave equation analytically for a general horn contour is
not possible for all but a few simple horn types. But if we accept
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some loss of accuracy, the wave equation can be reformulated to a
one-dimensional equation, called the horn equation. This equation
was first described by Bernoulli, Lagrange and Euler [21], but it is
the application of this equation to the gramophone and loudspeaker
problem by Webster [2] that is most widely known.
The fundamental horn equation for infinitesimal amplitudes and
harmonic signals is given as


d2 φ
1 dS dφ
+
+ k2 φ = 0
dx
S dx dx
This derivation of this equation makes some assumptions:
• The waves in the horn are plane, or if not, the wave front area
depends only on one spatial coordinate.
• The shape of the wave front is constant with frequency.
• The walls of the horn are perfectly rigid.
• The horn is straight.
• The viscosity of the air is neglected, and there is no friction
between the air and the horn walls.
• There is no rotation of the air.
• The effect of gravity is neglected.
• The pressure variations are infinitesimal.
Most of these assumptions are also made when linearizing the wave
equation. However, the assumptions that the wave front area is a function of only one spatial coordinate, and that the wave front shape does
not vary with frequency, are known not to be true. If the wave fronts
are to be normal to the horn walls, as they will be if the walls are
perfectly rigid, they cannot be plane if the horn is expanding. And
unless the horn is conical, they cannot be spherical either, because
that would require a different sound speed on the axis of the horn
compared to the sound speed along the walls. The larger the slope of
the horn wall, the greater the discrepancy.
In addition, it is known from measurements, for instance by Hall
[22, 23], that the pressure distribution across the wave fronts varies
greatly with frequency, and becomes quite chaotic at higher frequencies. This fact makes it impossible to simulate a horn accurately over
the entire frequency range by just introducing corrections of the wave
front shape. Holland [24] has shown that a such a correction method
can produce good agreement with measurements for the throat impedance,
but it is not possible to simulate directivity this way. This is because
the horn equation cannot give the pressure or velocity distribution
across a wave front, only the average value.

2.3 better approximations

r

Infinite baffle

∞

Horn
mouth

z
Figure 3: A stepped approximation to a horn profile

In summary, the horn equation can be used to evaluate the approximate loading (throat impedance) behavior of many horn types, but
fails when it comes to predicting the radiated sound field. While the
computational cost is low, so is the precision.
2.3

better approximations

As mentioned above, the horn equation is only a crude approximation to the real wave propagation in horns. In reality, the wave fronts
propagating through a horn will change shape, being neither plane
nor spherical. This is due to the generation of higher order modes [3],
which will appear whenever the curvature of the wave front changes.
The horn equation does not take this into account, and the results
will be inaccurate.
One way to increase the accuracy of the calculations is to take the
higher order modes into account. For this to be exact, the horn has
to follow the coordinate lines of a coordinate system where the wave
equation is separable, see for instance Morse [25] and Geddes [15].
Very few horns do however satisfy this requirement. Of the useful
horn profiles, only the conical horn and the OSWG have this property,
and the wave functions for the OSWG are both complex and prone to
numerical instability.
A solution to this problem is to divide the horn into small sections
that each have simple mode functions, and the couple the modes
between the sections. A common choice is to use cylindrical sections
of varying radius. A horn approximated by a series of cylindrical
tubes is shown in Figure 3. In the following sections, a description of
this method will be given.
2.4

modal propagation in horns

The pressure and velocity in a uniform duct can be expressed as a
weighted sum of allowable modes [26, 27]. In a cylindrical duct, there
will be n nodal circles, and l nodal diameters, and (n, l ) = (0, 0)
represents the plane wave mode. For an axisymmetric duct with ax-
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Mode amplitudes, not normalized
1.5

Mode amplitude
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Mode 0
Mode 1
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1

Figure 4: Modal shapes of the first 6 modes.

isymmetric excitation, only axisymmetric modes (nodal circles) will
exist.
Along the duct, the pressure can be expressed as a sum of all the
modes:
∞

p(r, θ, z) =

∑ Pn (z)ψn (r, θ )

(12)

n =0

where Pn is the pressure profile along the tube, and ψn is the pressure
profile in the (r, θ ) plane. Assuming axisymmetry and hard walls in
the horn, it can be shown [1] that ψn can be expressed in terms of the
Bessel function J0 as (normalized to the amplitude at r = R):
ψn =

J0 (γn r/R)
J0 (γn )

(13)

where γn are the successive zeros of the Bessel function J1 . This can
be derived from the hard wall boundary condition, as shown in [1].
A plot of the first 6 mode shapes is shown in Figure 4. In this figure,
the mode shapes are not normalized. Mode 0 is the plane wave mode,
which can clearly be seen since it does not vary with the radius. The
other modes have increasingly complex shapes, and all modes end
at the duct wall with zero slope, a requirement for the hard wall
boundary condition. All possible wave front shapes in the duct will
be a weighted sum of these mode shapes.
In the z-direction, the pressure can be expressed as
Pn (z) = An e−ikn z + Bn eikn z

(14)

2.4 modal propagation in horns

0

1 2

S1

S2

Duct 1

z
Duct 2

d
Figure 5: Two ducts joined by a discontinuity

where
kn = ±

q

k2 − α2n

(15)

is the wave number of then nth mode in the axial direction, k is the
free space wave number, and
αn = γn /R

(16)

We can see that the axial wave number will for certain values of
be imaginary, and the propagation in z direction will be evanescent (exponentially damped). The frequency when k n becomes real is
called the cut-off (or some times cut-on) frequency of the corresponding mode, k c = αn .
α2n

2.4.1

Propagation along a duct

For a wave propagating along a duct, we have
Pn (z) = An e−ikn z + Bn eikn z

(17)

From Eq. (15) we have that the wave number of the nth mode is
r
 γ 2
n
k n = ± k2 −
(18)
R
We must choose the right signs of the square root to get the correct
behavior of the waves. When the mode is propagating, we must have
the normal equation of propagation, so we must take the positive root.
When the mode is in cutoff, the modal wave number is purely imaginary, and the wave should be exponentially damped with distance.
We must therefore take the negative root. In summary
 q
 − k 2 − γn  2 : k < γn
R
R
kn = q
(19)

γn  2
γn
2
k − R
: k> R

11
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2.4.2

Propagation across a discontinuity

The geometry is illustrated in Figure 5. When the wave propagates
across the discontinuity, there must be continuity of pressure and
velocity right before (at point 1) and right after the discontinuity (at
point 2). But the nth mode in duct 1 will not match the nth mode
in duct 2, so the pressure field in duct 2 must be made up of a new
sum of modes. Every mode in duct 1 excites a series of modes in duct
2, this is known as modal coupling or mode conversion. Kemp [1]
derives expressions for this coupling.
If ~
P(1) is the vector of modal pressure amplitudes at point 1, and
(
2
)
~P is the vector of modal pressure amplitudes at point 2, the vectors
are related by a matrix F so that

~P(1) = F ~P(2)

(20)

where the matrix elements are defined as
Fnm

1
=
S1

Z

(1) (2)

ψn ψm dS

(21)

S1

(1)

(2)

ψn gives the mode shapes in duct 1, and ψm gives the mode shapes
in duct 2. This relation holds if R1 < R2 , where R1 and R2 are the
radiuses of the two ducts.
If R1 > R2 , the relation is

~P(2) = V ~P(1)

(22)

where the matrix elements are defined as
Vnm =

1
S2

Z

(2) (1)

ψn ψm dS

(23)

S2

For an axisymmetric geometry, setting β = R1 /R2 , the matrices
turn out to be
2βγm J1 ( βγm )
Fnm ( β) = 2 2
(24)
( β γm − γn2 ) J0 (γm )
and
Vnm ( β) = Fnm (1/β)

(25)

where F(0,0) = V(0,0) = 1.
For a more complete derivation of this equation, see Appendix A.
For values of β close to one, there is a simpler and faster method,
also given by Kemp. Here, F is approximated by
F ≈ I − eQ

(26)

where I is the identity matrix and
e = (S2 − S1 )/S1

(27)

2.4 modal propagation in horns

Q=


0


: n=m

2
γm
2
γm −γn2

(28)

: otherwise

Volume velocity can be propagated across the discontinuity as

~ (2) = F T U
~ ( 1 ) , S1 < S2
U

(29)

~ (1) = V T U
~ ( 2 ) , S1 > S2
U

(30)

The generation of higher modes through a horn will depend on the
rate of change of slope of the walls. In the stepped horn model used
in this project, one can understand this by looking at what happens at
a discontinuity. Between each discontinuity, the modes are uncoupled.
But at the steps, the modes are coupled through the F matrix, Eq. (24).
This coupling depends on both β (the ratio of radiuses), and on the
eigenvalues in the two tubes.
2.4.3

Modal radiation impedance

In many practical cases, the duct (horn) is designed to radiate into
the air. The duct therefore has to be terminated with a proper radiation impedance. The radiation impedance for a piston of area S in an
infinite baffle, and with uniform velocity distribution, is often used,
and the expression is well known:


ρc
J1 (2ka)
H1 (2ka)
Zr =
1−
+j
(31)
S
ka
ka
This only gives us the radiation impedance for the plane wave mode,
however, and we need to find the radiation impedance for all the
modes. This is described by Zorumski [28] and Kemp [1], and can be
found from the integral
Znm

jωρ
=
2πS2

Z2π
0

dθ

ZR
0

rdr

Z2π

dθ0

0

where
F = ψm (r0 , θ0 )ψn (r, θ )
and

ZR

r0 dr0 F

(32)

0

e− jkh
,
h


1
h = r2 + r02 − 2rr0 cos(θ − θ0 ) 2

(33)
(34)

is the distance between the points (r0 , θ0 ) and (r, θ ). After some extensive manipulation of the integrals, the result, as given by the references [28, 1], is reduced to two single integrals:
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Modal Radiation Impedance
2
(0,0) Resistance
(0,0) Reactance
(1,1) Resistance
(1,1) Reactance
(2,2) Resistance
(2,2) Reactance

ρc
S

1.5

1

Zr

14

0.5

0
10−1

100

101

102

ka

Figure 6: Normalized modal radiation impedance.

Znm

ρc
=
S

π/2
Z

sin φDn (sin φ) Dm (sin φ)dφ

0

jρc
+
S
where

Z∞

cosh ξDn (cosh ξ ) Dm (cosh ξ )dξ (35)

0

√
− 2τ J1 (τkR)
Dn ( τ ) =
γn  2
− τ2
kR

(36)

These integrals are then numerically integrated. According to Kemp,
the integrand of the reactance function decays exponentially quite
fast to about 10−6 around ξ = 10, so the integration can be terminated
here without much error.
The impedance at the diagonal of the resulting matrix is the radiation impedance of each mode. The other entries in the matrix describe
the coupling between the various modes.
2.4.4

Projection of impedance and volume velocity

The pressure and volume velocity are related through the modal
impedance. We know the impedance at the end of the duct. To calculate the pressure field inside the duct, we first need to know the
impedances throughout the duct. Then we can apply, for instance, a
plane wave of constant velocity at one end, and propagate this velocity through the duct using the equations given in sections 2.4.1 and

2.4 modal propagation in horns

2.4.2. The pressure is then found by multiplying the velocity at the
point in question by the impedance at that point.
Kemp gives the equations for propagating the impedance from
duct 2 to duct 1 as
Z (1) = FZ (2) F T , S1 < S2

(37)

Z ( 1 ) = V − 1 Z ( 2 ) ( V T ) − 1 , S1 > S2

(38)

For propagation along a uniform duct, where Z (0) is the impedance
at the input of the duct, due to an impedance Z (1) at the output, the
relation is


 −1
Z (0) = Z (1) + jD3 Zc
jD3 Zc−1 Z (1) + I
(39)
The extra matrices are defined as follows:

tan(k d) : n = m
n
D3 (n, m) =

0
: n 6= m

kρc/k S
n
Zc (n, m) =

0

: n=m

(40)

(41)

: n 6= m

where d is the length of the duct as in Figure 5, and S is the crosssectional area.
Volume velocity is propagated along the duct as




~ (1) = − D2 Zc−1 Z (0) − Zc + E U
~ (0)
U
(42)
where the extra matrices are:

 j sin(k d)
n
D2 (n, m) =

0

E(n, m) =


e− jkn d


0

: n=m

(43)

: n 6= m

: n=m

(44)

: n 6= m

For discontinuities, the velocity is propagated according to equations
(29) and (30).
2.4.5

Calculation of the pressure response

Calculation of the pressure radiated from the horn is also necessary
if the model is to be used for directivity predictions. One way to do
this, for a radiator in an infinite baffle, is to use the Rayleigh integral
[29, 30], mapping the velocity profile in the mouth of the horn to far
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field pressure response. The velocity in the mouth opening is found
from
1 N
u(r, z) = ∑ Un (z)ψn (r )
(45)
S n =0
where Un is the amplitude of the nth volume velocity mode at the
mouth. The Rayleigh integral is given as
p (r ) =

ikρc
2π

Z

u(S)

S

e−ikr
dS
r

(46)

where u(S) is the velocity of a region of the radiator, and S is the
surface area of the radiator. The Rayleigh integral is accurate for any
distance to the source.
If only the far field pressure is required, the pressure can be calculated directly from the amplitudes of the velocity modes at the mouth.
This method was first described by Morse [25], and later by Geddes
[31]. The derivation is very involved, and outside the scope of this
report, but can be found in the references. The result for the axisymmetric case is
ikρcSe−ikr
p(r, θ ) =
(47)
∑ Un Θn (θ )
2πr
n
Θn (θ ) =

2sJ1 (s)
s2 − γn2

(48)

s = ka sin θ

(49)

S = πa2

(50)

The factor 2π in Eq. (47) is required if the modal amplitudes calculated by Eq. (42) are used, but can be removed if the modal amplitudes are calculated from the velocity distribution as in Geddes [31].
2.5

directivity

Sometimes, we do not want the complete polar information (polar
plot or polar map), but only a number that gives us the gain of the
horn in one direction, compared to a point source. This is the purpose
of the directivity factor and the directivity index. They are defined as
follows [32]:
directivity factor (q): The directivity factor is the ratio of the
intensity on a given axis (usually the axis of maximum radiation) of the horn (or other radiator) to the intensity that would
be produced at the same position by a point source radiating
the same power as the horn.
directivity index (di): The directivity index is defined as: DI ( f ) =
10 log10 Q( f ). It indicates the number of dB increase in SPL at
the observation point when the horn is used, compared to a
point source.

2.6 implementation details

The directivity factor is defined as
Q( f ) =

4π | p ax |2
| p ax |2 4πr2
= R 2π R π/2
2
ρc W
0
−π/2 | p ( θ, φ )| sin θdθdφ

(51)

For an axisymmetric source, where the directivity has been measured
at n discretely spaced points, the directivity factor can be calculated
by numerical integration as [32]
Q( f ) =

2 | p ax |2
2π/∆θ

∑ n =1

| p(θ )|2 sin θn ∆θ

.

(52)

Gerzon [33] notes that this method is in practice the midpoint
trapezium numerical integration method, and that it suffers from
bad accuracy if few points are used. He presents a method based on
weighting functions calculated from spherical harmonics, that both
increases the accuracy for a given resolution, and also gives an estimate on the highest value of Q that can accurately be calculated. This
value is
Qmax = (1/2n + 1)2 .
(53)
2.6

implementation details

This description follows the flow of the method as implemented.
2.6.1

Horn

First of all, the horn contour is calculated. A function for calculating
the horn profiles in Section 2.1 from a set of parameters, is used. The
parameters are horn type, throat and mouth areas, length, the additional parameter T (for hypex horns) or n (for Bessel horns), element
length dz , if an additional radius should be applied to the mouth end,
and what this radius should be, including its ending tangent angle.
The purpose of adding a radius or flare to the mouth, is to reduce
mouth diffraction that may be troublesome for certain types of horns,
like conical horns.
A throat chamber (also called compression chamber) may be added
to the throat end of the horn, and finally the coordinate list is converted into a stepped approximation. The the horn profile is then
plotted.
2.6.2

F-matrix

The F or V matrices for each discontinuity are calculated using equations (24), (25) or (26), depending on the discontinuity.
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For the implementation used in this project, Eq. (26) is used when
β < 0.9995, the relative error of this approximation will then be less
than 10−4 .
2.6.3

Radiation Impedance

The radiation impedance is calculated from Eq. (35). The integrals
are computed using the Matlab function quadv, except for the (0,0)
mode, where the exact analytical expression can be used to improve
speed. The symmetry of the Znm matrix is also exploited.
2.6.4

Impedance Calculations

The radiation impedance is then propagated back to the throat, using
equations (37), (38) and (39). At each point, the impedance is stored.
A plot of the fundamental mode throat impedance is given.
2.6.5

Mouth Volume Velocity

When the impedances all through the horn have been calculated, the
throat is excited by a wavefront. This is usually a plane wavefront,
where typically the fundamental mode is set to 1m3 /s times the
throat area to obtain constant particle velocity of 1m2 /s, and all the
other modes are set to zero. The volume velocity is then propagated
to the mouth using equations Eq. (42) and Eq. (29).
2.6.6

Radiated Pressure

When the modal amplitudes of the mouth volume velocity are obtained, the mouth velocity distribution is calculated from Eq. (45), and
the Rayleigh integral, Eq. (46), is then applied to compute the sound
pressure in the field.
This equation was implemented using simple numerical integration. The velocity in the case in question is constant in the angular
direction, but we still need to integrate in both the radial and the
angular directions. The number of integration points in the radial direction is given by the resolution of the wave front reconstruction.
The angular resolution is calculated based on the ratio of the circumference to the central radius of the ring.
The results from the routine were compared to the analytical solution for the far field of a piston of uniform velocity, and were found
to agree well.
The radiated pressure is calculated for a series of points on an arc
centered on the horn mouth. A typical calculation distance used in
this project, is 3 meters. Usually, 46 points are used to get a fairly

2.7 an alternative method

accurate calculation of the directivity index. The frequency responses
for every 10th degree are plotted in a diagram. Other plots include
the directivity index, and a polar map that may be normalized to the
on-axis response. The polar map has not been used in this project, but
can be useful in judging the directivity performance of the horn, as it
shows the complete directivity information in a very compact way.
2.7

an alternative method

The method described above divides the horn into short, straight
tubes, producing a stepped approximation. One would think that it
would be more efficient to instead use conical elements. In this way
the horn could be approximated by fewer elements for the same accuracy.
A method using conical elements has been described by Geddes
[31]. Briefly, the method works as follows:
A series of conical elements are joined to produce an approximation of the horn. When two conical elements of different slope are
joined, the mouth arc of the first element will either overlap the throat
arc of the second element (if the slope of the first element is greater),
or there will be a gap between the two. The wave front is not contiguous at the joint. In order to match the wave fronts, higher modes are
added.
To match the modes between each element, the modal amplitudes
are expanded on a surface, Geddes chooses this to be the plane through
the junction. The spherical wave from one element is thus converted
to a complex velocity distribution at the junction plane.
The modal amplitudes at the input of the next element are then
calculated from the velocity distribution at the junction plane.
The method does however have some challenges. One challenge
is the implementation itself, as this is not perfectly clear from the
description given. This could, however, probably have been solved by
direct communication with the author. A more serious challenge is
the coupling of modes from one element to the next. This coupling
relies on two steps of numerical integration, which could give rise to
problems with numerical stability.
In a preliminary investigation [9] it was realized that even if there is
no change of cross section, the length of each element in the method
in previous sections cannot be too long if numerical instability is to be
avoided. While using conical elements has the promise of being able
to use fewer elements for a given accuracy, there may be numerical
problems with evanescent modes if the elements are too long.
It is quite possible that this method could have been implemented
without great difficulty, and with gains in computational efficiency.
However, Kemp provided a clear outline of a possible implementation, which reduced the implementation time significantly. He also
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showed how the method easily could be extended to rectangular
horns, something that is not possible with a method using conical
elements. These two factors made the method using a stepped horn
approximation the better choice.

3

M O D E L E VA L U AT I O N

In a preliminary study [9], the MPM was compared to the BEM and the
BERIM [8], as mentioned in the introduction. The MPM was found to
give comparable results in a considerably shorter time than BEM and
BERIM. The evaluation performed in this project showed that with
enough modes and elements, the results approach those obtained
from BEM and BERIM.
It is interesting to do further evaluation of the model, with respect
to actually how many modes and elements are required to achieve a
given accuracy, for a given horn profile. The time usage and scalability of the model are also important factors. The details of the tests are
discussed in this chapter, together with the results.
Since investigations like this can potentially generate huge amounts
of data, several types of data reduction has been used, in order to
extract useful information.
3.1

test procedure

A series of calculations are run for a pair of simulation parameters.
One of the parameters will always be the number of modes used in
the simulation, ranging from 1 (only plane wave propagation) to a
fairly large number, like 24 or 32. The other parameter can for instance be horn type or element resolution. The performance of the
horn is then calculated for 50 frequencies, ranging from 100Hz to
20kHz. Each simulation will return the following:
• Fundamental mode throat impedance (normalized)
• On-axis frequency response (dB ref 20µPa)
• Directivity index (dB)
• Calculation times for each of the main sections of the algorithm:
– Calculation of the F matrix
– Calculation of the modal radiation impedance
– Propagation of the radiation impedance back to the throat
– Propagation of the throat volume velocity to the mouth
– Calculation of field point pressures
– Calculation of directivity index
The maximum error for any frequency computed as
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ê f = max Hre f ( f ) − HN ( f )

(54)

and the mean error over all frequencies is computed as
e f = Hre f ( f ) − HN ( f )

(55)

where H represents the value of the parameter to be evaluated. Hre f is
the reference value. The impedance error is the absolute deviation of
the modulus. The reference is the simulation with the highest number
of modes and the highest resolution. If the resolution is held constant,
the reference is the simulation with the highest number of modes, for
each value of the other free parameter.
3.2

parameter: horn type

The horns had the parameters listed in Table 1. This covers a large
range of horns. All horns were calculated using 1 to 32 modes. The
parameters are:
St Throat area
Sm Mouth area
L Horn length
dz Element length
R Distance to field points used for pressure calculation

3.2.1

Timing

The total computation time for the set of horns was nearly four and
a half hours. The average computation times for each of the main
sections of the algoritm was computed, and a polynomial was fitted
to the average. The relative magnitudes of the polynomial coefficients
give a good indication of how the computation times increase as a
function of the number of modes.
The average computation times, normalized to the calculation times
for 32 modes, are shown in Figure 7. The computation times for the
DI varies a lot around 1, the reason for this is that the time taken for
calculating DI is very short relative to the other parts of the algorithm,
and this makes it sensitive to small variations in processor usage.
The results of the polynomial fitting are listed in Table 2. The quadratic
and cubic coefficients have been normalized to the linear coefficients,
so only these are listed. One would have expected that the propagation of the radiation impedance and volume velocities would have a
N 3 behavior in time, due to the fact that they contain many multiplications of full matrices, a N 3 process. But both these sections of the

3.2 parameter: horn type

Parameter

Value

St

10cm2

Sm

500cm2

L

30cm

dz

0.3mm

R

3m

(a) Common horn parameters

Test no.

Horn type

Extra parameter

1

Conical

2

Exponential

3

Hypex

T = 0.3

4

Hypex

T = 0.7

5

Hypex

T = 1.34

6

OSWG

7

Bessel

n=1

8

Bessel

n=5

9

Tractrix

10

Spherical
(b) Variable horn parameters

Table 1: Horn parameters

algorithm show a mostly linear, and only slightly quadratic, increase
in computation time. This indicates that the cost of the other parts of
these sections dominates over the matrix multiplications.
The computation of the F matrix and the radiation impedance
shows the largest quadratic dependence, which is more or less as expected. Both these sections calculate the factors of the matrices, and
the number of matrix entries increases as N 2 .
The results for pext and DI are troubled by the noise in the data, as
can be seen from Figure 7, and even the linear part (not normalized)
is very small for these sections. This is as expected, as there should
be no dependence on the number of modes here.
In total, the dependency is largely linear, with a quadratic component that will dominate over the linear part for N > 8. The cubic part
will dominate over the linear + quadratic parts for N > 40. These
numbers are found by equating the quadratic part to the linear part,
and the linear + quadratic parts to the cubic part.
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Normalized calculation times
1
0.8
Tnorm

24

0.6
F matrix
Zrad
Zhorn
U
pext
DI
Total

0.4
0.2
0

0

5

20
15
Nmodes

10

25

30

35

Figure 7: Normalized computation times

Section

Quadratic

Cubic

F matrix

0.132

-0.00044

Zrad

0.214

0.0066

Zhorn

0.0197

-0.00067

U

0.053

0.00066

pext

-0.075

0.0013

DI

-0.059

0.00102

Total

0.127

0.0038

Table 2: Polynomial coefficients (normalized)

3.2.2

Accuracy as Function of N

The accuracy calculated here is not the absolute accuracy, but calculated relative to the simulation using the largest number of modes.
It can be seen that different horn types require different numbers of
modes to achieve a certain accuracy.
For most horn types, a maximum deviation from the correct throat
impedance of 10% can be achieved with approximately 5 modes, Figure 8. The lowest accuracy in the impedance calculations are in the
region where the throat impedance rises from a low value (below
cutoff) to the asymptotical value of ρc/St at higher frequencies. In
this region, there are often large fluctuations, and also the number of
modes will move the resonant peaks somewhat.

3.2 parameter: horn type

Max Z error (ohms)
100
Conical
Exponential
Hypex T = 0.3
Hypex T = 0.7
Hypex T = 1.34
OSWG
Bessel n = 1
Bessel n = 5
Tractrix
Spherical
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Figure 8: Throat impedance accuracy as function of the number of modes,
horn type as parameter

There is a clear difference between various classes of horns when
it comes to frequency response and DI, see Figure 9 and Figure 10.
Horns that can be made to have controlled directivity, like conical
horns and the OS waveguide, require many more modes than horns
that are known to behave poorly in this respect, like the exponential
and tractrix horns. Figure 11 shows the reason. The OSWG has a large
dip in the on-axis frequency response, due to standing waves across
the mouth [31]. This dip is correctly calculated when enough modes
are present, but which is not there when only the plane wave mode
is used. The exponential horn does not have this property, and the
maximum deviation is much smaller. Not many modes are needed to
make the dip appear for the OSWG, though, but the dip frequency is
wrong when few modes are used. This dip is also responsible for the
large deviation in DI, as it mainly affects the on-axis response.
It is also interesting to investigate the mean error. With the ammount of data available, there are many ways to do this. The data
is three-dimensional: the error is a function of the number of modes,
frequency, and horn type. So for the following figures, the data have
been treated as follows:
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Max response error (dB)
30
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Figure 9: Response accuracy (on-axis) as function of the number of modes,
horn type as parameter

First the mean, average and 90% percentile error over frequency,
for each horn type and number of modes were calculated. Then the
mean of these values over horn type was calculated. The resulting
curves show the mean and maximum error averaged over horn type.
The results are shown in Figure 12. The ordinate axis in these plots is
logarithmic, to better show the details of how the error decreases.
It can be noted that the mean error is approximately an order of
magnitude less than the maximum error for both the response and
DI. The standard deviation is quite large for both these error plots,
especially for the maximum error. This indicates that there is large
variation across horn types, as has also been illustrated in Figures 9
and 10.
The smaller standard deviation for the impedance errors also indicates that this quantity is less dependent on horn type than the two
others. This is to be expected, as the throat impedance measures an
average quantity across the horn mouth, the average pressure divided
by the volume velocity.

3.2 parameter: horn type

Max DI error (dB)
Conical
Exponential
Hypex T = 0.3
Hypex T = 0.7
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Figure 10: DI accuracy as function of the number of modes, horn type as
parameter

On-axis frequency response

dB re 20µPa
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80

OS plane wave
OS 4 modes
OS 32 modes
Expo plane wave
Expo 32 modes

60
102
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104
Hz

Figure 11: Frequency response for a few cases
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Errors, averaged over horn type (dB)
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Figure 12: Mean and maximum impedance errors, averaged over horn types

3.2 parameter: horn type

3.2.3

Accuracy as Function of Frequency

The accuracy is also a strong function of frequency. The higher the
frequency, the more modes can propagate. From 18 we have that
r
 γ 2
n
k n = ± k2 −
(56)
R
For the horn in question, we can find the cut-in frequencies of the
various modes along the horn, this will be when k = γn /R. If we
only look at the mouth, we can list the cut-in frequencies for the
modes included in this study, see Table 3. It is interesting to note that
over half of the modes are not propagating in any part of the horn,
still they have quite significant influence on the radiated pressure.
Mode no.

f c [Hz]

Mode no.

f c [Hz]

Mode no.

f c [Hz]

1

1663

12

16697

23

31697

2

3045

13

18061

24

33060

3

4415

14

19425

25

34423

4

5782

15

20788

26

35787

5

7148

16

22152

27

37150

6

8513

17

23515

28

38514

7

9877

18

24879

29

39877

8

11242

19

26243

30

41241

9

12606

20

27606

31

42604

10

13970

21

28967

11

15334

22

30333

Table 3: Cut-in frequencies at the mouth

Figure 13 shows an example of how the error varies with frequency
for a selected number of modes. The error is averaged over horn type.
There is an increase around the cutoff frequency of the horns, and an
increase with frequency that starts approximately a decade higher in
frequency.
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Response error (dB)
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100
dB
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Figure 13: Average response error as a function of frequency, with the number of modes as parameter

3.3

parameter: element length d z

From the previous section, it was found that the OSWG needed the
largest number of modes to achieve good accuracy in frequency response and DI. Therefore a new test was run for the OS, where the
number of elements in the horn was varied from 10 to 3000, logaritmically in 6 steps, by varying d z . This was repeated for 1 to 32 modes.
Total computation time was 2 hours 42 minutes.
3.3.1

Timing

To see how the computation time depends on d z , the computation
times were averaged over the number of modes in the following way:
For each mode and section of the algorithm, the total time for all different values of d z was computed, and the calculation times normalized to this value. Now, the times for each value of d z is expressed
as a percentage of the total time for that particular mode and section. Differences in computation times due to the different number of
modes is now removed, and the mean value over all modes is then
computed for each value of d z . These mean values are then normalized to the value for the smallest d z . The result is plotted in Figure 14.
It can be seen that only three of the sections depend on the number
of elements.
It is somewhat more complicated to find the dependence of the
computation time on the number of elements, since the polynomial

3.3 parameter: element length dz
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Figure 14: Normalized computation times (dz variable)

fitting function doesn’t work well with logarithmically spaced data
points. However, the following method was tried: For each section,
the ratio of the computation time of the nth dz value was divided by
the calculation time for the (n − 1)th dz value. The results are shown
in Table 4. The relative increase in the number of elements is about
three between each simulation. It can be seen that for the computations that depend on the number of elements, like the F matrix, Zhorn
and U, the increase is approximately proportional to the increase in
the number of elements.
While one should preferably have many more data points, the data
suggests that averaged over computations using 1 to 32 modes, the
computation times increase linearly with the number of elements for
the parts of the algorithm where the number of elements is relevant.
Increase in elements

F matrix

Zrad

Zhorn

U

pext

DI

From 10 to 30

1.5344

0.7029

2.8299

2.6758

1.0017

0.7733

From 30 to 100

3.3044

0.9371

3.3627

3.1905

0.9954

0.8485

From 100 to 300

2.9573

0.9990

2.9763

2.9149

1.0030

1.2704

From 300 to 1000

3.2762

0.9997

3.3776

3.3066

0.9971

0.8176

From 1000 to 3000

1.9617

1.0014

3.3891

2.9850

1.0006

0.9998

Table 4: Relative increase in computation time

Another interesting relation, is how large is the percentage of the
total time each section of the algorithm uses. If, for each computation
(one given value of dz , one given number of modes), the time for each

model evaluation

section is normalized to the total time for that computation, it is possible to judge where the algoritm spends most of the time. Figure 15
and Figure 16 illustrates this. It can be seen that the calculation of the
radiation impedance quickly starts to dominate when the number of
modes rise. Using smaller elements reduces the dominance of this
part somewhat, but even when dz = 0.1mm, the radiation impedance
section takes 57% of the total time.
Sections that do not depend on either the number of modes or the
element size quickly lose significance. The calculation of field point
pressure is still fairly expensive, and dominates for large values of dz
and few modes.
dz = 0.001
100
10−1
10−2
%
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Figure 15: Relative computation time, dz = 0.001m
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3.3 parameter: element length dz
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Figure 16: Relative computation time, dz = 0.0001m

3.3.2

Accuracy as Function of Frequency

In BEM and other finite element based methods, the size of the elements determines the upper frequency that can be reliably simulated.
It is logical to expect the same to be true in the MPM. In BEM, it is
widely accepted to use at least 6 elements per wavelength. It would
be useful to arrive at a similar limit for the MPM.
Figure 17 gives an example of how the error in impedance varies
with frequency for the various element lengths. Note the large jump
in error at certain frequencies for the largest elements. Similar corner
frequencies can also be found in the error plots for the response and
DI, but these plots are not so easy to read. Table 5 lists the corner frequencies, and compares the length of the elements to the wavelength
at that frequency. It appears that at least 8–9 elements per wavelength
is required.
Frequency [Hz]

dz

λ/dz

1853

0.03

6.2

3950

0.01

8.7

12980

0.003

8.8

Table 5: Corner frequencies for the large jumps in impedance error shown
in Figure 17
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eZ : 8 modes
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Figure 17: Error in impedance (dz variable). 8 modes.

Figure 18 illustrates this. Here, only frequencies lower than a corner
frequency given by the number of elements per wavelength, are used
in the calculations. This frequency is given as
f min =

nc
dz

(57)

Curves are plotted in Figure 18 for n ={6, 8, 10}, for dz ={0.03, 0.01,
0.003}. For smaller values of dz , the corner frequency is outside the
frequency range used in the calculations. Here, changing the number
of elements per wavelength has no effect in the frequency range in
question.
It is interesting to note that the error increases if too many modes
are used. This may sound counterintuitive, but it was also observed
in the preliminary study [9]. The reason can be as follows: When
few modes are used, the higher order differences cannot be captured,
and the results represent a more averaged-out version of the horn.
When more modes are included, the effect of the discontinuities becomes more pronounced, we are actually simulating the very coarsely
stepped horn.
Another, and more likely, explanation is that this is a numerical
problem. The amplitudes of the higher order modes that are not propagating will fall quickly away from the discontinuities. If the elements
are long, they may quickly reach the limit of machine presicion. Since
the method involves inversion of matrices, it may cause problems to
include matrix entries that are very small compared to the other entries in the matrix.

3.4 absolute accuracy

For smaller elements, there is no jump in error when using many
modes, though the error does not necessarily decrease with increasing number of modes.
Max Response error (dB), f < f min
n=6 (dz = 0.03
n=8 (dz = 0.03)
n=10 (dz = 0.03)
n=6 (dz = 0.01)
n=8 (dz = 0.01)
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n=8 (dz = 0.003)
n=10 (dz = 0.003)
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Figure 18: Response error below critical frequency

It may be possible to find an expression for the optimum number
of modes for a given dz , but this was considered to be outside the
scope of this project.
3.4

absolute accuracy

Another measure of the absolute accuracy of the method can be had
from comparing the results to BERIM. The radiation condition in BERIM
is the same as used for the MPM, that the horn is mounted in an infinite baffle. Two simulations in BERIM were therefore set up, one using
an exponential horn, and the other using an oblate spheroidal waveguide. The mesh bandwidth was set to 25kHz, and the number of
frequencies, frequency range, and number and positions of the field
points were set to the same as in the tests above. Figure 19 shows the
differences in on-axis frequency response between the BERIM simulation and the case with 32 modes (dz = 0.0001).
The maximum error as a function of the number of modes is plotted in Figure 20. The mean error is not shown, but is an order of magnitude lower in level. There is no sudden drop for the highest number
of modes, as when the 32 modes case was used as reference. The error, as can be seen from Figure 19, is mainly in the high frequency
range, and for the OSWG, concentrated around the on-axis dip.
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Figure 19: On-axis frequency response, BERIM and MPM

A few extra tests were done to try to find where the cause of the
error was: A BERIM simulation with 50kHz mesh bandwidth, an MPM
with 32 modes, dz = 0.0003, 300 radial integration points in the calculation of the Rayleigh integral, one with 20 radial integration points,
and one with the standard number (50) of integration points, but 64
modes. There was no large difference in the maximum error, though
the methods seem to converge.
One possible explanation for this, is that the integration of the
mouth velocity is done somewhat differently in the two methods.
Both methods rely on computing the field point pressure from numerical integration of the Rayleigh integral over the mouth velocity
distribution. BERIM uses a Gaussian quadrature rule, with 8 points in
the radial direction for each element, while MPM uses the midpoint
trapezoidal rule.
Another source of discrepancy could be that this is a numerical
problem, and that the machine precision prevents the methods from
converging to the same results at certain frequencies. The errors are
confined to the region of the on-axis dip, and it may be that the cause
of the dip influences the methods differently.

3.4 absolute accuracy
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Figure 20: On-axis frequency response error, BERIM and MPM
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B E H AV I O R O F M O D E S I N D U C T S

In this chapter, a few examples of how waves behave in stepped ducts
and horns, will be given. This investigation can potentially generate
immense amounts of data, as for each frequency a plot of modal
amplitudes through the horn can be given, for any horn type.
The purpose of this chapter is to give an example of the use of
the method that can give information not easily gained from methods like Finite Elements Method (FEM) or BEM. Quantities like throat
impedance, pressure response and directivity can easily be found
from these methods. But to find the distribution of modes in space
and frequency requires extensive postprocessing. The MPM, on the
other hand, gives these quantities directly.
4.1

modal superposition

All the simulations presented so far have used a plane wave as the
excitation at the throat. If the throat wave front is not plane, there
will be higher order modes present here, and this will alter the radiated pressure from the horn somewhat, depending on their levels
and whether they are able to propagate to the mouth. The question
is then: is it necessary to propagate this new wave front through the
horn if we already know the response to each mode, or can we use the
information gained from a single mode simulation? In other words,
is it so that
Um ( a0 , a2 , ..., an ) = ∑ an Um (~b)?
(58)
n

Here Um ( an ) is the mouth volume velocity when the horn is excited
by mode n of amplitude an , and the elements of ~b is defined as

1 : n = k
bk =
,
(59)

0 : n 6= k
i.e. Um (~b) is the mouth volume velocity when the throat is excited
only with mode n.
If this is the case, the response for any mode distribution at the
throat can be found if the response for each mode alone is known.
To test this, a series of simulations were run on an exponential horn.
First, the modal mouth volume velocities Um (~b) were obtained for
unit excitation of each of the modes at the throat. Mouth volume velocity for the excitation at the throat by modal amplitudes a0 , ..., an ,
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Um ( a0 , a2 , ..., an ), was also obtained. Finally a set of modal mouth volume velocites were synthesized as
Um =

∑ an Um (~b).

(60)

n

The error was then calculated as the maximum difference between
the actual Um ( a0 , a2 , ..., an ) and the synthesized Um . This maximum
error turned out to be 9 · 10−16 , i.e. in the order of machine precision.
It can thus be concluded that superposition works for modes.
Disregarding phase, and only summing the magnitudes of the modal
amplitudes was also tried, but the maximum error in this case was
0.147, illustrating quite clearly that complex summation of the modes
is required.
At the end of the project it was realized that it is possible to compute a single N × N matrix that relates Um to Uth . This makes it unnecessary to compute the response to each mode and then use superposition, as the cost of computing the response to a new throat wave
front is just one matrix–vector multiplication. This matrix can then of
course also be used to find the necessary throat mode distribution to
create a given mouth mode distribution, but the result may not be
realizable in practice.
4.2

modal behavior between discontinuities

At the discontinuities, new modes are generated from the modes that
impart on the discontinuity from either side. There is both a transmitted and a reflected wave, both for the plane wave and the higher
order modes.
A plane wave can impact on a discontinuity and create higher order modes propagating forward, while also being reflected rearward.
If the mode is in cut-off, it will die out exponentially. Depending on
what the cut-off frequency is in each of the ducts, the forward propagating wave may propagate freely, while the reflected wave will die
out. An example is given in Figure 21, where the modal volume velocity amplitudes are plotted as function of axial distance z for a single
frequency. There are two discontinuities, and each straight section
consists of 3500 cylindrical sections. The profile of the duct is shown
in Figure 22. The small end is excited by a plane wave, and the large
end is terminated in an infinite baffle. In this example, all modes are
in cut-off before the first discontinuity. In the second segment, one
mode is in cut-in, and in the last segment, only one mode is in cutoff.
One interesting thing is that for all propagating modes (including
the plane wave), there is a standing wave pattern. Evanescent modes
do not display this property. But the reflection of higher modes from
the discontinuities are evident.

4.2 modal behavior between discontinuities

For modes in cut-off, the amplitude decreases exponentially (resulting in a straight line on a dB scale), the steepness of the slope increasing with the distance to the cut-off frequency. The mode levels show
a characteristic V-shape when they are in cutoff, resulting from newly
generated and reflected evanescent waves having the same amplitude
at the middle of a segment.
In connection with this simulation, it can be noted that while a
stepped duct is only an approximation to a smooth horn, the simulation of the stepped duct itself is exact, given, of course, that the
number of modes is sufficient.
Modal levels for a stepped duct at 5700Hz, not normalized
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Figure 21: Example of how standing wave patterns are set up for all propagating modes in a stepped duct
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Figure 22: The profile of the duct used in Figure 21
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4.3

mode generation along horns

Horns will behave differently, depending on the local flare rate along
the horn. Where the horn changes quickly, the modes will be generated with higher amplitudes, and there will be strong modal coupling.
Below is a series of simulations of various horn types, which shows
how the mode amplitudes grow along the horn. The horns are of
the same dimensions as used in the previous tests. The circles show
where in the horn the corresponding mode has its cut-in frequency.
The third mode is in cutoff throughout the horn length. The legend
shows the mode number. All horns are excited by a plane wave.
Modal levels (volume velocity) for Conical horn at 4000Hz, not normalized
20
10
dB re 1m3 /s
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Figure 23: Modal levels in a conical horn

It can be seen that the levels of the higher order modes increase
through the horn, even though the modes are in cut-off. This can be
explained as follows: at the discontinuities, the modes are generated
with a certain level. If they are in cut-off, they decay exponentially
after the discontinuity. But they do not decay to zero before there is
a new discontinuity generating modes. The mode levels will therefore have some sort of zig-zag amplitude response, where the mean
steadily increases.
This is of course only an approximation to the actual behavior of
the horn, since horns in general do not have steps like this. In reality, the amplitude of the modes will follow the mean of the zig-zag
response that the simulation produces.
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Modal levels (volume velocity) for Exponential horn at 4000Hz, not normalized
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Figure 24: Modal levels in an exponential horn

The flare rate of a horn, i.e. how much the area changes with distance, is
1 dS(z)
m=
.
(61)
S(z) dz
If this quantity is plotted for the horns above, we get the curves in
Figure 27. We can see that there is a certain connection between the
rate of increase of mode levels, and the rate of change of the flare rate.
Both the conical horn, and to a degree, the OSWG, have high flare rates
near the throat, but lower flare rates closer to the mouth. The mode
levels in these horns also increase faster near the throat, and slower
near the mouth.
The exponential horn, on the other hand, has a constant flare rate,
and the mode levels show a uniform increase in level on a logarithmic
scale. The Hypex horn is similar to the exponential horn, but has
lower flare rate near the throat (for T ≤ 1), making it start out with
lower levels. Further out in the horn, the flare rate is higher, and the
curve is overall steeper.
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Modal levels (volume velocity) for Hypex horn at 4000Hz, not normalized
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Figure 25: Modal levels in a hypex horn, T = 0

Modal levels (volume velocity) for OSWG horn at 4000Hz, not normalized
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Figure 26: Modal levels in an OS waveguide
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DISCUSSION

5.1

scalability

From the investigations in chapter Chapter 3, several things can be
said about the scalability of the method.
The computation time as a function of the number of modes, N, has
a large linear component, that is larger than the quadratic and higher
order components for the values of N used in the test cases. But since
the quadratic component is not that very much smaller than the linear
component, the computation time quickly becomes dominated by this
factor. Leaving out the quadratic and/or the cubic factor(s), gives a
wrong impression of how the computation time increases.
The F matrix and Zrad calculations show the largest quadratic factors. The calculation of the F matrix is a relatively small part of the
total cost. The calculation of Zrad is however a large part of the total cost, and will force a quadratic behavior of computation time for
large N. If, however, Zrad is precomputed, as suggested in Section 5.3,
the remaining important parts of the algorithm are the calculation of
the horn impedance, and the propagation of volume velocity. These
parts show a larger dominance of the linear dependence on N.
Dependence on the number of elements, Nel , seems to be mostly
linear.
Computation time as a function of frequency comes through the
dependency of the element length, dz , on the highest frequency to
be computed. The dependence on the number of frequencies is thus
linear, and the dependence on the highest frequency is also linear.
This is a noteworthy feature of the method. Comparing this to other
element based methods, this is a great advantage. 3D FEM would need
to decrease the element size in all three directions of the volume mesh,
a cubic dependency on frequency. 3D BEM, considering that only a
surface mesh is required, would have a quadratic dependency on
frequency.
It should, however, be noted that this only applies if the number of
modes is kept fixed. As the upper frequency is increased, the number
of modes close to cut-in, or able to propagate, increases, and should
be included for accuracy. But since the necessary number of modes
for a given upper frequency, horn size and element length has not yet
been established, the exact frequency dependence of the computation
cost cannot be given.
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5.2

behavior of horns

Part of the project assignment was to study how the modes are distributed regarding position and frequency in different horn contours, and
how the modes influence the directivity and loading properties of the horn.
These questions have not been treated in detail in this project. The
mode distributions in some horns are given in Chapter 4. The generation of modes is seen to depend on the rate of change of area, also
called flare rate.
The effect of modes on directivity and loading can to a degree be
judged from the results of the evaluation of accuracy of the model.
Figure 11 illustrates some of this. For the exponential horn, it can
be seen that the first top in the frequency response, around 400Hz,
moves as more modes are added. This was also noted in the preliminary study. This can be traced back to changes in the throat
impedance of the horn. The effect of higher order modes on the loading properties of the horn is thus to change the frequencies of the
peaks and dips.
The effect of higher order modes on directivity has not been directly investigated in this project, but it can also be judged from Figure 11. Including higher order modes removes energy from the plane
wave mode, which changes the on-axis response. More energy is directed to the sides, especially at higher frequencies. At lower frequencies, the effect on the on-axis response is slight. This may be because
modes that are in cut-off when radiating from the mouth do not make
it to the far field.
5.3

enhancement of the method

The speed and efficiency of the method can be improved in several
ways. Below is a list of areas where room for improvement has been
found during the investigations described in this report.
resolution: The resolution of the method can be set based on the
highest frequency of interest. An element length of no more
than λ/10 seems to be required to avoid numerical problems.
This applies regardless of there being a discontinuity between
the elements or not. A further enhancement could be to apply
an adaptive resolution, using a lower resolution at low frequencies. There may however be problems when using a high number of modes, as shown in Figure 18. Some further experience
with the method has also shown that if the horn is long and/or
has a large ratio of mouth to throat radius, smaller elements
are needed. More experience with this aspect of the method is
clearly needed.

5.4 suggestions for further work

number of modes: After a certain number of modes are added,
the improvement is very slight when adding more modes. If the
element length is too large, adding more modes will actually
result in reduced accuracy. If an optimum number of modes
could be found for a given accuracy, the method could be made
to work at its peak efficiency. A suggestion for how to find the
maximum allowable number of modes could be to investigate
how fast the modes that are in cut-off will decay in the smallest
part of the horn. If a mode decays too much along one segment,
the modal amplitude may be in the order of machine precision,
making calculations unstable.
radiation impedance: A large part of the computation time is
used for computing the modal radiation impedance Zr . Unless
the number of elements is large, this part of the algorithm totally dominates the total computation time when many modes
are used. A pre-computed table for Zr (ka) could be stored, and
interpolated as needed.
rayleigh integral: Since the method described in this report is
for axisymmetric geometries, it may be possible to do the angular part of the Rayleigh integral analytically. This would reduce
the number of function evaluations significantly, and would
speed up the pressure response calculations. Using the builtin functions in Matlab for numerical integration may also improve speed. This would also reduce the overall cost of the
method, especially for simulations with few modes and/or elements. Another, and very fast, alternative that can be used in the
far field, is to use the modal amplitudes directly, as described
in 2.4.5, eq. Eq. (47).
the F matrix: If the horn coordinates were computed in a way that
kept the ratio β = R1 /R2 constant for each discontinuity, and instead the length of each element varied, a single F matrix could
be computed that could be used throughout the horn. This may
not be worth the effort in gaining speed, as the computation
of the F matrix is but a small fraction of the total computation
time. But it may save memory, which can be worthwhile in large
simulations.
5.4

suggestions for further work

The previous section gives some suggestions on how the method, in
its present form, could be improved. This section suggests how more
fundamental aspects of the method could be changed to improve
speed.
A reformulation of the method could in some cases be useful, and
would perhaps also speed up the calculations. If the matrices for each
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element and discontinuity could be combined in a way that related
pressure and volume velocity at the throat to pressure and volume velocity at the mouth, the throat impedance could be quickly computed
(by one single matrix multiplication) for any radiation impedance,
without recalculating the horn. In the same way, the mouth volume
velocity could be computed for any throat volume velocity, without
having to propagate it through each element of the horn. This would
also significantly reduce storage requirements, as the present method
requires the impedance matrix at all points in the horn to be stored,
for all frequencies. For detailed simulations, it is quite possible to run
out of memory.
Another possibility is to only use the method to develop rules for
calculating the frequency dependent mode amplitudes at the mouth
based on a geometric description of the horn, and then use this information to compute the radiated pressure. The modal frequency
responses could be stored in the form of filter parameters.
Further work on the method should also look into more reliable
ways to compute the maximum size of the elements for a given contour, and the maximum number of modes that can be used.

6

CONCLUSION

In this project, the Modal Propagation Method (MPM) has been investigated in terms of efficiency and accuracy. Some requirements for
selecting parameters have been found, and areas for improvement
pointed out.
The basic method was implemented in a preliminary study. The
main work in the current project has been to evaluate the model in
greater detail, considering both scalability in terms of computational
effort, and in terms of accuracy. This was prioritized over analysing
different horn contours, as it was considered to be more important to
know more about the behavior of the method itself than the behavior
of a few generic horn types.
Regarding scalability, the dependence on the number of modes is
linear to quadratic for few modes, increasing to a cubic dependency
when many modes are used. The dependency on the number of elements is to a very large degree linear.
Accuracy improves as the number of modes increases, and the improvement is the greatest for the first 5-10 modes. This holds both
when a simulation with many modes is used as reference, and when
a BEM simulation is used as reference. Accuracy does not depend as
much on the number of elements, as long as there are at least 10 elements per wavelength. There does however seem to be an upper limit
on the allowable number of modes before accuracy decreases drastically. This is especially noticable when few elements are used, and is
believed to be caused by numerical issues.
As the method scales linearly with the number of elements, which
again scales linearly with frequency, it gains advantage over element
methods for high frequency simulations. The advantage is not as
great as one would think at first, though, as more modes will have to
be taken into account as frequency increases. Currently, the required
number of modes for a given accuracy cannot be determined by simple rules-of-thumb, as is the case with the number of elements. The
suggested procedure in this case is to simulate with just a few frequencies, and increase the number of modes until the improvement
is small when adding more modes. Then a more detailed simulation
can be run.
While not all the issues in the project text have been addressed
directly, much insight into the behavior of the model has been gained.
This is considered to be of more value, and more useful to other users
of the method, than details on how certain horns behave.
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Part I
APPENDIX

A

D E R I VAT I O N O F T H E F - M AT R I X

a.1

general

The derivation of the F matrix for cylindrical tubes is given here. It is
based on the derivation given by Kemp in [1, appendix B].
Refer to Figure 28. Denoting the pressure at surface 1 p ( 1 ) and the
pressure at surface 2 p ( 2 ) , we must have that
p ( 1 ) = p ( 2 ) on S 1 , S 1 < S 2

(62)

The modes are orthogonal, so that
Z

ψn ψm d S = S δnm

(63)

S

where ψ n is the profile of mode n. Integrating the mode profile with
a pressure field p will extract the nth mode component from the field.
Since pressure may be expressed as a sum of modes, we have
Z

ψn p d S =

∞

Z

∑

ψn

ψ m Pm d S

(64)

m=0

S

S

where P m is the amplitude of themth pressure mode. In the following,
(2)
(1)
P n and P n will be the complex mode amplitudes at surfaces 1
(1)
(2)
and 2, respectively, and ψ n and ψ n will be the corresponding
mode profiles on these surfaces.
Combining (62) and (64), we get
(1)
Pn

1
=
S1

Z

(1)
ψn

S1

p

(1)

1
dS =
S1

=

0

1
S1

Z

(1)

ψn

p(2) d S

S1

Z

∞

(1)

ψn

∑

(2)

(2)

ψ m Pm d S

(65)

m=0

S1

1 2

S1
Duct 1

S2

z
Duct 2

d
Figure 28: Two ducts joined by a discontinuity
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60

A derivation of the F -matrix

which we can write as
∞

(1)

∑

=

Pn

(2)

Fn m Pm

(66)

(1) (2)

(67)

m=0

where
Fnm

1
=
S1

Z

ψn ψm dS

S1

In matrix notation:

~P(1) = F ~P(2)

(68)

Because of continuity, the velocities on the surfaces S1 and S2 must
match. It is also clear that the velocity into the part wall of S2 that is
larger than S1 , denoted S2 − S1 must be zero.
(1)

(2)

vz = vz on S1 , S1 < S2

(69)

(2)

(70)

vz = 0 on S2 − S1 , S1 < S2

In terms of volume velocities, we have that U (1) /S1 = U (2) /S2 , and
U (2) = 0 on S2 − S1 . Again using the orthogonality of the modes, we
can set up the following:
(2)

Un =

Z

(2) (2)

ψn vz dS =

Z

(2) (1)

ψn vz dS +

(2)

ψn 0dS

S2 − S1

S1

S2

Z

=

1
S1

Z

∞

(2)

ψn
S1

∑

(1)

(1)

ψm Um dS (71)

m =0

which we can write as
(2)

∞

Un =

∑

(1)

Fmn Um

(72)

m =0

In matrix notation:

~ (2) = F T U
~ (1)
U
a.2

(73)

the F-matrix for cylindrical geometry

For polar coordinates, (67) can be written as
Fnm

1
=
πR21

ZR1 Z2π

(1) (2)

ψn ψm rdθdr

(74)

0 0

Inserting the modefunctions,
ψn =

J0 (γn r/R)
J0 (γn )

(75)
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and integrating with respect to θ, we get
Fnm

2
= 2
R1 J0 (γn ) J0 (γm )

ZR1

rJ0 (γn r/R1 ) J0 (γm r/R2 )dr

(76)

0

which is a standard integral of the form
Z

xJ p (αx ) J p ( βx ) =

βxJ p (αx ) J p−1 ( βx ) − αxJ p−1 (αx ) J p ( βx )
α2 − β2

(77)

With some variable substitution, we arrive at

Fnm =


2
R21 J0 (γn ) J0 (γm )



×

(γm r/R2 ) J0 (γn r/R1 ) J−1 (γm r/R2 ) − (γn r/R1 ) J−1 (γn r/R1 ) J0 (γm r/R2 )
(γn r/R1 )2 − (γm r/R2 )2

 r = R1
r =0

(78)
The contribution from r = 0 is zero, and J−1 ( x ) = − J1 ( x ). Since γn is
a zero of J1 , some terms vanish. This gives us


(γm R1 /R2 ) J0 (γn ) J1 (γm R1 /R2 )
2
(79)
Fnm =
2
(γn /R2 )2 − (γm /R1 )2
R1 J0 (γn ) J0 (γm )
If we now set β = R1 /R2 , we get
Fnm ( β) =

2βγm J1 ( βγm )
2 − γ2 ) J ( γ )
( β 2 γm
m
n 0

which is the form of the F-matrix given earlier.

(80)

B

M P M T O O L B O X M AT L A B C O D E

Note: the functions PlaceFigures and besselzero can be downloaded
from the Matlab Central.
Only the first listing has the full file header. For subsequent listings,
the licence text and the function name at the start of the header has
been hidden, to save space.
b.1

main functions

Complete code for simulating a horn. First file is for a single segment
horn, optionally including a mouth radius. Second file is for a twosegment horn, optionally including a mouth radius.

Listing 1: MPM_Horndemo1.m
1

6

11

16

21

26

31

36

41

46

%MPM_Horndemo1
%
% This file contains sample code showing how the MPM toolbox can be used to
% calculate the performance of a horn exited by a plane wave at the throat.
% The horn contour is first calculated, and cast into the form of a stepped
% duct. Next, the modal radiation impedance at the mouth is calculated.
% Following this, the throat impedance, and the modal impedances throughout
% the horn are calculated. This data is then used in the propagation of
% velocity from throat to mouth. The mouth velocity is used to compute the
% resulting pressure in the free field, using the Rayleigh integral.
%
% Several horn types can be specified, see MPM_AShorncoord for details.
%
% See Hints.m for hints on usage.
%
% --------------------------------------------------- ...
------------------------------------------%
This file is part of the Modal Propagation Method (MPM) Toolbox by Bjørn Kolbrek.
%
%
The MPM Toolbox is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify
%
it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software
%
Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.
%
%
The MPM Toolbox is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,
%
but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS
%
FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public License for more details.
%
%
You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with the
%
MPM Toolbox. If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.
% --------------------------------------------------- ...
------------------------------------------%
% see also Hints, MPM_Horndemo2, MPM_AShorncoord, MPM_refinecoords, MPM_makesteps,
% MPM_ASbaffledradzmatrix, MPM_getimpedances, MPM_makebigfmat,
% MPM_getmouthvolvel, MPM_getfieldpointpressures
%
%clear all;
% load the precalculated zeros of Bessel function J1
load 'MPM_besselzeros.mat';
% horn parameters
sth = 10e-4; % throat area
smh = 1600e-4; % mouth area;
Lh = 60e-2; % horn length
dz = Lh/500; %0.0003; % segment length
Tn = 1; % horn parameter (hypex/bessel)
HornType = 1;
AddRadius = false; % set to true to gat a radiused flaring of the mouth

63
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64

RadR = 0.1; % radius of mouth radius
RFta = 90; % end tangent angle of radius (degrees)

51
Rvtc = 0.05;
Lvtc = 0.02;
AddVtc = false;

56

% field point parameters
% field point distance
Rext = 3;
% field point angles (degrees)
Angext = linspace(0,90,91)';

61

66

71

76

81

86

% simulation parameters
fmin = 100; %lower frequency
fmax = 8000; % upper frequency
Nf = 100; % number of frequencies
N = 1; %maximum number of modes
c = 344; %sound speed
rho = 1.205;% air density
% Create horn contour
horncoords = MPM_AShorncoord(HornType, sth, smh, Lh, Tn, dz, AddRadius, 0, RadR, RFta);
if AddVtc
horncoords(:,1) = horncoords(:,1)+Lvtc;
horncoords = [0 Rvtc;
Lvtc Rvtc;
horncoords];
newdz = dz/10;
horncoords = MPM_refinecoords(horncoords, dz);
end;
horncoords = MPM_makesteps(horncoords);
% plot horn contour
figure(1);
plot(horncoords(:,1),horncoords(:,2))
ylim([0,max(horncoords(:,2)*1.1)])
xlabel('z axis [m]');
ylabel('Radius [m]');
title('Horn profile');

91

96

101

freq = logspace(log10(fmin), log10(fmax), Nf);
k = 2*pi*freq/c;
% alternative method for calculating bz.
% function besselzero can be downloaded from
% the Matlab Central.
%bz = zeros(N,1);
%if (N>1)
%
bz(2:N)= besselzero(1, N-1, 1);
%end;
bz = bz(1:N);
%% ----------------------------------------------% The performance calculations

106

111

116

121

126

131

t00 = tic;
BigF = MPM_makebigfmat(N, horncoords, bz);
disp(['Calculating radiation impedance']);
Sm = pi*horncoords(end,2)^2;
St = pi*horncoords(1,2)^2;
%Sm = Sm/2;
Zrad = MPM_ASbaffledradzmatrix(k,rho,c,Sm,N,bz);
toc(t00);
%%
disp(['Calculating horn impedance']);
BigZ = MPM_getimpedances(k, horncoords, bz, Zrad, BigF, rho, c, 0, false);
toc(t00);
Z00mat = squeeze(BigZ(1,1,1,:));
Z00mat = St/(rho*c)*Z00mat;
%%
figure(2);
semilogx(freq, real(Z00mat), 'k', freq, imag(Z00mat), 'r');
grid;
title('Horn throat impedance');
ylabel(['Normalized acoustic Z(' num2str(0) ',' num2str(0) ')']);
xlabel('Hz');
%%
U0 = zeros(N,1); %plane wave at throat
U0(1) = 1*St; %unit velocity at throat (not volume velocity)
Nr = 50;
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136

disp(['Calculating mouth volume velocity']);
Umouth = MPM_getmouthvolvel(k, horncoords, U0, bz, BigZ, BigF, rho, c, 0);
toc(t00);
%%

141

pe = [Rext*sin(Angext/180*pi) Rext*cos(Angext/180*pi)];
disp(['Calculating field point pressure']);
pext = MPM_getfieldpointpressures(k, Umouth, pe, horncoords(end,2), 50, bz, rho, c, 0);
toc(t00);
%%
figure(3);
ia = find(mod(Angext, 10)==0);
semilogx(freq, 94+20*log10(abs(pext(1,:))));
%hold off;
ylabel('dB re 20uPa');
xlabel('Hz');
%legend(num2str(Angext(ia)), 'Location', 'NorthWest')
title('Field point pressures');

146

151

156

161

65

figure(4);
contourf(freq, Angext, 94+20*log10(abs(pext)), 15);
set(gca, 'xscale', 'log');
ylabel('Degrees');
xlabel('Hz');
title('Polar map');
colorbar;
% calculate DI
DI = MPM_ASgetDI(k, Angext, pext);

166

171

figure(5);
semilogx(freq, DI);
xlabel('Hz');
ylabel('dB');
title('Directivity index');
placeFigures;



Listing 2: MPM_Horndemo2.m
2

7

12

%clear all;
% load the precalculated zeros of Bessel function J1
load 'MPM_besselzeros.mat';
% horn parameters
sth1 = 10e-4; % throat area segment 1
smh1 = 100e-4; % mouth area segment 1
Lh1 = 15e-2; % horn length segment 1
Tn1 = 0.7; % horn parameter (hypex/bessel);
HornType1 = 2;
smh2 = 4000e-4; % mouth area segment 2
Lh2 = 40e-2; % horn length segment 2
Tn2 = 10;% horn parameter (hypex/bessel);
HornType2 = 4;

17

dz = 0.0003; % segment length
AddRadius = true; % set to true to gat a radiused flaring of the mouth
RadR = 0.05; % radius of mouth radius
RFta = 90; % end tangent angle of radius (degrees)

22

% throat chamber
Rvtc = 0.06; %throat chamber radius
Lvtc = 0.02; % throat chamber length
AddVtc = true; % set to true to use throat chamber

27

% field point parameters
% field point distance
Rext = 3;
% field point angles (degrees)
Angext = linspace(0,90,10)';

32

37

% simulation parameters
fmin = 50; %lower frequency
fmax = 8000; % upper frequency
Nf = 50; % number of frequencies
N = 4; %maximum number of modes
c = 344; %sound speed
rho = 1.205;% air density
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66

normalized = true; % normalize polar map to on-axis response

42
% Create horn contour
horncoords1 = MPM_AShorncoord(HornType1, sth1, smh1, Lh1, Tn1, dz);
horncoords2 = MPM_AShorncoord(HornType2, smh1, smh2, Lh2, Tn2, dz, AddRadius, 0, RadR, RFta);
horncoords2(:,1) = horncoords2(:,1) + Lh1;

47
horncoords = [horncoords1; horncoords2];

52

57

62

67

72

77

if AddVtc
horncoords(:,1) = horncoords(:,1)+Lvtc+3*dz;
horncoords = [0 Rvtc;
Lvtc Rvtc;
Lvtc+3*dz horncoords(1,2);
horncoords];
newdz = dz/10;
horncoords = MPM_refinecoords(horncoords, dz);
end;
horncoords = MPM_makesteps(horncoords);
% plot horn contour
figure(1);
plot(horncoords(:,1),horncoords(:,2))
ylim([0,max(horncoords(:,2)*1.1)])
xlabel('z axis [m]');
ylabel('Radius [m]');
title('Horn profile');
freq = logspace(log10(fmin), log10(fmax), Nf);
k = 2*pi*freq/c;
% alternative method for calculating bz.
% function besselzero can be downloaded from
% the Matlab Central.
%bz = zeros(N,1);
%if (N>1)
%
bz(2:N)= besselzero(1, N-1, 1);
%end;
bz = bz(1:N);
%% ----------------------------------------------% The performance calculations

82
t00 = tic;
BigF = MPM_makebigfmat(N, horncoords, bz);

87

92

disp(['Calculating radiation impedance']);
Sm = pi*horncoords(end,2)^2;
St = pi*horncoords(1,2)^2;
Zrad = MPM_ASbaffledradzmatrix(k,rho,c,Sm,N,bz);
toc(t00);
disp(['Calculating horn impedance']);
BigZ = MPM_getimpedances(k, horncoords, bz, Zrad, BigF, rho, c, 0, true);
toc(t00);
Z00mat = squeeze(BigZ(1,1,1,:));
Z00mat = St/(rho*c)*Z00mat;

97

102

figure(2);
semilogx(freq, real(Z00mat), 'k', freq, imag(Z00mat), 'r');
grid;
title('Horn throat impedance');
ylabel(['Normalized acoustic Z(' num2str(0) ',' num2str(0) ')']);
xlabel('Hz');

107

%%
U0 = zeros(N,1); %plane wave at throat
U0(1) = 1*St; %unit velocity at throat (not volume velocity)
Nr = 50;
pe = [Rext*sin(Angext/180*pi) Rext*cos(Angext/180*pi)];

112

disp(['Calculating mouth volume velocity']);
Umouth = MPM_getmouthvolvel(k, horncoords, U0, bz, BigZ, BigF, rho, c, 0);
toc(t00);

117

122

%%
disp(['Calculating field point pressure']);
pext = MPM_getfieldpointpressures(k, Umouth, pe, horncoords(end,2), 50, bz, rho, c, 0);
toc(t00);
%%
disp(['Calculating field point pressure modal method']);
pext2 = pext;
vm = Umouth/Sm;
for ii = 1: length(pe)
pext2(ii,:) = MPM_ASmodalradiatedpressure(k, horncoords(end,2), vm, pe(ii,:), bz, ...
rho, c);
end;
%%

B.2 Make Horn Contour

127

% calculate normalized response
pext0 = pext(1,:);
pext0 = pext0(ones(length(pe),1),:);
pextn = pext ./ pext0;

132

figure(4);
semilogx(freq, 94+20*log10(abs(pext2)));
%hold off;
ylabel('dB re 20uPa');
xlabel('Hz');
legend(num2str(Angext), 'Location', 'NorthWest')
title('Field point pressures');

137

142

147

152

%%
figure(4);
if normalized
contourf(freq, Angext, 94+20*log10(abs(pextn)), 15);
title('Polar map (normalized to on-axis response)');
else
contourf(freq, Angext, 94+20*log10(abs(pext)), 15);
title('Polar map');
end;
set(gca, 'xscale', 'log');
ylabel('Degrees');
xlabel('Hz');
colorbar;
disp(['Calculated horn with ' num2str(length(horncoords)/2) ' elements, using '
num2str(N) ' modes, at ' num2str(Nf) ' frequencies']);
placeFigures;

b.2

...



make horn contour

Functions for calculating the profile of various horn types.

Listing 3: MPM_AShorncoord.m

3

8

13

18

23

28

33

38

67

%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

horncoord = MPM_AShorncoord(hType, Sth, Sm, L, Tn, dz, addradius, thFta, RadR, RadFta)
Calculates a horn contour of a given type, from parameters. An optional
flared/radiused mouth can be added by setting the addradius parameter to
true, and supplying values for the optional parameters thFta, RadR and
RadFta.
The horn is axisymmetric. The coordinates are in (z,r) format.
Input
hType
0 :
1 :
2 :
3 :
4 :
5 :
6 :
7 :

parameters:
: horn type. The following horn types are supported:
Conical horn
Exponential horn
Hyperbolic-exponential (hypex) horn (Salmon type horn)
Oblate Spheroidal Waveguide
Bessel horn, S = S0 * x^n
Spherical wave horn. To specify cutoff wavenumber, set Sm = -kc
Tractrix horn. To specify cutoff wavenumber, set L = -kc
Radius: the horn profile is part of a circle or radius RadR, starting at an angle
thFta, and ending at an angle RadFta (Fta = flare tangent angle)
Sth : throat area, m^2
Sm : mouth area, m^2
L : horn length, m
Tn : parameter T for hypex horns, or parameter n for Bessel horns
dz : maximum segment length, m
addradius : boolean, optional. Adds a radius to the horn.
If horntype 7 (radius) is used, this parameter must be set to false, and
the remaining optional parameters must be supplied.
If a radius should be added to the horn, this parameter must be set to
true, and the remaining parameters must be supplied. thFta can be set
to an arbitrary value.
thFta : (optional, see above) throat flare tangent angle, degrees. Start angle for ...
radius type horn.
% RadR : (optional, see above) radius of circle defining radius type horn.
% RadFta : (optional, see above) mouth flare tangent angle, degrees. Max 90 degrees.
%

function horncoord = MPM_AShorncoord(hType, Sth, Sm, L, Tn, dz, addradius, thFta, RadR,
RadFta, sf, ef)
if nargin < 7
addradius = false;

...
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68

43

48

53

58

63

68

73

78

83

88

93

98

103

108

113

118

123

end ;
if L>0
N = ceil(L/dz);
dz = L/N;
horncoord = zeros(N, 2);
end;
rt = sqrt(Sth/pi);
if (Sth==abs(Sm))
horncoord(:,1) = linspace(0, L, N);
horncoord(:,2) = ones(N,1)*rt;
elseif (hType == 0) % conical
x1 = L/(sqrt(Sm/Sth)-1);
horncoord(:,1) = linspace(0, L, N);
horncoord(:,2) = rt*((horncoord(:,1)+x1)./x1);
elseif (hType == 1) % expo
m = 1/(2*L)*log(Sm/Sth);
horncoord(:,1) = linspace(0, L, N);
horncoord(:,2) = rt*exp(horncoord(:,1)*m);
elseif (hType == 2) % hypex
m = 1/(2*L)*log(Sm/Sth);
tt = -2*Sth + 2*Sth*Tn^2 + 4*Sm + 4*sqrt(-Sm*Sth+Sm*Sth*Tn^2+Sm^2);
tn = 2*Sth*(Tn*(Tn+2)+1);
m = 1/(2*L)*log(tt/tn);
horncoord(:,1) = linspace(0, L, N);
horncoord(:,2) = rt*(cosh(horncoord(:,1)*m)+Tn*sinh(horncoord(:,1)*m));
elseif (hType == 3) % oswg
rt2 = Sth/pi;
rm2 = Sm/pi;
tanang2 = (rm2-rt2)/(L^2);
x1 = L/(sqrt(Sm/Sth)-1);
horncoord(:,1) = linspace(0, L, N);
horncoord(:,2) = sqrt(rt2+tanang2*(horncoord(:,1).^2));
elseif (hType == 4) % bessel
x1 = L/((Sm/Sth)^(1/Tn)-1);
horncoord(:,1) = linspace(0, L, N);
horncoord(:,2) = rt*((horncoord(:,1)+x1)./x1).^(Tn/2);
elseif (hType == 5) % spherical
if (Sm<0) %Sm specifies cutoff wavenumber
kc = -Sm;
[Xmax, Xhmax] = CalcSphericalMaxL(rt, kc);
if L > Xhmax
L = Xhmax;
disp(['MPM_AShoorncoord: L to large! Value changed to ' num2str(L) 'm']);
end;
N = ceil(L/dz);
dz = L/N;
horncoord = zeros(N, 2);
horncoord(:,1) = linspace(0, L, N);
else
% find cutoff wavenumber
R1 = rt;
R2 = sqrt(Sm/pi);
kcmax = log(Sm/Sth)/(2*L);
kcmin = 0;
Diff = 1;
while abs(Diff) > 1e-6
kc = (kcmin + kcmax)/2;
m = 2*kc;
R0 = 4/m;
H0 = R0 - sqrt(R0^2 - R1^2);
H = R0 - sqrt(R0^2 - R2^2);
VX = log(H/H0)/m;
if ((H0+VX-H) > L)
kcmin=kc;
else
kcmax=kc;
end;
Diff = kcmax-kcmin;
end;
disp(['Spherical horn cutoff kc = ' num2str(kc) ' ( = ' num2str(kc*344/2/pi) 'Hz)']);
if abs(imag(VX))>0
disp('Invalid horn data - change length!');
L = real(H0+VX-H);
end;
N = ceil(L/dz);
dz = L/N;
horncoord = zeros(N, 2);
horncoord(:,1) = linspace(0, L, N);
end;
for ii=1:N
horncoord(ii,2) = GetSphericalYx(rt, kc, horncoord(ii,1));
end;
elseif (hType == 6) % tractrix
if (Sth>Sm)
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128

133

138

143

148

153

158

163

168

173

178

183

warning(['MPM_AShoorncoord: Throat area Sth must be smaller than mouth area Sm ...
for tractrix horn!']);
else
if L<0 %lenght specifies cutoff wavenumber
kc = -L;
else
% find cutoff wavenumber
Yx = sqrt(Sm/pi);
kcmax = 1/Yx;
kcmin = 0;
Xmin = tractrix(rt,Yx);
if L < Xmin
% There is a minimum length given by
L = Xmin;
disp(['MPM_AShoorncoord: L to small! Value changed to ' num2str(L) 'm']);
kc = kcmax;
else
Diff = 1;
while abs(Diff) > 1e-6
kc = (kcmax+kcmin)/2;
Xmax = tractrix(rt,1/kc);
XfromM = tractrix(Yx,1/kc);
tx = Xmax - XfromM;
Diff = tx - L;
if Diff > 0
kcmin = kc;
else
kcmax = kc;
end;
end;
end;
end;
disp(['Tractrix cutoff kc = ' num2str(kc) ' ( = ' num2str(kc*344/2/pi) 'Hz)']);
Ym = 1/kc;
Xmax = tractrix(rt,Ym);
XfromM = tractrix(Yx,Ym);
L = real(Xmax-XfromM);
N = ceil(L/dz);
dz = L/N;
horncoord = zeros(N, 2);
horncoord(:,1) = linspace(0, L, N);
horncoord(1,2) = rt;
for ii = 2:N
horncoord(ii,2) = CalcTractrixAtX(rt, kc, horncoord(ii,1));
end;
end;
elseif (hType == 7) % radius
RadFta = max(RadFta, 90);
r0 = rt - RadR*(1-cos(thFta*pi/180));
z0 = -RadR * sin(thFta*pi/180);
zL = RadR * sin(RadFta*pi/180);
L = z0 + zL;
N = ceil(L/dz);
horncoord = zeros(N, 2);
horncoord(:,1) = linspace(0, L, N);
theta = asin((horncoord(:,1)-z0)/RadR);
horncoord(:,2) = r0 + RadR - RadR*cos(theta);
else
horncoord(:,1) = linspace(0, L, N);
horncoord(:,2) = ones(N,1)*rt;
warning(['Horn type ' num2str(hType) ' is not supported.']);
end;

188

193

% if flag is set, add a radius at the mouth, given by RadR and RadFta
if addradius
maxs = max(horncoord(:,2))^2*pi;
e = length(horncoord);
fta1 = 180/pi*atan((horncoord(end,2)-horncoord(end-1,2)) / ...
(horncoord(end,1)-horncoord(end-1,1)));
horncoord2 = MPM_AShorncoord(7, maxs, 0, L, Tn, dz, false, fta1, RadR, RadFta);
horncoord2(:,1) = horncoord2(:,1)+max(horncoord(:,1));
horncoord = [horncoord ; horncoord2];
end;

198

203

208

function y = CalcTractrixAtX(Yt, kc, x)
Ym = 1/kc;
Xmax = tractrix(Yt,Ym);
xfromM = Xmax-x;
Ymax = Ym;
Ymin = Yt;
Diff = 1;
while (abs(Diff) > 1e-8)
y = (Ymin+Ymax)/2;
tx = tractrix(y,Ym);
Diff = tx-xfromM;
if Diff>0

69
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213

218

223

Ymin = y;
else
Ymax = y;
end;
end;
function x = tractrix(Y1, Y2)
x = Y2 * log((Y2 + sqrt(Y2^2 - Y1^2))/Y1) - sqrt(Y2^2 - Y1^2);

function [Xmax, Xhmax] = CalcSphericalMaxL(y0, kc)
m = 2*kc;
r0 = 2/kc;
h0 = r0 - sqrt(r0^2 - y0^2);
Xmax = 1/m * log(1/(m*h0));
Xhmax = Xmax + h0 * (1 - exp(m*Xmax));

228

233

238

243

248

253

258

function Xvir = GetSphericalVirLength(y0, kc, Lphys)
m = 2*kc;
r0 = 2/kc;
h0 = r0 - sqrt(r0^2 - y0^2);
Xvir_min = Lphys;
Xvir_max = 1/m * log(1/(m*h0));
Xhmax = Xvir_max + h0 * (1 - exp(m*Xvir_max));
if max(Lphys) > Xhmax
Xvir = Xvir_max;
else
Diff=1;
while (abs(Diff) > 1e-8)
Xvir = (Xvir_min + Xvir_max) / 2;
Diff = Xvir + h0 * (1 - exp(m * Xvir)) - Lphys ;
if Diff < 0
Xvir_min = Xvir;
else
Xvir_max = Xvir;
end;
end;
end;
function Yx = GetSphericalYx(y0, kc, x)
Xv = GetSphericalVirLength(y0, kc, x);
Yx = GetSphericalYxVir(y0, kc, Xv);
function Yx = GetSphericalYxVir(y0, kc, xvir)
m = 2*kc;
r0 = 2/kc;
h0 = r0 - sqrt(r0^2 - y0^2);
h = h0 * exp(m*xvir);
Ak = 2*pi*r0*h;
Yx = sqrt(Ak/pi - h^2);

263
function dY = Sph(kc, y0, ym, L)
dY = abs(ym - GetSphericalYx(y0, kc, L) );

Function for refining the profile to a given accuracy. Interpolates if
necessary.

Listing 4: MPM_refinecoords.m
1

6

11

16

21

% Given a list of coordinates, subdivides and interpolates the list so that
% no segment is longer than newdz.
%
% Input parameters:
% coords: list of coordinates. First coordinate must be the z coordinate.
% newdz : maximum length of any segment.
function newcoords = MPM_refinecoords(coords, newdz)
s = size(coords);
N = s(1);
newcoords = [];
for ih = 1:N-1
dL = coords(ih+1,1)-coords(ih,1);
if (dL>newdz)
Nn = ceil(dL/newdz);
part = ones(Nn, s(2));
part(:,1) = linspace(coords(ih,1), coords(ih+1,1), Nn);
if ((ih>1))
dL1 = coords(ih,1) - coords(ih-1,1);
if (dL1>newdz)
x = [coords(ih-1,1); coords(ih,1); coords(ih+1,1)];
Y = [coords(ih-1,2:end); coords(ih,2:end); coords(ih+1,2:end)];
else
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26

31

36

x = [coords(ih,1); coords(ih+1,1)];
Y = [coords(ih,2:end); coords(ih+1,2:end)];
end;
else
x = [coords(ih,1); coords(ih+1,1)];
Y = [coords(ih,2:end); coords(ih+1,2:end)];
end;
xi = part(:,1);
yi = interp1(x,Y,xi,'spline');
part(:,2:end)= yi;%coords(ih,2:end);
newcoords = [newcoords; part(1:end-1,:)];
else
newcoords = [newcoords;coords(ih,:)];
end;
end;
newcoords = [newcoords;coords(N,:)];

71



Function to create coordinates for the stepped horn, from a list of
coordinates generated by MPM_AShorncoord.

Listing 5: MPM_makesteps.m

5

10

15

% Given a list of coordinates, creates a stepped approximation of the
% profile. The "step point" is midway between each coordinate point.
%
% NOTE: THIS FUNCTION MUST BE RUN BEFORE ANY HORN SIMULATION,
%
to make sure the coordinates are correctly formatted.
function newcoords = MPM_makesteps(coords)
s = size(coords);
N = s(1);
s(1) = s(1)*2;
newcoords = zeros(s);
newcoords(1,:) = coords(1,:);
for ih = 1:N-1
newcoords(ih*2,1) = coords(ih,1) + (coords(ih+1,1) - coords(ih,1))/2;
newcoords(ih*2+1,1) = newcoords(ih*2,1);
newcoords(ih*2,2:end) = coords(ih,2:end);
newcoords(ih*2+1,2:end) = coords(ih+1,2:end);
end;
newcoords(end,:) = coords(end,:);

b.3

radiation impedance

Function to calculate the modal radiation impedance for a circular
piston.

Listing 6: MPM_ASbaffledradzmatrix.m

4

9

14

19

%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

Zmat = MPM_ASbaffledradzmatrix(k, rho, c, S, maxmodes, bz)
Calcualtes the modal radiation impedance matrix for the
end of a circular tube terminated in an infinite baffle
by numerical interation.
The fundamental (plane wave) mode impedance is calcualted
by analytical functions.
The matrix Zmat is a square, symmetrical matrix.
Input parameters:
k : wavenumber
rho : density of medium
c : sound speed in medium
S : area of tube opening
maxmodes : maximum number of modes calculated
bz : zeros of Bessel function J1

function Zmat = MPM_ASbaffledradzmatrix(k, rho, c, S, maxmodes, bz)
Zmat = zeros(maxmodes, maxmodes, length(k));
kR = k*sqrt(S/pi);
eps = 10.^(-log(kR)-1);
eps = max(min(0.01,eps),1e-6);
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24

29

34

39

44

49

if length(k) > 1
eps = 1e-6;
end;
for m=1:maxmodes
for n=1:maxmodes
%disp (['for mode m,n = ' num2str(m) ',' num2str(n)]);
if (n==1)&&(m==1)
% fundamental mode: use analytical solution
R = 1-besselj(1,2*kR)./(kR);
X = 2*kR.*struveH1(2*kR)./(2*kR.^2);
Z = R+1i*X;
%disp (['calc m,n = ' num2str(m) ',' num2str(n)]);
elseif n≥m
R = quadv(@(x) MPM_ASbresistance(x,n,m,kR,bz), 0,pi/2, eps);
X = quadv(@(x) MPM_ASbreactance(x,n,m,kR,bz), 0,10, 1e-6);
Z = R+1i*X;
%disp (['calc m,n = ' num2str(m) ',' num2str(n)]);
else
Z = Zmat(n,m,:);
%disp (['copy m,n = ' num2str(m) ',' num2str(n) ' = ' num2str(n) ',' num2str(m)]);
end;
Zmat(m,n,:) = Z;
end;
end;
Zmat = rho*c/S*Zmat;
function dR = MPM_ASbresistance(phi,n,m,kR,bz)
sinphi = sin(phi);
dR = sinphi.*FuncDn(sinphi, bz(n), kR).*FuncDn(sinphi, bz(m), kR);

54
function dX = MPM_ASbreactance(phi,n,m,kR,bz)
coshphi = cosh(phi);
dX = coshphi.*FuncDn(coshphi, bz(n), kR).*FuncDn(coshphi, bz(m), kR);

59

function D = FuncDn(tau, gamma_n, kR)
D = -sqrt(2).*tau.*besselj(1,(tau.*kR))./ ((gamma_n./kR).^2-tau.^2);

Function to calculate the Struve H1 function, used for the reactive
part of the radiation impedance for the plane wave mode.

Listing 7: struveH1.m
2

7

12

17

22

27

32

37

%struveH1 : Struve function of order 1.
%
% st=struveH1(X)
%
% Calculates the Struve function of order 1 by series expansion
% for X ≤ 20, and by polynomial approximation for X < 20.
%
%
function st=struveH1(X)
st=X;
for ii=1:length(X)
R = 1.0;
x=X(ii);
if (x ≤ 20)
S = 0;
A0 = -2.0/pi;
for K=1 : 60
R = -R*x*x/(4.0*K*K-1.0);
S = S+R;
if (abs(R) < abs(S)*1E-12)
break;
end;
end;
st(ii) = A0 * S;
else
S = 1.0;
KM = round(0.5*x);
if (x > 50) KM = 25; end;
for K = 1 : KM
R = -R*(4*K*K-1)/(x.*x);
S = S+R;
if (abs(R) < abs(S)*1E-12) break; end;
end;
T = 4.0./x;
T2 = T*T;
P1 = ((((0.42414E-5*T2-0.20092E-4)*T2+0.580759E-4)...
*T2-0.223203E-3)*T2+0.29218256E-2)*T2+0.3989422819E0;
Q1 = T*(((((-0.36594E-5*T2+0.1622E-4)*T2-0.398708E-4)...
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*T2+0.1064741E-3)*T2-0.63904E-3)*T2+0.0374008364E0);
TA1 = x-0.75*pi;
BY1 = 2.0/sqrt(x)*(P1*sin(TA1)+Q1*cos(TA1));
st(ii) = 2.0/pi*(1.0+S/(x.*x))+BY1;
end;
end;

b.4

73



F -matrix

Functions for calculating the F-matrix: the first loops through the
horn, and then calls the second function for each discontinuity.

Listing 8: MPM_makebigfmat.m

5

10

15

20

25

30

35

40

% Calculates the scattering matrices F for all discontinuities
% horn. bigF(:,:,i) is the matrix F at position i in the horn.
%
% Input parameters:
% N : number of modes (in each direction for rectangular horns)
% coords : horn coordinates
% bz : zeros of Bessel function J1 (axisymmetric horns only)
% geomtype : determines the geometry of the horn:
%
0 : axisymmetric (default)
%
1 : quarter symmetric rectangular
%
function bigF = MPM_makebigfmat(N, coords, bz, geomtype)
if nargin<4
geomtype = 0;
end;

in the

Lc = size(coords,1);
if geomtype == 0 % axisymmetric horn
bigF = zeros(N,N,Lc);
for iz = 1:Lc-1% (length(coords)-1):-1:1
L = coords(iz+1,1) - coords(iz,1);
if (L==0) %propagate across discontinuety
R1 = coords(iz,2);
R2 = coords(iz+1,2);
F = MPM_ASmakefmat(N,R1,R2,bz);
bigF(:,:,iz)=F;
end;
end;
elseif geomtype == 1 % quarter symmetric rectangular
bigF = zeros(N^2,N^2,Lc);
for iz = 1:Lc-1% (length(coords)-1):-1:1
L = coords(iz+1,1) - coords(iz,1);
if (L==0) %propagate across discontinuety
a1 = coords(iz,2);
a2 = coords(iz+1,2);
b1 = coords(iz,3);
b2 = coords(iz+1,3);
F = MPM_RECmakefmat(N,a1,a2,b1,b2);
bigF(:,:,iz)=F;
end;
end;
end;

Listing 9: MPM_ASmakefmat.m

3

8

13

% Calculates the scattering matrix F, used to propagate modes across
% a discontinuity (axisymmetric case).
%
% Returns the inverse of the matrix V if R1>R2
%
% Input parameters:
% N : number of modes
% R1 : radius of tube 1
% R2 : radius of tube 2
% bz : zeros of Bessel function J1
% forceexact : set to true to avoid approximation for small R1/R2
function F = MPM_ASmakefmat(N,R1,R2,bz, forceexact);
if nargin<5
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forceexact = false;
end;

18

23

beta = R1/R2;
vmatrix = false;
if (beta > 1)
beta = 1/beta;
elseif (beta==1)
F = eye(N);
return;
end;
F = zeros(N);

28

33

38

43

48

if (beta > 0.9995)&&(forceexact==false) %small cross sectional change, error of
approximation will be less than 1e-4
Q = F;
S1 = pi*R1^2;
S2 = pi*R2^2;
epsilon = (S2-S1)/S1;
if (epsilon > 1e-9)
gamma_m =bz(:,ones(1,N)).';
gamma_n =bz(:,ones(1,N));
Q = gamma_m.^2./(gamma_m.^2-gamma_n.^2);
Qd = eye(N);
di = find(Qd>0);
Q(di)=0;
F = eye(N) - epsilon*Q;
else
F = eye(N);
end;
else
gamma_m =bz(:,ones(1,N)).';
gamma_n =bz(:,ones(1,N));
Fm = 2*beta*gamma_m.*besselj(1,beta*gamma_m)./ besselj(0,gamma_m);
F = Fm./(beta^2*gamma_m.^2 - gamma_n.^2);
end;
F(1,1) = 1;

b.5

...

impedance calculations

Function for calculating the impedances throughout the horn.

Listing 10: MPM_getimpedances.m
2

7

12

17

22

27

32

% Calculates the modal impedances at every duct junction in a horn defined
% by the coordinate list coords.
% The F matrices (BigF) must have been calculated on beforehand.
% The resulting matrix BigZ contains the modal impedances n,m at point iz
% and wavenumber index ik as BigF(n,m,iz,ik)
%
% Input parameters:
% k : wavenumber (vector)
% coords : horn coordinates
% bz : zeros of Bessel function J1 (axisymmetric horns only)
% Zend : (radiation) impedance at the mouth end of the horn
% BigF : scattering matrix F for all junctions
% rho : density of the medium
% c : sound speed in medium
% geomtype : (optional) determines the geometry of the horn:
%
0 : axisymmetric (default)
%
1 : quarter symmetric rectangular
%
(no other geometries supported yet)
% progressreport : (boolean, optional) prints the current wavenumber and the
%
percentwise progress. Default is off. Calculations are slightly faster
%
function BigZ = MPM_getimpedances(k, coords, bz, Zend, BigF, rho, c, geomtype, progressreport)
if nargin<8
geomtype = 0;
end;
if nargin<9
progressreport = false;
end;
if geomtype == 0
S = pi*coords(:,2).^2;
N = size(BigF);
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42

47

52

57

62

67

72

77

82

87

92

97

102

107

N = N(1);
I = eye(N);
BigZ = zeros(N,N,length(coords), length(k));
BigZ(:,:,end,:) = Zend;
for fi = 1:length(k)
if progressreport
disp(['Calculating k = ' num2str(k(fi)) ' (' num2str(fi/length(k)*100) '%)']);
end;
kn = MPM_ASmakekm(k(fi),coords(end,2),bz,N);
Z = Zend(:,:,fi);
% propagate back to throat
for iz = (size(coords,1)-1):-1:1
R1 = coords(iz,2);
R2 = coords(iz+1,2);
%R2 = duct(iz+1,1);
%beta = R1/R2;
L = coords(iz+1,1) - coords(iz,1);
if (L>0) %propagate along straight duct
kn = MPM_ASmakekm(k(fi),R1,bz,N);
D3 = diag(tan(L*kn));
Zc = diag(k(fi)*rho*c./(S(iz)*kn));
invZc = diag((S(iz)*kn)./(k(fi)*rho*c));
Z = (Z + 1i*D3*Zc)/(1i*D3*invZc*Z+I);
%Z = (1i*D3)^-1*Zc - D2^-1*Zc*(Z+(1i*D3)\Zc)^-1*D2^-1*Zc;
%Z = D3\Zc - D2\(Z+D3\Zc)\D2\I;
else %propagate across discontinuety
F = BigF(:,:,iz);
if R1>R2
Z = F\Z/F.';
else
Z = F*Z*F.';
end;
end;
BigZ(:,:,iz,fi) = Z; %keep the impedance for velocity forward propagation
end;
end;
elseif geomtype == 1 % quarter symmetric rectangular
N2 = size(BigF,1);
N = sqrt(N2);
I = eye(N2);
S = 4*coords(:,2).*coords(:,3);
modeindex = MPM_GetRectModeIndexing(N);
BigZ = zeros(N2,N2,size(coords,1), length(k));
for fi = 1:length(k)
if progressreport
disp(['Calculating k = ' num2str(k(fi)) ' (' num2str(fi/length(k)*100) '%)']);
end;
kn = MPM_RECmakekm(k(fi),coords(end,2),coords(end,3),N,modeindex);
% Zc = diag(k(fi)*rho*c./(S(end)*kn));
Z = Zend(:,:,fi);
% propagate back to throat
for iz = (size(coords,1)-1):-1:1
a1 = coords(iz,2);
a2 = coords(iz+1,2);
b1 = coords(iz,3);
b2 = coords(iz+1,3);
L = coords(iz+1,1) - coords(iz,1);
if (L>0) %propagate along straight duct
kn = MPM_RECmakekm(k(fi),a1,b1,N,modeindex);
D3 = diag(tan(L*kn));
Zc = diag(k(fi)*rho*c./(S(iz)*kn));
invZc = diag((S(iz)*kn)./(k(fi)*rho*c));
Z = (Z + 1i*D3*Zc)/(1i*D3*invZc*Z+I);
%Z = (1i*D3)^-1*Zc - D2^-1*Zc*(Z+(1i*D3)\Zc)^-1*D2^-1*Zc;
%Z = D3\Zc - D2\(Z+D3\Zc)\D2\I;
else %propagate across discontinuety
F = BigF(:,:,iz);
if (a1>a2) & (b1>b2)
Z = F\Z/F.';
else
Z = F*Z*F.';
end;
end;
BigZ(:,:,iz,fi) = Z; %keep the impedance for velocity forward propagation
end;
end;
end;

Helper function for MPM_getimpedances.m.

Listing 11: MPM_ASmakekm.m

75
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% Calculates the modal wave number matrix km.
%
% Input parameters:
% k : free space wave number
% R : radius of the tube
% bz : zeros of Bessel function J1
% M : number of modes
function km = MPM_ASmakekm(k,R,bz,M)
gamma_m = bz(1:M);
gmR = (gamma_m./R);
gmRm = gmR(:,ones(1,length(k)));
km = k(ones(M,1),:);
km = sqrt(km.^2-gmRm.^2);
co=find((gmRm>km));
km(co)=-km(co);

b.6

volume velocity calculations

Function to calculate the mouth volume velocity.

Listing 12: MPM_getmouthvolvel.m

4

9

14

19

24

29

34

39

44

49

54

% Calculates the modal volume velocity at the mouth of a horn defined
% by the coordinate list coords, given a modal throat velocity U0.
% The F and Z matrices (BigF, BigZ) must have been calculated on beforehand.
% The resulting matrix Umouth contains the modal impedances n,m at
% wavenumber index ik as Umouth(n,m,ik)
%
% Input parameters:
% k : wavenumber (vector)
% coords : horn coordinates
% U0 : throat modal velocity
% bz : zeros of Bessel function J1
% BigZ : impedance matrices for all points in the horn, and all wavenumbers
% BigF : scattering matrix F for all junctions
% rho : density of the medium
% c : sound speed in medium
% geomtype : (optional) determines the geometry of the horn:
%
0 : axisymmetric (default)
%
(no other geometries supported yet)
function Umouth = MPM_getmouthvolvel(k, coords, U0, bz, BigZ, BigF, rho, c, geomtype)
if nargin<8
geomtype = 0;
end;
Umouth = [];
SS = size(U0);
if geomtype==0
S = pi*coords(:,2).^2;
N = size(BigF);
N = N(1);
for ki = 1:length(k)
if SS(2)>1
U = U0(:,ki);
else
U = U0;
end;
Sm = S(end);
for iz = 1:length(coords)-1
R1 = coords(iz,2);
R2 = coords(iz+1,2);
L = coords(iz+1,1) - coords(iz,1);
if (L>0)
Z0 = BigZ(:,:,iz,ki);
kn = MPM_ASmakekm(k(ki),R1,bz,N);
D2 = diag(1i*sin(L*kn));
E = diag(exp(-1i*L*kn));
Zc = diag(k(ki)*rho*c./(S(iz)*kn));
invZc = diag((S(iz)*kn)./(k(ki)*rho*c));
U = (-D2*invZc*(Z0-Zc)+E)*U;
else
F = BigF(:,:,iz);
if R1>R2
U = (F.')\U;
else
U = F.'*U;
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end;
end;
end;
Umouth = [Umouth U];
end;
end;

b.7

77



field point pressure calculations

Various functions to calculate the raditated pressure: a wrapper, a
helper function, a function that uses the Rayleigh integral, and a function that uses the modal amplitudes directly.

Listing 13: MPM_getfieldpointpressures.m

3

8

13

18

23

28

%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

Calculates the sound pressure of a horn in the free field, given the mouth velocity
and the field point coordinates. The mouth is divided into Nr concentric
rings, and the particle velocity of each ring is determined. Numerical
integration is performed over the surface using the Rayleigh integral, to
obtain the pressure in the free field.
Input parameters:
k : wavenumber (vector)
Umouth : modal mouth velocity
pe : field point coordinate list. One point per row. Columns are (z,r) or
(z, x, y).
DimM : mouth dimensions: radius for axisymmetric horns
Nr : mouth radius resolution: the number of points in the radial direction.
Determines partly the resolution of the calculated field point
pressure.
bz : zeros of Bessel function J1
BigZ : impedance matrices for all points in the horn, and all wavenumbers
BigF : scattering matrix F for all junctions
rho : density of the medium
c : sound speed in medium
geomtype : (optional) determines the geometry of the horn:
0 : axisymmetric (default)
(no other geometries supported yet)
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

...

function prext = MPM_getfieldpointpressures(k, Umouth, pe, DimM, Nr, bz, rho, c, geomtype)
if nargin<8
geomtype = 0;
end;
prext = [];

33

38

if geomtype==0
r = (0:DimM/(Nr-1):DimM);
rp2=r(2:end);
rp1=r(1:end-1);
rp=(rp1+rp2)/2;
a = max(r);
phi = MPM_ASgeteigenfunctions(a, rp, bz, true);
Ur = phi*Umouth; %volume velocity as function of radius
uo = Ur / (a^2*pi); % mouth particle velocity

43

48

prext = zeros(length(pe), length(k));
Np = size(pe);
for ii = 1:Np(1)
pext = pe(ii,:);
pr = MPM_ASrayleighint(k, r, uo, pext, rho, c);
prext(ii,:) = pr;
end;
end;

Listing 14: MPM_ASgeteigenfunctions.m
1

% Calculates the eigenfunctions for a duct of radius R, at the radiuses
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6

11

16

21

% given in rcoords.
%
% Input parameters:
% R : max radius of the duct
% rcoords : radial coordinates where the eigenfunction values are
%
calculated.
% bz : zeros of Bessel function J1
% normalize : (optional, boolean) normalizes the eigenfunctions to the
%
value at R. Default true.
function phi = MPM_ASgeteigenfunctions(R, rcoords, bz, normalize)
if nargin<4
normalize = true;
end;
alpha = bz/R;
bjarg = alpha*rcoords;
Nr = length(rcoords);
gamma_n =bz(:,ones(1,Nr))';
% phi: the (normalized) matrix of eigenfunctions
if normalize
norm = besselj(0,gamma_n);
phi = transpose(besselj(0, bjarg))./norm;
else
phi = transpose(besselj(0, bjarg));
end;



Listing 15: MPM_ASrayleighint.m

5

10

%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

Calculates the radiated pressure in front of a baffled
radiator with a given velocity distribution, by the
Rayleigh integral.
The radiator is assumed to be in the z = 0 plane.
Input parameters:
k : wavenumber
vert : vertices for the radiator. Coordinates for the r values.
The integration is performed along the midpoint of the rings
defined by these points.
vvel : particle velocity at the midpoint of the rings
pe : exterior point, (r,z).
rho : density of the medium
c : sound speed in medium

15
function prext = MPM_ASrayleighint(k, vert, vvel, pe, rho, c)

20
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prext = 0+0i;
phiext = 0+0i;
p = [pe(1) 0 pe(2)];
NV = length(vert);
S = 0;
for ir=1:NV-1
QA=vert(ir);
QB=vert(ir+1);
radmid = (QA+QB)/2;
glen = abs(QA-QB);
cirmid = 2*pi*radmid;
% number of points in theta direction proportional to
% size factor (circumference/radius)
NT = ceil(1+cirmid/glen);
dS = pi * (QB^2-QA^2);
for it=1:NT
theta = (it-1)*2*pi/NT;
dtheta = 2*pi/NT;
dS = 0.5*dtheta*(QB^2-QA^2);
q = p;
q(1) = radmid*cos(theta);
q(2) = radmid*sin(theta);
q(3) = 0;
S = S+dS;
r = norm(p-q);
phiext = phiext + (vvel(ir,:).*dS.*exp(-1i*k*r) / r);
end;
end;
prext = 1i*k*rho*c./(2*pi).*phiext;

Listing 16: MPM_ASmodalradiatedpressure.m
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6

11

79

% Calculates the radiated pressure in front of a baffled
% circular aperture with a given modal velocity distribution.
% The radiator is assumed to be in the z = 0 plane.
% Total number of modes included depends on the size of v0 and bz.
% v0 and bz must be of the same length.
%
% Input parameters:
% k : wavenumber
% a : apetrure radius
% v0 : the modal velocity amplitudes
% pe : exterior point, (r,z).
% bz : zeros of Bessel function J1
% rho : density of the medium
% c : sound speed in medium
function prext = MPM_ASmodalradiatedpressure(k, a, v0, pe, bz, rho, c)

16

21

26

31

R = norm(pe);
theta = atan2(pe(1),pe(2));
s = k*a*sin(theta);
sm = s(ones(length(bz),1),:);
bzm = bz(:,ones(1,length(s)));
Theta2M = 2*sm.*besselj(1,sm)./(sm.^2 - bzm.^2);
if theta == 0
Theta2M(1,:) = ones(1,length(s));
end;
if length(bz)>1
ModalSum = sum(1i*(Theta2M.* v0))';
else
ModalSum = 1i*Theta2M.';
end;
pf = rho*c*(a^2*pi)/(2*pi*R)*exp(-1i*k'*R).*k';
prext = pf.*ModalSum;

b.8

directivity index calculations

Function for calculating the directivity index of the radiated pressure.

Listing 17: MPM_Horndemo2.m
2

7

12

17

22

27

32

37

% Calculates the directivity index from an array of field point pressures.
% DI is calculated from Beranek, eq. 4.24 and 4.19.
% If not enough field points are provided, the integration is performed
% using weights calculated from Gerzon: "Calculating the Directivity Factor
% of Transducers from Limited Polar Diagram Information", JAES 1975, p.
% 369
%
% Input parameters:
% k : wavenumber, assumed to be a row vector
% angles : angles in degrees, assumed to be a column vector
% pext : field point pressures, na rows by nk columns
function DI = MPM_ASgetDI(k,angles, pext)
if length(angles)>100
dtheta = pi/180*angles(2);
sia = dtheta*sin(pi/180*angles);
sia = sia(:,ones(1,length(k)));
Wrad = sum((pext).^2.*sia);
Q = 2*(pext(1,:).^2)./Wrad;
else
dang = angles(2);
n = round(180/dang);
m = n/2 + 1;
wt = zeros(m,1);
% calculate weights for numerical integration (after Gerzon 1975)
for r=0:2:n
if (r==0)|(r==n)
k1 = 0.5;
else
k1 = 1;
end;
wt(1) = wt(1) + k1*(-1/(r^2-1));
end;
wt(1) = wt(1)/(n);
for i=1:m-1
wt(i+1) = 0;
for r=0:2:n
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if (r==0)|(r==n)
k1 = 0.5;
else
k1 = 1;
end;
wt(i+1) = wt(i+1)+ k1*(-1/(r^2-1)) * cos(pi*r*i/n);
%disp(num2str([r i cos(pi*r*i/n)]))
end;
wt(i+1) = 2*wt(i+1)/n;
end;
s = size(pext);
wt = wt(:,ones(1,s(2)));
Q = sum(wt.*pext.^2);
Q = pext(1,:).^2./Q;

42

47

52

57

maxq = (0.5*n+1)^2*sqrt(2);
if max(Q) > maxq
warning(sprintf('Directivity index larger than %2.0fdB is unreliable. \nPlease
use more field points.',10*log10(maxq)));
end;
end;
DI = 10*log10(abs(Q));

b.9

...



other functions and files

Various helper functions or utility functions used in the toolbox.

Listing 18: hints.m
1

6

11

16

21

%Hints for using the MPM Toolbox
%
% *) The number of modes used have a large bearing on the results. To
%
determine how many modes are needed, start with a few frequencies (20 or
%
so), and add more modes until the results don't change appreachably.
%
Changes are greatest at large off-axis angles, and high frequencies.
%
Sharp dips in the off-axis response is often a sign of too few modes.
%
% *) At least 10 elements are needed per wavelength at the highest
%
frequency. More elements may be needed for long horns.
%
If the throat impedance shows large jumps at the high end of the
%
frequency range, try increasing the number of elements (reduce z).
%
If the elements are too long, adding too many modes may also create
%
problems.
%
% *) If the same mouth area, frequencies, and number of modes is used for
%
several succeeding calculations, it is worthwhile to calculate the
%
radiation impedance matrix only once.
%
% *) With a large step in the contour (for instance when using a throat
%
chamber), the resulting V matrix may be close to singular, and may
%
produce very strange results. Try taking the step over a few segments as
%
a workaround. Using a small step size here, the results will differ
%
little, but the calculations will be more numerically stable.
%

Listing 19: MPM_gethorntype.m

5

10

15

% Returns a string with the type of the horn.
%
% Input parameters:
% htype : horn type. The following horn types are supported:
%
0 : conical horn
%
1 : exponential horn
%
2 : hyperbolic-exponential (hypex) horn (Salmon type horn)
%
3 : Oblate Spheroidal Waveguide
%
4 : Bessel horn
%
5 : Spherical wave horn
%
6 : Tractrix horn
%
7 : Radius
function hornname = MPM_gethorntype(htype)
if htype == 0
hornname = 'Conical';
elseif htype == 1
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hornname = 'Exponential';
elseif htype == 2
hornname = 'Hypex';
elseif htype == 3
hornname = 'OSWG';
elseif htype == 4
hornname = 'Bessel';
elseif htype == 5
hornname = 'Spherical';
elseif htype == 6
hornname = 'Tractrix';
elseif htype == 7
hornname = 'Radius';
else
hornname = 'Unsupported horn type';
end;
%
0 : conical horn
%
1 : exponential horn
%
2 : hyperbolic-exponential (hypex) horn (Salmon type horn)
%
3 : Oblate Spheroidal Waveguide
%
4 : Bessel horn, S = S0 * x^n
%
7 : Radius: the horn profile is part of a circle or radius RadR, starting at an angle
%
thFta, and ending at an angle RadFta (Fta = flare tangent angle)

81



C

TESTING FUNCTIONS

This appendix includes the functions and scripts used to test and
analyze the Modal Propagation Method, and to compare it to BEM
results. The scripts produce many more figures than those presented
in the report, as can be seen from the listings.
c.1

main functions

Used to run the analysis of different horn contours.

Listing 20: RunHornAnalysis.m
clear all;

4

9

hmax =1;
Hp = zeros(hmax,7);
% insert common parameters
Hp(1,1) = 10e-4;%St
Hp(1,2) = 500e-4;%Sm
Hp(1,3) = 30e-2;%L
Hp(1,4) = 0.3;%T and n
Hp(1,5) = 3;% type
Hp(1,6) = 0.0003;%dx
Hp(1,7) = 3;% field point R
Hp = Hp(ones(hmax,1),:);

14

19

24

29

%
%
%
%
%
%

the variable parameters
var = [0.03 0.01 0.003 0.001 0.0003 0.0001]';
Hp(:,6) = var;
var = [0 1 2 2 2 3 4 4 5 6]';
Hp(:,5) = var;
Hp(:,4) = [0 0 0.3 0.7 1.34 0 1 5 0 0]';

nfreq = 50;
nmodes = 64;%[1 2 4 8 12 16 20 24 28 32];%1:32;
fmin = 100;
fmax = 20000;

runsimulation = true;
timing = zeros(hmax, length(nmodes), 6);

34

39

44

if runsimulation
%
vardz = false;
%
if length(Hp(:,6)) > 1
%
if Hp(1,6) 6= Hp(2,6)
%
vardz = true;
%
disp('Generating reference');
%
% generate reference
%
hornparams = Hp(end,:);
%
[refZ00_1, refResp_1, refDI_1, times] = analyzehorn(hornparams, fmin,
fmax, nfreq, nmodes(end));
%
refResp_1 = refResp_1.';
%
refDI_1 = refDI_1.';
%
end;
%
end;

49

%
%

...

BigZ00mat = [];
Bigfresp = [];
BigDI = [];
maxez = [];
maxeR = [];

83

C testing functions

84

54

59

%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

maxeDI = [];
meanez = [];
meaneR = [];
meaneDI = [];
stdez = [];
stdeR = [];
stdeDI = [];
hugeZ00_f = zeros(nfreq, length(nmodes), hmax);
hugeResp_f = zeros(nfreq, length(nmodes), hmax);
hugeDI_f = zeros(nfreq, length(nmodes), hmax);

64

%%
tstart = tic;
for h = 1:hmax
BigZ00mat = [];
Bigfresp = [];
BigDI = [];
hornparams = Hp(h,:);

69

74

79

84

89

94

99

%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

104

109

114

119

124

129

%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

for ii = 1:length(nmodes)
disp(['Calculating ' MPM_gethorntype(Hp(h,5)) sprintf(' horn using %d ...
mode(s), dz = %.5f',nmodes(ii),Hp(h,6))]);
%t00 = clock;
[Z00mat, fresp, DI, times] = analyzehorn(hornparams, fmin, fmax, nfreq, ...
nmodes(ii));
timing(h,ii,:) = times;
BigZ00mat = [BigZ00mat Z00mat];
Bigfresp = [Bigfresp fresp.'];
BigDI = [BigDI DI.'];
toc(tstart);
end;
if vardz
refZ00 = refZ00_1(:,ones(1,length(nmodes)));
refResp = refResp_1(:,ones(1,length(nmodes)));
refDI = refDI_1(:,ones(1,length(nmodes)));
else
refZ00 = BigZ00mat(:,end);
refZ00 = refZ00(:,ones(1,length(nmodes)));
refResp = Bigfresp(:,end);
refResp = refResp(:,ones(1,length(nmodes)));
refDI = BigDI(:,end);
refDI = refDI(:,ones(1,length(nmodes)));
end;

errZ00 = abs(refZ00-BigZ00mat);
errResp = abs(refResp-Bigfresp);
errDI = abs(refDI-BigDI);
hugeZ00_f(:,:,h) = BigZ00mat;
hugeResp_f(:,:,h) =Bigfresp;
hugeDI_f(:,:,h) =BigDI;
toc(tstart);
maxez(:,h) = max(errZ00)';
maxeR(:,h) = max(errResp)';
maxeDI(:,h) = max(errDI)';
meanez(:,h) = mean(errZ00)';
meaneR(:,h) = mean(errResp)';
meaneDI(:,h) = mean(errDI)';
maxez = [maxez max(errZ00)'];
maxeR = [maxeR max(errResp)'];
maxeDI = [maxeDI max(errDI)'];

end;
%save modes32_vs_horntype10_timing_2.mat;
totaltime = toc(tstart);
save OS_64modes03mm_Ray50.mat;
%&save modes32_vs_horntype10_timing_moreanalysis.mat;
else
% save modes16_vs_dz.mat;
% load('modes16_vs_horntype4.mat')
% var = [0 1 2 3 4]';
%load('modes24_vs_dz_oswg.mat');
%load('modes32_vs_oswg_dz_timing.mat');
load('modes32_vs_horntype10_timing_moreanalysis.mat');
end;

The function to compute data for a specific set of horn/analysis parameters.



C.1 Main Functions

Listing 21: analyzehorn.m
1

% gives on-axis frequency response and DI as function of frequency for a
% given horn and a given number of modes
function [Z00mat, fresp, DI, times] = analyzehorn(hornparams, fmin, fmax, nfreq, nmodes)
load 'MPM_besselzeros.mat';

6

11

% horn parameters
sth = hornparams(1); % throat area
smh = hornparams(2); % mouth area;
Lh = hornparams(3); % horn length
Tn = hornparams(4);% horn parameter (hypex/bessel)
HornType = round(hornparams(5));
dz = hornparams(6); % segment length
Rext = hornparams(7);% field point distance
Angext = linspace(0,90,46)';

16

21

26

AddRadius = false;
RadR = 0;
RFta = 0;
if length(hornparams)>7
AddRadius = (hornparams(8)>0); % set to true to gat a radiused flaring of the mouth
RadR = hornparams(9); % radius of mouth radius
RFta = hornparams(10); % end tangent angle of radius (degrees)
end;
% simulation parameters
Nf = nfreq; % number of frequencies
N = nmodes; %maximum number of modes
c = 344; %sound speed
rho = 1.205;% air density

31
% Create horn contour
horncoords = MPM_AShorncoord(HornType, sth, smh, Lh, Tn, dz, AddRadius, 0, RadR, RFta);
horncoords = MPM_makesteps(horncoords);

36

41

46

freq = logspace(log10(fmin), log10(fmax), Nf);
k = 2*pi*freq/c;
% alternative method for calculating bz.
% function besselzero can be downloaded from
% the Matlab Central.
%bz = zeros(N,1);
%if (N>1)
%
bz(2:N)= besselzero(1, N-1, 1);
%end;
bz = bz(1:N);
%% ----------------------------------------------% The performance calculations

51

56

61

66

71

76

81

t00 = tic;
BigF = MPM_makebigfmat(N, horncoords, bz);
times(1) = toc(t00);
disp(['Calculating radiation impedance']);
Sm = pi*horncoords(end,2)^2;
St = pi*horncoords(1,2)^2;
t00 = tic;
Zrad = MPM_ASbaffledradzmatrix(k,rho,c,Sm,N,bz);
times(2) = toc(t00);
disp(['Calculating horn impedance']);
t00 = tic;
BigZ = MPM_getimpedances(k, horncoords, bz, Zrad, BigF, rho, c, 0, false);
times(3) = toc(t00);
Z00mat = squeeze(BigZ(1,1,1,:));
Z00mat = St/(rho*c)*Z00mat;

%%
U0 = zeros(N,1); %plane wave at throat
U0(1) = 1*St; %unit velocity at throat (not volume velocity)
Nr = 50;
disp(['Calculating mouth volume velocity']);
t00 = tic;
Umouth = MPM_getmouthvolvel(k, horncoords, U0, bz, BigZ, BigF, rho, c, 0);
times(4) = toc(t00);
%%
pe = [Rext*sin(Angext/180*pi) Rext*cos(Angext/180*pi)];
disp(['Calculating field point pressure']);
t00 = tic;
pext = MPM_getfieldpointpressures(k, Umouth, pe, horncoords(end,2), 50, bz, rho, c, 0);
times(5) = toc(t00);

85

C testing functions

86

fresp = 94+20*log10(abs(pext(1,:)));

86
% calculate DI
t00 = tic;
DI = MPM_ASgetDI(k, Angext, pext);
times(6) = toc(t00);

c.2

data analysis

Analyse the performance when element length is varied.

Listing 22: AnalyzeVarDz.m

4

% Analyze simulation data, horn type as variable
clear all;
close all;
clc;
%load('modes24_vs_dz_oswg.mat');
%load('modes32_vs_oswg_dz_timing.mat');
%load('modes32_vs_oswg_dz_timing2.mat');
load('modes10_vs_oswg_dz_timing2.mat');

9
freq = logspace(log10(fmin), log10(fmax), nfreq);

14

refZ00_1 = squeeze(hugeZ00_f(:,end
,end));
refResp_1 = squeeze(hugeResp_f(:,end
,end));
_
_
refDI 1 = squeeze(hugeDI f(:,end
,end));
_
refZ00 = refZ00 1(:,ones(1,length(nmodes)));
refResp = refResp_1(:,ones(1,length(nmodes)));
refDI = refDI_1(:,ones(1,length(nmodes)));

19

for h = 1:hmax
%
%
%

24

29

34

errZ00 = abs(refZ00-BigZ00mat);
errResp = abs(refResp-Bigfresp);
errDI = abs(refDI-BigDI);
errZ00 = abs(squeeze(hugeZ00_f(:,:,h))-refZ00);
errResp = abs(squeeze(hugeResp_f(:,:,h))-refResp);
errDI = abs(squeeze(hugeDI_f(:,:,h))-refDI);
hugeZ00err_f(:,:,h) = errZ00;
hugeResperr_f(:,:,h) =errResp;
hugeDIerr_f(:,:,h) =errDI;
maxez(:,h) = max(errZ00)';
maxeR(:,h) = max(errResp)';
maxeDI(:,h) = max(errDI)';
meanez(:,h) = mean(errZ00)';
meaneR(:,h) = mean(errResp)';
meaneDI(:,h) = mean(errDI)';

end;

39

44

49

54

59

64

% error as f(freq), param dz, selected number of modes
L = length(nmodes);
for ii=[1 3 4 L-4 L]%:length(nmodes)
m = nmodes(ii);
errZ00 = squeeze(hugeZ00err_f(:,ii,:));
errResp = squeeze(hugeResperr_f(:,ii,:));
errDI = squeeze(hugeDIerr_f(:,ii,:));
F = L*(ii-1)
figure(F+1);
%subplot(3,1,1);
loglog(freq,errZ00);
%legend([num2str(var)]);
%legend('Z error (ohms)','Response error (dB)','DI error (dB)');
xlabel('f [Hz]');
ylabel('Ohms');
title(['Z error (ohms): ' num2str(nmodes(ii)) ' modes']);
figure(F+2);
%subplot(3,1,1);
loglog(freq, errResp);
%legend([num2str(var)]);
%legend('Z error (ohms)','Response error (dB)','DI error (dB)');
xlabel('f [Hz]');
ylabel('dB');
title(['Response error (dB): ' num2str(nmodes(ii)) ' modes']);
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69

74

79

figure(F+3);
%subplot(3,1,3);
loglog(freq, errDI);
%legend([num2str(var)]);
%legend('Z error (ohms)','Response error (dB)','DI error (dB)');
xlabel('f [Hz]');
ylabel('dB');
title(['DI error (dB): ' num2str(nmodes(ii)) ' modes']);
placeFigures('nrows',3,'ncols',5,'depth',2);
end;
return;
%% mean over frequency, f(nmodes), parameter: dz
for h = 1:hmax
errZ00 = abs(squeeze(hugeZ00_f(:,:,h))-refZ00);
errResp = abs(squeeze(hugeResp_f(:,:,h))-refResp);
errDI = abs(squeeze(hugeDI_f(:,:,h))-refDI);
hugeZ00err_f(:,:,h) = errZ00;
hugeResperr_f(:,:,h) =errResp;
hugeDIerr_f(:,:,h) =errDI;

84

89
maxez(:,h) = max(errZ00)';
maxeR(:,h) = max(errResp)';
maxeDI(:,h) = max(errDI)';
meanez(:,h) = mean(errZ00)';
meaneR(:,h) = mean(errResp)';
meaneDI(:,h) = mean(errDI)';

94

end;

99

104

109

114

figure(1);
semilogy(nmodes, meanez);
legend([num2str(var)]);
xlabel('nModes');
ylabel('Ohms');
title('Mean Z error (ohms)');
figure(2);
semilogy(nmodes, meaneR);
legend([num2str(var)]);
xlabel('nModes');
ylabel('dB');
title('Mean Response error (ohms)');
figure(3);
semilogy(nmodes, meaneDI);
legend([num2str(var)]);
xlabel('nModes');
ylabel('dB');
title('Mean DI error (ohms)');

119

124

%% mean over frequency, for frequencies below dz = 1/n WL
close all;
n = [ 6 8 10];
meanez = zeros(length(nmodes),hmax,length(n));
meaneR = meanez;
meaneDI = meaneR;
for ii=1:length(n)
fmax = 344./var/n(ii);
fmax(1)

129
for h = 1:hmax
s = find(freq<fmax(h));
ns = find(freq≥fmax(h));
errZ00 = abs(squeeze(hugeZ00_f(:,:,h))-refZ00);
errResp = abs(squeeze(hugeResp_f(:,:,h))-refResp);
errDI = abs(squeeze(hugeDI_f(:,:,h))-refDI);
hugeZ00err_f(:,:,h) = errZ00;
hugeResperr_f(:,:,h) =errResp;
hugeDIerr_f(:,:,h) =errDI;

134

139
%
%
%

144

149

maxez(:,h) = max(errZ00(s,:))';
maxeR(:,h) = max(errResp(s,:))';
maxeDI(:,h) = max(errDI(s,:))';
meanez(:,h,ii) = max(errZ00(s,:))';
meaneR(:,h,ii) = max(errResp(s,:))';
meaneDI(:,h,ii) = max(errDI(s,:))';
end;

end;
for h=1:hmax
%
figure(h);

87
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88

154

%
%
%
%
%
%

m = squeeze(meanez(:,h,:));
semilogy(nmodes, m');
legend([num2str(n')]);
xlabel('nModes');
ylabel('ohms');
title(['Mean impedance error (ohms), f<fmin, dz = ' num2str(var(h))]);

159

164

figure(6+h);
m = squeeze(meaneR(:,h,:));
semilogy(nmodes, m');
legend([num2str(n')]);
xlabel('nModes');
ylabel('dB');
title(['Mean Response error (dB), f<fmin, dz = ' num2str(var(h))]);

169

174

179

184

189

194

199

204

% figure(8+h);
% m = squeeze(meaneDI(:,h,:));
% semilogy(nmodes, m');
% legend([num2str(n')]);
% xlabel('nModes');
% ylabel('dB');
% title(['Mean DI error (dB), f<fmin, dz = ' num2str(var(h))]);
placeFigures('nrows',3,'ncols',4,'depth',2);
end;
figure(1);
m = squeeze(meaneR(:,h,:))';
semilogy(nmodes, squeeze(meaneR(:,1,:))', nmodes, squeeze(meaneR(:,2,:))', nmodes,
squeeze(meaneR(:,3,:))');
legend([num2str([n n n]')]);
xlabel('nModes');
ylabel('dB');
title(['Max Response error (dB), f<fmin, dz = ' num2str(var(h))]);
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

figure(4);
semilogy(nmodes, meanez);
legend([num2str(var)]);
xlabel('nModes');
ylabel('Ohms');
title('Mean Z error (ohms)');
figure(5);
semilogy(nmodes, meaneR);
legend([num2str(var)]);
xlabel('nModes');
ylabel('dB');
title('Mean Response error (ohms)');
figure(6);
semilogy(nmodes, meaneDI);
legend([num2str(var)]);
xlabel('nModes');
ylabel('dB');
title('Mean DI error (ohms)');

209
%%

214

219

224

229

234

meanmeanez = mean(meanez')';
stdez = std(meanez')';
meanmeaneR = mean(meaneR')';
stdR = std(meaneR')';
meanmeaneDI = mean(meaneDI')';
stdDI = std(meaneDI')';
meanmaxez = mean(maxez')';
stdmxez = std(maxez')';
meanmaxeR = mean(maxeR')';
stdmxR = std(maxeR')';
meanmaxeDI = mean(maxeDI')';
stdmxDI = std(maxeDI')';
set(0,'DefaultAxesLineStyleOrder',{'-','--',':'})
maxerrors = [maxez' maxeR', maxeDI'];
leg = var;
figure(1);
%subplot(3,1,1);
semilogy(nmodes, maxez);
legend([num2str(leg)]);
%legend('Z error (ohms)','Response error (dB)','DI error (dB)');
xlabel('nModes');
ylabel('Ohms');
title('Max Z error (ohms)');

...
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239

244

249

254

figure(2);
%subplot(3,1,2);
plot(nmodes, maxeR);
legend([num2str(leg)]);
%legend('Z error (ohms)','Response error (dB)','DI error (dB)');
xlabel('nModes');
ylabel('dB');
title('Max Response error (dB)');
figure(3);
%subplot(3,1,3);
plot(nmodes, maxeDI);
legend([num2str(leg)]);
%legend('Z error (ohms)','Response error (dB)','DI error (dB)');
xlabel('nModes');
ylabel('dB');
title('Max DI error (dB)');
%%

259

264

269

274

279

284

289

294

299

304

maxez = zeros(nfreq,max(nmodes));
maxeR = zeros(nfreq,max(nmodes));
maxeDI = zeros(nfreq,max(nmodes));
meanez = zeros(nfreq,max(nmodes));
meaneR = zeros(nfreq,max(nmodes));
meaneDI = zeros(nfreq,max(nmodes));
moderange = (1:3);%(30:32);
for v=1:length(var)
errZ00 = squeeze(hugeZ00err_f(:,moderange,v));
errResp = squeeze(hugeResperr_f(:,moderange,v));
errDI = squeeze(hugeDIerr_f(:,moderange,v));

maxez(:,v) = max(errZ00')';
maxeR(:,v) = max(errResp')';
maxeDI(:,v) = max(errDI')';
meanez(:,v) = mean(errZ00')';
meaneR(:,v) = mean(errResp')';
meaneDI(:,v) = mean(errDI')';
%
stdez(:,h) = std(errZ00)';
%
stdeR(:,h) = std(errResp)';
%
stdeDI(:,h) = std(errDI)';
end;
errResp = squeeze(hugeResperr_f(:,moderange,:));

meanmeanez = mean(meanez')';
stdez = std(meanez')';
meanmeaneR = mean(meaneR')';
stdR = std(meaneR')';
meanmeaneDI = mean(meaneDI')';
stdDI = std(meaneDI')';
meanmaxez = mean(maxez')';
stdmxez = std(maxez')';
meanmaxeR = mean(maxeR')';
stdmxR = std(maxeR')';
meanmaxeDI = mean(maxeDI')';
stdmxDI = std(maxeDI')';
figure(10);
%subplot(3,1,1);
loglog(freq,meanez);
legend([num2str(var)]);
%legend('Z error (ohms)','Response error (dB)','DI error (dB)');
xlabel('f [Hz]');
ylabel('Ohms');
title('Z error (ohms)');

309

314

figure(11);
%subplot(3,1,1);
loglog(freq, meaneR);
legend([num2str(var)]);
%legend('Z error (ohms)','Response error (dB)','DI error (dB)');
xlabel('f [Hz]');
ylabel('dB');
title('Response error (dB)');

319

324

figure(12);
%subplot(3,1,3);
loglog(freq, meaneDI);
legend([num2str(var)]);
%legend('Z error (ohms)','Response error (dB)','DI error (dB)');
xlabel('f [Hz]');
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90

ylabel('dB');
title('DI error (dB)');

329

dispmodes = [1 5 12 20 31];

%%

334

339

344

349

figure(13);
loglog(freq,meanmeanez, freq, stdez, freq,meanmaxez, freq, stdmxez);
xlabel('Hz');
ylabel('Ohms');
title('Mean Z error (ohms)');
legend('Mean of mean','Std. dev of mean', 'Mean of max','Std. dev of max');
figure(14);
loglog(freq,meanmeaneR, freq, stdR, freq,meanmaxeR, freq, stdmxR);
xlabel('Hz');
ylabel('dB');
title('Mean Response error (dB)');
legend('Mean of mean','Std. dev of mean', 'Mean of max','Std. dev of max');
figure(15);
loglog(freq,meanmeaneDI, freq, stdDI, freq,meanmaxeDI, freq, stdmxDI);
xlabel('Hz');
ylabel('dB');
title('Mean DI error (dB)');
legend('Mean of mean','Std. dev of mean', 'Mean of max','Std. dev of max');

354

359

364

369

374

379

384

389

394

399

404

409

%% timing analysis
Tmean = [];
npoints = 1./(var/Hp(1,3));
for i = 1:6
T = squeeze(timing(:,:,i));
Tsum = sum(T);% find total time for each mode
Tsum = Tsum(ones(1,length(var)),:);
T = T./Tsum; %normalize by total time, result is precentage
Tmean = [Tmean mean(T')'];%[Tmean mean(T)'];
%
np = 3;
%
p = polyfit(npoints, T, np);
%
disp(' ');
%
disp(sprintf('For section %d:',i));
%
disp(['Constant part : ' num2str(p(end))]);
%
disp(['Linear part
: ' num2str(p(end-1)/p(end-1)) '
%
if np>1
%
disp(['Quatratic part: ' num2str(p(end-2)/p(end-1)) '
%
end;
%
if np>2
%
disp(['Qubic part
: ' num2str(p(end-3)/p(end-1)) '
%
end;

of total time

(' num2str(p(end-1)) ')']);
(' num2str(p(end-2)) ')']);

(' num2str(p(end-3)) ')']);

end;
varr = var(2:end)./var(1:end-1);
Tmeanr = Tmean((2:end),:)./Tmean((1:end-1),:)
% Tmeanr = Tmeanr.^3;
varrm = varr(:,ones(1,6));
Tmeann = Tmeanr.*varrm...
%
;
% maxt = Tmeann(end,:);
% %maxt = max(Tmean);
% maxt = maxt(ones(1,length(var)-1),:);
% Tmeann = Tmeann./maxt

maxt = Tmean(end,:);
%maxt = max(Tmean);
maxt = maxt(ones(1,length(var)),:);
Tmean = Tmean./maxt;
figure(10);
loglog(npoints, Tmean);
legend('F matrix','Z_{rad}' ,'Z_{horn}', 'U','P_{ext}' ,'DI','Location' ,'SouthEastOutside');
%% timing analysis 2
% percentage of each part relative to the entire calculation
% var modes section
Tnorm = zeros(length(nmodes), 6, length(var));
for ii=1:length(var)
T = squeeze(timing(ii,:,:));
% T(modes section)
TotalTime = (sum(T')');
TotalTime = TotalTime(:,ones(1,6));
Tnorm(:,:,ii) = T./TotalTime;
end;
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414

91

%Tnorm( modes section var)
% percentage of each section as function of nmodes, dz as parameter

419

424

429

434

439

for ii=1:6
T = squeeze(Tnorm(:,ii,:));
% T(modes var)
figure(ii);
semilogy(nmodes, T);
xlabel('N_{modes}');
ylabel('%');
legend([num2str(var)]);
if ii==1
title('F matrix');
elseif ii==2
title('Z_{rad}');
elseif ii==3
title('Horn Z');
elseif ii==4
title('U');
elseif ii==5
title('p_{ext}');
elseif ii==6
title('DI');
end;
end;
placeFigures('nrows',2,'ncols',3,'depth',2);

444

449

454

459

464

%% percentage of each section as function of dz, nmodes as parameter
nseg = Hp(:,3)./var;
for ii=1:length(nmodes)
T = (squeeze(Tnorm(ii,:,:)));
% T(section var)
figure(ii);
loglog(nseg, (T(:,:)'));
xlabel('N_{elem}');
ylabel('%');
title([num2str(nmodes(ii)) ' modes']);
legend('F matrix','Z_{rad}','Z_{horn}','U','P_{ext}','DI'); %,'Location','SouthWest');
%
legend([num2str(nmodes')]);
%
if ii==1
%
title('F matrix');
%
elseif ii==2
%
title('Z_{rad}');
%
elseif ii==3
%
title('Horn Z');
%
elseif ii==4
%
title('U');
%
elseif ii==5
%
title('p_{ext}');
%
elseif ii==6
%
title('DI');
%
end;
end;

469
placeFigures('nrows',2,'ncols',5,'depth',2);

474

479

484

%% percentage of each var value as function of nmodes, section as parameter
nseg = Hp(:,3)./var;
for ii=1:length(var)
T = (squeeze(Tnorm(:,:,ii)));
% T(section var)
figure(ii);
plot(nmodes, (T(:,:)'));
xlabel('N_{modes}');
ylabel('%');
title(['d_{z} = ' num2str(var(ii)) ]);
legend('$F$ matrix','Z_{rad}','Z_{horn}','U', 'p_{ext}','DI','Location','SouthEast');
end;
placeFigures('nrows',2,'ncols',3,'depth',2);

Analyse the performance when horn type is changed.

Listing 23: AnalyzeVarHorn.m

5

% Analyze simulation data, horn type as variable
clear all;
close all;
clc;
%load('modes24_vs_dz_oswg.mat');
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92

%load('modes32_vs_oswg_dz_timing.mat');
load('modes32_vs_horntype10_timing_moreanalysis.mat');

10

%
for h=1:hmax
errZ00 = hugeZ00err_f(:,:,h);
errResp = hugeResperr_f(:,:,h);
errDI = hugeDIerr_f(:,:,h);

15

20

25

30

35

40

45

50

55

60

65

maxez(:,h) = max(errZ00)';
maxeR(:,h) = max(errResp)';
maxeDI(:,h) = max(errDI)';
meanez(:,h) = mean(errZ00)';
meaneR(:,h) = mean(errResp)';
meaneDI(:,h) = mean(errDI)';
prcR(:,h) = prctile(errResp,90);
prcZ(:,h) = prctile(errZ00,90);
prcDI(:,h) = prctile(errDI,90);
%
%
%
end;

stdez(:,h) = std(errZ00)';
stdeR(:,h) = std(errResp)';
stdeDI(:,h) = std(errDI)';

errZ00 = hugeZ00err_f(:,:,2); %6
errResp = hugeResperr_f(:,:,2);
errDI = hugeDIerr_f(:,:,2);
maxez_exp = max(errZ00)';
maxeR_exp = max(errResp)';
maxeDI_exp = max(errDI)';
meanez_exp = mean(errZ00)';
meaneR_exp = mean(errResp)';
meaneDI_exp = mean(errDI)';
errZ00 = hugeZ00err_f(:,:,6); %6
errResp = hugeResperr_f(:,:,6);
errDI = hugeDIerr_f(:,:,6);
maxez_os = max(errZ00)';
maxeR_os = max(errResp)';
maxeDI_os = max(errDI)';
meanez_os = mean(errZ00)';
meaneR_os = mean(errResp)';
meaneDI_os = mean(errDI)';
save('meanmax_expo_os.mat', 'maxez_exp', 'maxez_os', 'maxeR_exp', 'maxeR_os',...
'maxeDI_exp', 'maxeDI_os', 'meanez_exp', 'meanez_os', 'meaneR_exp', 'meaneR_os',...
'meaneDI_exp', 'meaneDI_os');
meanmeanez = mean(meanez')';
stdez = std(meanez')';
meanmeaneR = mean(meaneR')';
stdR = std(meaneR')';
meanmeaneDI = mean(meaneDI')';
stdDI = std(meaneDI')';
meanmaxez = mean(maxez')';
stdmxez = std(maxez')';
meanmaxeR = mean(maxeR')';
stdmxR = std(maxeR')';
meanmaxeDI = mean(maxeDI')';
stdmxDI = std(maxeDI')';

70
set(0,'DefaultAxesLineStyleOrder',{'-','--',':'})

75

80

85

90

leg = [var];
figure(1);
%subplot(3,1,1);
semilogy(nmodes, maxez);
legend([num2str(leg)]);
%legend('Z error (ohms)','Response error (dB)','DI error (dB)');
xlabel('N_{modes}');
ylabel('Ohms');
title('Z error (ohms)');
figure(2);
%subplot(3,1,2);
semilogy(nmodes, maxeR);
legend([num2str(leg)]);
%legend('Z error (ohms)','Response error (dB)','DI error (dB)');
xlabel('N_{modes}');
ylabel('dB');
title('Response error (dB)');
figure(3);
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95

%subplot(3,1,3);
semilogy(nmodes, maxeDI);
legend([num2str(leg)]);
%legend('Z error (ohms)','Response error (dB)','DI error (dB)');
xlabel('N_{modes}');
ylabel('dB');
title('DI error (dB)');

100

105

110

115

120

125

figure(4);
%subplot(3,1,1);
semilogy(nmodes, meanez );
legend([num2str(leg)]);
%legend('Z error (ohms)','Response error (dB)','DI error (dB)');
xlabel('N_{modes}');
ylabel('Ohms');
title('Mean Z error (ohms)');
figure(5);
%subplot(3,1,2);
semilogy(nmodes, meaneR);
legend([num2str(leg)]);
%legend('Z error (ohms)','Response error (dB)','DI error (dB)');
xlabel('N_{modes}');
ylabel('dB');
title('Mean Response error (dB)');
figure(6);
%subplot(3,1,3);
semilogy(nmodes, meaneDI);
legend([num2str(leg)]);
%legend('Z error (ohms)','Response error (dB)','DI error (dB)');
xlabel('N_{modes}');
ylabel('dB');
title('Mean DI error (dB)');
%%
np = 3;
nmend = 32;

130

135

140

145

150

155

160

165

170

figure(7);
semilogy(nmodes,meanmeanez, nmodes, stdez, nmodes,meanmaxez, nmodes, stdmxez,nmodes,
mean(prcZ')');
xlabel('N_{modes}');
ylabel('Ohms');
title('Mean Z error (ohms)');
legend('Mean of mean','Std. dev of mean', 'Mean of max','Std. dev of max');
%matlab2tikz('D:\Dropbox\Thesis\Prosjekt\figs\meanmeanZ.tex', 'height', ...
'0.7\columnwidth', 'width', '0.95\columnwidth' );

...

p = polyfit(nmodes(1:nmend), meanmeanez(1:nmend)', np);
disp('For impedance:');
disp(['Constant part : ' num2str(p(end))]);
disp(['Linear part
: ' num2str(p(end-1)/abs(p(end-1))) ' (' num2str(p(end-1)) ')']);
if np>1
disp(['Quatratic part: ' num2str(p(end-2)/abs(p(end-1))) ' (' num2str(p(end-2)) ')']);
end;
if np>2
disp(['Qubic part
: ' num2str(p(end-3)/abs(p(end-1))) ' (' num2str(p(end-3)) ')']);
end;
figure(8);
semilogy(nmodes,meanmeaneR, nmodes, stdR,nmodes,meanmaxeR, nmodes, stdmxR, nmodes,
mean(prcR'));
xlabel('N_{modes}');
ylabel('dB');
title('Mean Response error (dB)');
legend('Mean of mean','Std. dev of mean', 'Mean of max','Std. dev of max');
%matlab2tikz('D:\Dropbox\Thesis\Prosjekt\figs\meanmeanR.tex', 'height', ...
'0.7\columnwidth', 'width', '0.95\columnwidth' );

...

p = polyfit(nmodes(1:nmend), meanmeaneR(1:nmend)', np);
disp('For response:');
disp(['Constant part : ' num2str(p(end))]);
disp(['Linear part
: ' num2str(p(end-1)/abs(p(end-1))) ' (' num2str(p(end-1)) ')']);
if np>1
disp(['Quatratic part: ' num2str(p(end-2)/abs(p(end-1))) ' (' num2str(p(end-2)) ')']);
end;
if np>2
disp(['Qubic part
: ' num2str(p(end-3)/abs(p(end-1))) ' (' num2str(p(end-3)) ')']);
end;
figure(9);
semilogy(nmodes,meanmeaneDI, nmodes, stdDI,nmodes,meanmaxeDI, nmodes, stdmxDI,nmodes,
mean(prcDI'));
xlabel('N_{modes}');
ylabel('dB');
title('Mean DI error (dB)');
legend('Mean of mean','Std. dev of mean', 'Mean of max','Std. dev of max');

...
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175

180

185

190

195

200

205

210

%matlab2tikz('D:\Dropbox\Thesis\Prosjekt\figs\meanmeanDI.tex', 'height',
'0.7\columnwidth', 'width', '0.95\columnwidth' );

p = polyfit(nmodes(1:nmend), meanmeaneDI(1:nmend)', np);
disp('For DI:');
disp(['Constant part : ' num2str(p(end))]);
disp(['Linear part
: ' num2str(p(end-1)/abs(p(end-1))) ' (' num2str(p(end-1)) ')']);
if np>1
disp(['Quatratic part: ' num2str(p(end-2)/abs(p(end-1))) ' (' num2str(p(end-2)) ')']);
end;
if np>2
disp(['Qubic part
: ' num2str(p(end-3)/abs(p(end-1))) ' (' num2str(p(end-3)) ')']);
end;
%%
figure(10);
semilogy(nmodes,meanmaxez, nmodes, meanmaxeR, nmodes, meanmaxeDI, ...
nmodes, mean(prcZ'),nmodes, mean(prcR'),nmodes, mean(prcDI'),...
nmodes,meanmeanez, nmodes, meanmeaneR, nmodes, meanmeaneDI ...
);
xlabel('N_{modes}');
ylabel('dB');
title('Mean DI error (dB)');
grid;
grid minor;
legend('Max of mean (Z)','Max of mean (p_{ext})','Max of mean (DI)',...
'90% percentile (Z)','90% percentile (p_{ext})','90% percentile (DI)',...
'Mean of mean (Z)','Mean of mean (p_{ext})','Mean of mean (DI)','Location','SouthWest');
%%
freq = logspace(log10(fmin), log10(fmax), nfreq);
maxez = zeros(nfreq,max(nmodes));
maxeR = zeros(nfreq,max(nmodes));
maxeDI = zeros(nfreq,max(nmodes));
meanez = zeros(nfreq,max(nmodes));
meaneR = zeros(nfreq,max(nmodes));
meaneDI = zeros(nfreq,max(nmodes));
for m=1:length(nmodes)
errZ00 = squeeze(hugeZ00err_f(:,m,:));
errResp = squeeze(hugeResperr_f(:,m,:));
errDI = squeeze(hugeDIerr_f(:,m,:));

215

220

225

230

235

240

maxez(:,m) = max(errZ00')';
maxeR(:,m) = max(errResp')';
maxeDI(:,m) = max(errDI')';
meanez(:,m) = mean(errZ00')';
meaneR(:,m) = mean(errResp')';
meaneDI(:,m) = mean(errDI')';
%
stdez(:,h) = std(errZ00)';
%
stdeR(:,h) = std(errResp)';
%
stdeDI(:,h) = std(errDI)';
end;

meanmeanez = mean(meanez')';
stdez = std(meanez')';
meanmeaneR = mean(meaneR')';
stdR = std(meaneR')';
meanmeaneDI = mean(meaneDI')';
stdDI = std(meaneDI')';
meanmaxez = mean(maxez')';
stdmxez = std(maxez')';
meanmaxeR = mean(maxeR')';
stdmxR = std(maxeR')';
meanmaxeDI = mean(maxeDI')';
stdmxDI = std(maxeDI')';
dispmodes = [1 5 12 20 31];

245

250

255

260

...

figure(10);
%subplot(3,1,1);
loglog(freq, meanez(:,dispmodes));
legend([num2str(nmodes(:,dispmodes)')]);
%legend('Z error (ohms)','Response error (dB)','DI error (dB)');
xlabel('f [Hz]');
ylabel('Ohms');
title('Z error (ohms)');
figure(11);
%subplot(3,1,1);
loglog(freq, meaneR(:,dispmodes));
legend([num2str(nmodes(:,dispmodes)')]);
%legend('Z error (ohms)','Response error (dB)','DI error (dB)');
xlabel('f [Hz]');
ylabel('dB');
title('Response error (dB)');
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265

270

275

280

figure(12);
%subplot(3,1,3);
loglog(freq, meaneDI(:,dispmodes));
legend([num2str(nmodes(:,dispmodes)')]);
%legend('Z error (ohms)','Response error (dB)','DI error (dB)');
xlabel('f [Hz]');
ylabel('dB');
title('DI error (dB)');
figure(13);
loglog(freq,meanmeanez, freq, stdez, freq,meanmaxez, freq, stdmxez);
xlabel('Hz');
ylabel('Ohms');
title('Mean Z error (ohms)');
legend('Mean of mean','Std. dev of mean', 'Mean of max','Std. dev of max');
figure(14);
loglog(freq,meanmeaneR, freq, stdR, freq,meanmaxeR, freq, stdmxR);
xlabel('Hz');
ylabel('dB');
title('Mean Response error (dB)');
legend('Mean of mean','Std. dev of mean', 'Mean of max','Std. dev of max');

285

290

figure(15);
loglog(freq,meanmeaneDI, freq, stdDI, freq,meanmaxeDI, freq, stdmxDI);
xlabel('Hz');
ylabel('dB');
title('Mean DI error (dB)');
legend('Mean of mean','Std. dev of mean', 'Mean of max','Std. dev of max');

295
%%

300

305

310

315

320

325

330

335

340

345

TotalTime = zeros(10,32);
for i=1:32
T = squeeze(timing(:,i,:));
TotalTime(:,i) = sum(T');
end;
timing = cat(3,timing, TotalTime);
Tmean = [];
for i = 1:7
T = squeeze(timing(:,:,i));
Tmean = [Tmean mean(T)'];
np = 3;
p = polyfit(nmodes, Tmean(:,i)', np);
disp(' ');
disp(sprintf('For section %d:',i));
disp(['Constant part : ' num2str(p(end))]);
disp(['Linear part
: ' num2str(p(end-1)/p(end-1)) ' (' num2str(p(end-1)) ')']);
if np>1
disp(['Quatratic part: ' num2str(p(end-2)/p(end-1)) ' (' num2str(p(end-2)) ')']);
end;
if np>2
disp(['Qubic part
: ' num2str(p(end-3)/p(end-1)) ' (' num2str(p(end-3)) ')']);
end;
end;
p7 = p(2:end);
maxt = Tmean(end,:);
%maxt = max(Tmean);
maxt = maxt(ones(1,max(nmodes)),:);
Tmean = Tmean./maxt;
figure(20);
plot(nmodes, Tmean, nmodes, polyval(p7,nmodes)./polyval(p,32));
ylim([0 1.1]);
legend('F matrix','Z_{rad}','Z_{horn}', 'U','P_{ext}', 'DI','Total', 'Location', 'SouthEast');
xlabel('N_{modes}');
ylabel('T_{norm} [s]');
title('Normalized calculation times');
%%
rm = sqrt(500e-4/pi);
load 'MPM_besselzeros.mat';
kct = bz/rm;
c = 344;
%%
fct = c*kct/2/pi;
kcm = bz/rm;
fcm = c*kcm/2/pi;
mno = (0:length(nmodes)-1)';
disp('
Mouth fc:');
for i=1:length(nmodes)
disp([sprintf('Mode #%2.1d: %7.1fHz ',mno(i),fcm(i))]);
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end;



Analyze the performance with the BEM simulation as reference.

Listing 24: AnalyzeBEM.m
1

6

11

16

% Analyze simulation data, horn type as variable
clear all;
close all;
clc;
%load('modes24_vs_dz_oswg.mat');
%load('modes32_vs_oswg_dz_timing.mat');
%load('modes32_vs_oswg_dz_timing2.mat');
load('modes_vs_bem.mat');
freq = logspace(log10(fmin), log10(fmax), nfreq);
for ih=1:2
if ih==1
data = readFPdata('BEM\expo_20k_data.txt');
zdata = readZdata('BEM\expo_Z_data.txt');
else
data = readFPdata('BEM\OS_20k_50k_data.txt');
zdata = readZdata('BEM\OS_Z_50k_data.txt');
end;

21
Angext = 180/pi*atan2(data.coords(:,1),data.coords(:,2))';
k = (2*pi*data.fvec)';
refZ00_1 = zdata.Z;
refDI_1 = MPM_ASgetDI(k, Angext, data.data.')';
refResp_1 = 20*log10(abs(data.data(:,1)))+94;

26

refZ00 = refZ00_1(:,ones(1,length(nmodes)));
refResp = refResp_1(:,ones(1,length(nmodes)));
refDI = refDI_1(:,ones(1,length(nmodes)));

31

for iz = 1:hmax/2
h = (ih-1)*hmax/2+iz;
errZ00 = abs(squeeze(hugeZ00_f(:,:,h))-refZ00);
errResp = abs(squeeze(hugeResp_f(:,:,h))-refResp);
errDI = abs(squeeze(hugeDI_f(:,:,h))-refDI);
hugeZ00err_f(:,:,h) = errZ00;
hugeResperr_f(:,:,h) =errResp;
hugeDIerr_f(:,:,h) =errDI;

36

41

maxez(:,h) = max(errZ00)';
maxeR(:,h) = max(errResp)';
maxeDI(:,h) = max(errDI)';
meanez(:,h) = mean(errZ00)';
meaneR(:,h) = mean(errResp)';
meaneDI(:,h) = mean(errDI)';

46

51

56

61

%
%
%
%
%
%

errZ00 = abs(refZ00-BigZ00mat);
errResp = abs(refResp-Bigfresp);
errDI = abs(refDI-BigDI);
BigZ00mat = squeeze(hugeZ00_f(:,:,h)) = BigZ00mat;
hugeResp_f(:,:,h) =Bigfresp;
hugeDI_f(:,:,h) =BigDI;

end;
end;
figure(100);
m = 32

66

71

76

data = readFPdata('BEM\os_20k_data.txt');
refResp_1 = 20*log10(abs(data.data(:,1)))+94;
data = readFPdata('BEM\expo_20k_data.txt');
refResp_2 = 20*log10(abs(data.data(:,1)))+94;
resp_1 = squeeze(hugeResp_f(:,m,10));
resp_2 = squeeze(hugeResp_f(:,m,5));
semilogx(data.fvec, refResp_1, freq, resp_1, data.fvec, refResp_2, freq, resp_2);
legend('OS (BERIM)','OS (32 modes)','Exp (BERIM)','Exp (32 modes)','Location','SouthEast');
ylim([80 120]);
%%

C.2 Data Analysis

81

86

91

96

101

106

111

116

121

126

131

% error as f(freq), param dz, selected number of modes
L = length(nmodes);
dzrange = [3 4 5 8 9 10];
for ii=[1 L]%:length(nmodes)
m = nmodes(ii);
errZ00 = squeeze(hugeZ00err_f(:,ii,dzrange));
errResp = squeeze(hugeResperr_f(:,ii,dzrange));
errDI = squeeze(hugeDIerr_f(:,ii,dzrange));
F = L*(ii-1)
figure(F+1);
%subplot(3,1,1);
loglog(freq,errZ00);
%legend([num2str(var)]);
%legend('Z error (ohms)','Response error (dB)','DI error (dB)');
xlabel('f [Hz]');
ylabel('Ohms');
title(['Z error (ohms): ' num2str(nmodes(ii)) ' modes']);
figure(F+2);
%subplot(3,1,1);
loglog(freq, errResp);
%legend([num2str(var)]);
%legend('Z error (ohms)','Response error (dB)','DI error (dB)');
xlabel('f [Hz]');
ylabel('dB');
title(['Response error (dB): ' num2str(nmodes(ii)) ' modes']);

figure(F+3);
%subplot(3,1,3);
loglog(freq, errDI);
%legend([num2str(var)]);
%legend('Z error (ohms)','Response error (dB)','DI error (dB)');
xlabel('f [Hz]');
ylabel('dB');
title(['DI error (dB): ' num2str(nmodes(ii)) ' modes']);
placeFigures('nrows',3,'ncols',5,'depth',2);
end;
return;
%% mean over frequency, f(nmodes), parameter: dz
close all;
dzrange = [9 10 4 5 ];
st = 'legend(';
s = '';
for h=dzrange
ht = Hp(h,5);
dz = Hp(h,6);
s = [s 'sprintf(''' MPM_gethorntype(ht) ' horn, d_{z}=%g (Max)'',' num2str(dz) ') '];
if h6=dzrange(end)
s = [s ','];
end;
%eval(['disp(' s ')']);
end;

136

141

146

s2 = '';
for h=dzrange
ht = Hp(h,5);
dz = Hp(h,6);
s2 = [s2 'sprintf(''' MPM_gethorntype(ht) ' horn, d_{z}=%g (Mean)'',' num2str(dz) ') '];
if h6=dzrange(end)
s2 = [s2 ','];
end;
%eval(['disp(' s ')']);
end;
%load('meanmax_expo_os.mat')

151

156

161

lvar = [var; var];
llvar = lvar;%[lvar(dzrange); lvar(dzrange)];
figure(1);
semilogy(nmodes, maxez(:,dzrange));%,nmodes, meanez(:,dzrange));
% legend(num2str(llvar));
eval(['legend(' s ')']);
xlabel('N_{modes}');
ylabel('Ohms');
title('Max Z error (ohms)');
figure(2);
semilogy(nmodes, meanez(:,dzrange));
% legend(num2str(llvar));
eval(['legend(' s ')']);
xlabel('N_{modes}');

97
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98

166

171

176

181

186

ylabel('Ohms');
title('Mean Z error (ohms)');
figure(3);
semilogy(nmodes, maxeR(:,dzrange));%,nmodes, meaneR(:,dzrange));%, nmodes, maxeR_exp(:),
nmodes, meaneR_exp(:));
% legend(num2str(llvar));
eval(['legend(' s ')']);%, ''Location'',''BestOutside'')']);
xlabel('N_{modes}');
ylabel('dB');
title('Max Response error (dB)');
figure(4);
semilogy(nmodes, meaneR(:,dzrange));%, nmodes, maxeR_exp(:), nmodes, meaneR_exp(:));
% legend(num2str(llvar));
eval(['legend(' s2 ')']);%, ''Location'',''BestOutside'')']);
xlabel('N_{modes}');
ylabel('dB');
title('Mean Response error (dB)');
figure(5);
semilogy(nmodes, maxeDI(:,dzrange));%,nmodes, meaneDI(:,dzrange));%, nmodes,
maxeDI_exp(:), nmodes, meaneDI_exp(:));
% legend(num2str(llvar));
eval(['legend(' s ')']);%, ''Location'',''BestOutside'')']);
xlabel('N_{modes}');
ylabel('dB');
title('Max DI error (dB)');

...

191

196

201

206

211

figure(6);
semilogy(nmodes, meaneDI(:,dzrange));%, nmodes, maxeDI_exp(:), nmodes, meaneDI_exp(:));
% legend(num2str(llvar));
eval(['legend(' s ')']);%, ''Location'',''BestOutside'')']);
xlabel('N_{modes}');
ylabel('dB');
title('Mean DI error (dB)');
placeFigures('nrows',2,'ncols',3,'depth',2);
%%
%load('OS_32modes03mm_Ray300.mat');
load('OS_64modes03mm_Ray50.mat');
data = readFPdata('BEM\os_20k_data.txt');
refResp_1 = 20*log10(abs(data.data(:,1)))+94;
data = readFPdata('BEM\os_20k_50k_data.txt');
refResp_2 = 20*log10(abs(data.data(:,1)))+94;
resp = squeeze(hugeResp_f(:,end,1));
errResp = abs(resp-refResp_2);
load('modes_vs_bem.mat');
resp2 = squeeze(hugeResp_f(:,end
,end));
errResp2 = abs(resp2-refResp_2);
figure(1);
semilogx(data.fvec, refResp_2, data.fvec, resp, data.fvec, resp2);

216

221

figure(2);
loglog(data.fvec, errResp, data.fvec, errResp2);
max(errResp)
max(errResp2)
% max over frequency, f(nmodes), parameter: dz

226

231

236

241

246

%
% lvar = [var; var];
% figure(4);
% semilogy(nmodes, maxez(:,dzrange));
% legend(num2str(lvar(dzrange)));
% xlabel('N_{modes}');
% ylabel('Ohms');
% title('Max Z error (ohms)');
%
% figure(5);
% semilogy(nmodes, maxeR(:,dzrange));
% legend(num2str(lvar(dzrange)));
% xlabel('N_{modes}');
% ylabel('dB');
% title('Max Response error (dB)');
%
% figure(6);
% semilogy(nmodes, maxeDI(:,dzrange));
% legend(num2str(lvar(dzrange)));
% xlabel('N_{modes}');
% ylabel('dB');
% title('Max DI error (dB)');
%placeFigures('nrows',2,'ncols',3,'depth',2);
%% mean over frequency, for frequencies below dz = 1/n WL
close all;

...
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251

256

n = [ 6 8 10];
meanez = zeros(length(nmodes),hmax,length(n));
meaneR = meanez;
meaneDI = meaneR;
for ii=1:length(n)
fmax = 344./var/n(ii);
fmax(1)
for h = 1:hmax
s = find(freq<fmax(h));
ns = find(freq≥fmax(h));
errZ00 = abs(squeeze(hugeZ00_f(:,:,h))-refZ00);
errResp = abs(squeeze(hugeResp_f(:,:,h))-refResp);
errDI = abs(squeeze(hugeDI_f(:,:,h))-refDI);
hugeZ00err_f(:,:,h) = errZ00;
hugeResperr_f(:,:,h) =errResp;
hugeDIerr_f(:,:,h) =errDI;

261

266
%
%
%

271

maxez(:,h) = max(errZ00(s,:))';
maxeR(:,h) = max(errResp(s,:))';
maxeDI(:,h) = max(errDI(s,:))';
meanez(:,h,ii) = max(errZ00(s,:))';
meaneR(:,h,ii) = max(errResp(s,:))';
meaneDI(:,h,ii) = max(errDI(s,:))';
end;

276
end;

281

286

291

for h=1:hmax
%
figure(h);
% m = squeeze(meanez(:,h,:));
% semilogy(nmodes, m');
% legend([num2str(n')]);
% xlabel('nModes');
% ylabel('ohms');
% title(['Mean impedance error (ohms), f<fmin, dz = ' num2str(var(h))]);

figure(6+h);
m = squeeze(meaneR(:,h,:));
semilogy(nmodes, m');
legend([num2str(n')]);
xlabel('nModes');
ylabel('dB');
title(['Mean Response error (dB), f<fmin, dz = ' num2str(var(h))]);

296

301

% figure(8+h);
% m = squeeze(meaneDI(:,h,:));
% semilogy(nmodes, m');
% legend([num2str(n')]);
% xlabel('nModes');
% ylabel('dB');
% title(['Mean DI error (dB), f<fmin, dz = ' num2str(var(h))]);
placeFigures('nrows',3,'ncols',4,'depth',2);

306
end;

311

figure(1);
m = squeeze(meaneR(:,h,:))';
semilogy(nmodes, squeeze(meaneR(:,1,:))', nmodes, squeeze(meaneR(:,2,:))', nmodes,
squeeze(meaneR(:,3,:))');
legend([num2str([n n n]')]);
xlabel('nModes');
ylabel('dB');
title(['Max Response error (dB), f<fmin, dz = ' num2str(var(h))]);

316

321

326

331

%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

figure(4);
semilogy(nmodes, meanez);
legend([num2str(var)]);
xlabel('nModes');
ylabel('Ohms');
title('Mean Z error (ohms)');
figure(5);
semilogy(nmodes, meaneR);
legend([num2str(var)]);
xlabel('nModes');
ylabel('dB');
title('Mean Response error (ohms)');
figure(6);
semilogy(nmodes, meaneDI);
legend([num2str(var)]);
xlabel('nModes');
ylabel('dB');

...

99
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100

336

% title('Mean DI error (ohms)');

%%

341

346

351

356

361

366

371

meanmeanez = mean(meanez')';
stdez = std(meanez')';
meanmeaneR = mean(meaneR')';
stdR = std(meaneR')';
meanmeaneDI = mean(meaneDI')';
stdDI = std(meaneDI')';
meanmaxez = mean(maxez')';
stdmxez = std(maxez')';
meanmaxeR = mean(maxeR')';
stdmxR = std(maxeR')';
meanmaxeDI = mean(maxeDI')';
stdmxDI = std(maxeDI')';
set(0,'DefaultAxesLineStyleOrder',{'-','--',':'})
maxerrors = [maxez' maxeR', maxeDI'];
leg = var;
figure(1);
%subplot(3,1,1);
semilogy(nmodes, maxez);
legend([num2str(leg)]);
%legend('Z error (ohms)','Response error (dB)','DI error (dB)');
xlabel('nModes');
ylabel('Ohms');
title('Max Z error (ohms)');
figure(2);
%subplot(3,1,2);
plot(nmodes, maxeR);
legend([num2str(leg)]);
%legend('Z error (ohms)','Response error (dB)','DI error (dB)');
xlabel('nModes');
ylabel('dB');
title('Max Response error (dB)');

376

381

386

391

396

401

406

figure(3);
%subplot(3,1,3);
plot(nmodes, maxeDI);
legend([num2str(leg)]);
%legend('Z error (ohms)','Response error (dB)','DI error (dB)');
xlabel('nModes');
ylabel('dB');
title('Max DI error (dB)');
%%
maxez = zeros(nfreq,max(nmodes));
maxeR = zeros(nfreq,max(nmodes));
maxeDI = zeros(nfreq,max(nmodes));
meanez = zeros(nfreq,max(nmodes));
meaneR = zeros(nfreq,max(nmodes));
meaneDI = zeros(nfreq,max(nmodes));
moderange = (1:3);%(30:32);
for v=1:length(var)
errZ00 = squeeze(hugeZ00err_f(:,moderange,v));
errResp = squeeze(hugeResperr_f(:,moderange,v));
errDI = squeeze(hugeDIerr_f(:,moderange,v));

maxez(:,v) = max(errZ00')';
maxeR(:,v) = max(errResp')';
maxeDI(:,v) = max(errDI')';
meanez(:,v) = mean(errZ00')';
meaneR(:,v) = mean(errResp')';
meaneDI(:,v) = mean(errDI')';
%
stdez(:,h) = std(errZ00)';
%
stdeR(:,h) = std(errResp)';
%
stdeDI(:,h) = std(errDI)';
end;

411
errResp = squeeze(hugeResperr_f(:,moderange,:));

416

meanmeanez = mean(meanez')';
stdez = std(meanez')';
meanmeaneR = mean(meaneR')';
stdR = std(meaneR')';
meanmeaneDI = mean(meaneDI')';
stdDI = std(meaneDI')';

421
meanmaxez = mean(maxez')';

C.2 Data Analysis

426

431

436

441

stdmxez = std(maxez')';
meanmaxeR = mean(maxeR')';
stdmxR = std(maxeR')';
meanmaxeDI = mean(maxeDI')';
stdmxDI = std(maxeDI')';
figure(10);
%subplot(3,1,1);
loglog(freq,meanez);
legend([num2str(var)]);
%legend('Z error (ohms)','Response error (dB)','DI error (dB)');
xlabel('f [Hz]');
ylabel('Ohms');
title('Z error (ohms)');
figure(11);
%subplot(3,1,1);
loglog(freq, meaneR);
legend([num2str(var)]);
%legend('Z error (ohms)','Response error (dB)','DI error (dB)');
xlabel('f [Hz]');
ylabel('dB');
title('Response error (dB)');

446

451

figure(12);
%subplot(3,1,3);
loglog(freq, meaneDI);
legend([num2str(var)]);
%legend('Z error (ohms)','Response error (dB)','DI error (dB)');
xlabel('f [Hz]');
ylabel('dB');
title('DI error (dB)');

456
dispmodes = [1 5 12 20 31];

%%

461

466

471

476

481

figure(13);
loglog(freq,meanmeanez, freq, stdez, freq,meanmaxez, freq, stdmxez);
xlabel('Hz');
ylabel('Ohms');
title('Mean Z error (ohms)');
legend('Mean of mean','Std. dev of mean', 'Mean of max','Std. dev of max');
figure(14);
loglog(freq,meanmeaneR, freq, stdR, freq,meanmaxeR, freq, stdmxR);
xlabel('Hz');
ylabel('dB');
title('Mean Response error (dB)');
legend('Mean of mean','Std. dev of mean', 'Mean of max','Std. dev of max');
figure(15);
loglog(freq,meanmeaneDI, freq, stdDI, freq,meanmaxeDI, freq, stdmxDI);
xlabel('Hz');
ylabel('dB');
title('Mean DI error (dB)');
legend('Mean of mean','Std. dev of mean', 'Mean of max','Std. dev of max');

486

491

496

501

506

%% timing analysis
Tmean = [];
npoints = 1./(var/Hp(1,3));
for i = 1:6
T = squeeze(timing(:,:,i));
Tsum = sum(T);% find total time for each mode
Tsum = Tsum(ones(1,length(var)),:);
T = T./Tsum; %normalize by total time, result is precentage
Tmean = [Tmean mean(T')'];%[Tmean mean(T)'];
%
np = 3;
%
p = polyfit(npoints, T, np);
%
disp(' ');
%
disp(sprintf('For section %d:',i));
%
disp(['Constant part : ' num2str(p(end))]);
%
disp(['Linear part
: ' num2str(p(end-1)/p(end-1)) '
%
if np>1
%
disp(['Quatratic part: ' num2str(p(end-2)/p(end-1)) '
%
end;
%
if np>2
%
disp(['Qubic part
: ' num2str(p(end-3)/p(end-1)) '
%
end;
end;

of total time

(' num2str(p(end-1)) ')']);
(' num2str(p(end-2)) ')']);

(' num2str(p(end-3)) ')']);

101
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102

511

516

maxt = Tmean(end,:);
%maxt = max(Tmean);
maxt = maxt(ones(1,length(var)),:);
Tmean = Tmean./maxt;
figure(10);
loglog(npoints, Tmean);
legend('F matrix','Z_{rad}','Z_{horn}','U', 'P_{ext}', 'DI', 'Location', 'SouthEastOutside');
%%
zdata = readZdata('BEM\OS_Z_50k_data.txt');

Compare results to a high-accuracy BEM simulation.

Listing 25: compareBEM.m
% compare to BEM
clear all;
data = readFPdata('BEM\expo_20k_data.txt');

5

10

15

20

25

hmax = 10;
Hp = zeros(hmax,7);
% insert common parameters
Hp(1,1) = 10e-4;%St
Hp(1,2) = 500e-4;%Sm
Hp(1,3) = 30e-2;%L
Hp(1,4) = 0.3;%T and n
Hp(1,5) = 3;% type
Hp(1,6) = 0.0003;%dx
Hp(1,7) = 3;% field point R
Hp = Hp(ones(hmax,1),:);
% the variable parameters
var = [0.01 0.003 0.001 0.0003 0.0001]';
Hp(:,6) = [var; var];
Hp((1:(hmax/2)),5) = ones((hmax/2),1);
nfreq = 50;
nmodes = 1:32;
fmin = 100;
fmax = 20000;
timing = zeros(hmax, length(nmodes), 6);

30
BigZ00mat = [];
Bigfresp = [];

35

40

45

hugeZ00err_f = zeros(nfreq, length(nmodes), hmax);
hugeResperr_f = zeros(nfreq, length(nmodes), hmax);
hugeDIerr_f = zeros(nfreq, length(nmodes), hmax);
for ih=1:2
if ih==1
data = readFPdata('BEM\expo_20k_data.txt');
zdata = readZdata('BEM\expo_Z_data.txt');
else
data = readFPdata('BEM\OS_20k_data.txt');
zdata = readZdata('BEM\OS_Z_data.txt');
end;

50

Angext = 180/pi*atan2(data.coords(:,1),data.coords(:,2))';
k = (2*pi*data.fvec)';
refZ00_1 = zdata.Z;
refDI_1 = MPM_ASgetDI(k, Angext, data.data.')';
refResp_1 = 20*log10(abs(data.data(:,1)))+94;

55

refZ00 = refZ00_1(:,ones(1,length(nmodes)));
refResp = refResp_1(:,ones(1,length(nmodes)));
refDI = refDI_1(:,ones(1,length(nmodes)));

60

65

tstart = tic;
for iz = 1:hmax/2
BigZ00mat = [];
Bigfresp = [];
BigDI = [];
h = (ih-1)*(hmax/2)+iz;
disp(sprintf('h = %d',h));
hornparams = Hp(h,:);
for ii = 1:length(nmodes)
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disp(['Calculating ' MPM_gethorntype(Hp(h,5)) sprintf(' horn using %d ...
mode(s)',ii)]);
%t00 = clock;
[Z00mat, fresp, DI, times] = analyzehorn(hornparams, fmin, fmax, nfreq, ...
nmodes(ii));
timing(h,ii,:) = times;
BigZ00mat = [BigZ00mat Z00mat];
Bigfresp = [Bigfresp fresp.'];
BigDI = [BigDI DI.'];
toc(tstart);
end;

70

75

80

103

%
%
%

errZ00 = abs(refZ00-BigZ00mat);
errResp = abs(refResp-Bigfresp);
errDI = abs(refDI-BigDI);
hugeZ00_f(:,:,h) = BigZ00mat;
hugeResp_f(:,:,h) =Bigfresp;
hugeDI_f(:,:,h) =BigDI;
toc(tstart);

85

90

end;
%save modes32_vs_horntype10_timing_2.mat;
totaltime = toc(tstart);
save modes_vs_bem.mat;
%&save modes32_vs_horntype10_timing_moreanalysis.mat;
end;

c.3



reading bem data

A function to read field point data exported from BEM SW.

Listing 26: readFPdata.m
function fieldpointdata = readFPdata(fname);

4

9

14

19

24

fid=fopen(fname, 'rt');
%open the file
title = fgetl(fid); %read in the header
ngroups=fscanf(fid, '%d');
%read in the number of groups
fieldpointdata = [];
for ii = 1:ngroups
grouptitle = fgetl(fid);
s = fscanf(fid, '%d', [2]);
np=s(1);
nc=s(2);
data = fscanf(fid, '%e',[nc,np]);
groupcoords = transpose(data);
nf = fscanf(fid, '%d', [1]);
data = fscanf(fid, '%e',[1,nf]);
fvec = transpose(data);
R = fscanf(fid, '%e',[np,nf]);
I = fscanf(fid, '%e',[np,nf]);
data = R'+sqrt(-1)*I';
%frequency data in rows
%fieldpoints in collumns
dat = struct('title', grouptitle, 'ncoord', np, 'coords', groupcoords, 'nfreq', nf,
'fvec', fvec, 'data', data);
fieldpointdata = [fieldpointdata dat];
nf = fscanf(fid, '%d', [1]); %dummy to make it work with more than one group
end;
fclose(fid);
%close the file

c.4

modal standing waves

Script to see what happens between the discontinuities.

Listing 27: CheckModeAmpll_fz_Standingwaves.m
clear all;
load 'MPM_besselzeros.mat';

...
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104

4

fno = 2;
usehornpart2 = false;

9

14

19

24

29

34

39

44

49

54

59

64

69

74

79

84

% horn parameters
sth1 = 10e-4; % throat area segment 1
smh1 = 500e-4; % mouth area segment 1
Lh1 = 30e-2; % horn length segment 1
Tn1 = 0; % horn parameter (hypex/bessel);
HornType1 = 1;
smh2 = 4000e-4; % mouth area segment 2
Lh2 = 30e-2; % horn length segment 2
Tn2 = 10;% horn parameter (hypex/bessel);
HornType2 = 0;
dz = 0.00003; % segment length
elmsprstep =3500;
dz2 = dz;
dz = dz * elmsprstep;
AddRadius = false; % set to true to gat a radiused flaring of the mouth
RadR = 0.4; % radius of mouth radius
RFta = 90; % end tangent angle of radius (degrees)
% throat chamber
Rvtc = 0.06; %throat chamber radius
Lvtc = 0.02; % throat chamber length
AddVtc = false; % set to true to use throat chamber
% field point parameters
% field point distance
Rext = 3;
% field point angles (degrees)
Angext = linspace(0,90,10)';

% simulation parameters
fmin = 50; %lower frequency
fmax = 8000; % upper frequency
Nf = 200; % number of frequencies
N = 5; %maximum number of modes
c = 344; %sound speed
rho = 1.205;% air density
% Create horn contour
horncoords1 = MPM_AShorncoord(HornType1, sth1, smh1, Lh1, Tn1, dz, (AddRadius & ¬...
usehornpart2), 0, RadR, RFta);
horncoords2 = MPM_AShorncoord(HornType2, smh1, smh2, Lh2, Tn2, dz, AddRadius, 0, RadR, RFta);
horncoords2(:,1) = horncoords2(:,1) + Lh1;
if usehornpart2
horncoords = [horncoords1; horncoords2];
else
horncoords = horncoords1;
end;
if AddVtc
horncoords(:,1) = horncoords(:,1)+Lvtc+3*dz;
horncoords = [0 Rvtc;
Lvtc Rvtc;
Lvtc+3*dz horncoords(1,2);
horncoords];
newdz = dz/100;
horncoords = MPM_refinecoords(horncoords, dz/elmsprstep);
end;

horncoords = MPM_makesteps(horncoords);
horncoords = MPM_refinecoords(horncoords, dz2);
hornz = horncoords(:,1);
% plot horn contour
figure(1);
plot(horncoords(:,1),horncoords(:,2))
ylim([0,max(horncoords(:,2)*1.1)])
xlabel('z axis [m]');
ylabel('Radius [m]');
title('Horn profile');
freq = logspace(log10(fmin), log10(fmax), Nf);
k = 2*pi*freq/c;
% alternative method for calculating bz.
% function besselzero can be downloaded from
% the Matlab Central.
%bz = zeros(N,1);
%if (N>1)
%
bz(2:N)= besselzero(1, N-1, 1);

C.4 Modal Standing Waves

89

94

99

104

%end;
bz = bz(1:N);
% cutoff frequencies throat
kct = bz/horncoords(1,2);
fct = c*kct/2/pi;
kcm = bz/horncoords(end,2);
fcm = c*kcm/2/pi;
mno = (0:N-1)';
disp('
Throat fc: Mouth fc:');
for i=1:N
disp([sprintf('Mode #%2.1d: %7.1fHz %7.1fHz',mno(i),fct(i),fcm(i))]);
end;
%% ----------------------------------------------% The performance calculations
freq = 5700;
k = 2*pi*freq/c;

109
t00 = tic;
BigF = MPM_makebigfmat(N, horncoords, bz);

114

119

DimM = 1;
Nr = 100;
r = (0:DimM/(Nr-1):DimM);
a = max(r);
alpha = bz/a;
bjarg = alpha*r;
gamma_n =bz(:,ones(1,Nr))';
norm = besselj(0,gamma_n);
% phi: the normalized matrix of eigenfunctions
phi = transpose(besselj(0, bjarg))./norm;

124
Sm = pi*horncoords(end,2)^2;
St = pi*horncoords(1,2)^2;
disp('Calculating impedances');
Zrad = MPM_ASbaffledradzmatrix(k,rho,c,Sm,N,bz);

129
BigZ = MPM_getimpedances(k, horncoords, bz, Zrad, BigF, rho, c, 0, true);
toc(t00);

134

139

144

disp('Calculating pressure distribution');
%%
U0 = zeros(N,1); %plane wave at throat
U0(1) = 1;
% R = Lh1/(sqrt(smh1/sth1)-1);
% shape = 'spherical';
% U0 = MPM_ASgetvolvelmodes(k, (1), N, horncoords(1,2), shape , R*10, bz);

% U0 = zeros(N,1); %plane wave at throat
% U0(1) = 1;
U = U0;
Pmat = [];
Umat = U;
fcmat = [];
copoint = -1*ones(2,N);

149
S = pi*horncoords(:,2).^2;

154

159

164

169

174

for ki = 1:length(k)
U = U0;
Sm = S(end);
for iz = 1:length(horncoords)-1
R1 = horncoords(iz,2);
R2 = horncoords(iz+1,2);
L = horncoords(iz+1,1) - horncoords(iz,1);
kc = bz/R1;
fc = kc*c/2/pi;
fcmat = [fcmat fc];
if (L>0)
Z0 = BigZ(:,:,iz,ki);
kn = MPM_ASmakekm(k(ki),R1,bz,N);
D2 = diag(1i*sin(L*kn));
E = diag(exp(-1i*L*kn));
Zc = diag(k(ki)*rho*c./(S(iz)*kn));
invZc = diag((S(iz)*kn)./(k(ki)*rho*c));
U = (-D2*invZc*(Z0-Zc)+E)*U;
else
F = BigF(:,:,iz);
if R1>R2
U = (F.')\U;
else
U = F.'*U;

105
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179

184

189

194

end;
end;
Pmat = [Pmat; (BigZ(:,:,iz,ki)*U).'];
Umat = [Umat U];
for im = 1:N
if (k(ki)>bz(im)/R1)&(copoint(2,im)<0)
copoint(2,im) = horncoords(iz,1);
end;
end;
end;
P = Zrad * U;
Pmat = [Pmat; P.'];
kc = bz/horncoords(end,2);
fc = kc*c/2/pi;
fcmat = [fcmat fc];
end;
%Umouth = MPM_getmouthvolvel(k, horncoords, U0, bz, BigZ, BigF, rho, c, 0);
toc(t00);
%%
normalized = false; % normalize polar map to on-axis response

199

204

209

214

Pmode1 = Pmat(:,1);
Pmode1 = Pmat(:,ones(1,N));
PmatNorm = Pmat ./ Pmode1;
ii = find(copoint==-1);
copoint(ii) = 0;
for im=1:N
iz = find(hornz == copoint(2,im));
if numel(iz) > 0
if normalized
copoint(1,im) = 20*log10(abs(PmatNorm(iz(1),im)));
else
copoint(1,im) = 20*log10(abs(Pmat(iz(1),im)));
end;
else
copoint(1,im) = 0;
end;
end;
%Umouth = MPM_getmouthvolvel(k, horncoords, U0, bz, BigZ, BigF, rho, c, 0);
set(0,'DefaultAxesLineStyleOrder',{'-','--',':'})

219

224

229

234

239

244

249

zindex = linspace(1,length(hornz),length(hornz));
zused = (mod(zindex, 50) == 0);
figure(2);
if normalized
plot(hornz(zused), 20*log10(abs(PmatNorm(:,zused))));
yu = max(max(20*log10(abs(PmatNorm))));
t = 'normalized';
else
plot(hornz(zused), 20*log10(abs(Umat(:,zused))));
yu = max(max(20*log10(abs(Umat))));
t = 'not normalized';
end;
nmo = 0:N-1;
legend(num2str(nmo'), 'Location', 'East');
hold on;
plot(copoint(2,:),copoint(1,:),'o');
hold off;
yu = 10*ceil(yu/10)+5;
ylim([yu-100 yu]);
title(['Modal levels for ' MPM_gethorntype(HornType1) ' horn at ' num2str(freq) 'Hz, ' t]);
xlabel('z [m]');
ylabel('dB');
%%
figure(3);
semilogy(hornz, fcmat);
nmo = 0:N-1;
legend(num2str(nmo'), 'Location', 'EastOutside');
% ylim([-50 30]);
title('Mode cutoff frequencies as function of z');
xlabel('z [m]');
ylabel('Hz');
toc(t00);
% placeFigures;

c.5

modal superposition test

Script to check if modal superposition is valid.



C.5 Modal Superposition Test

Listing 28: CheckModeAmpll_summation.m

4

%%
% Program to test if the modes at the mouth of a horn can be build up from
% the response from individual modes presented at the throat, i.e.
% is Um(1,1,1,0) = Um(1,0,0,0) + Um(0,1,0,0) + Um(0,0,1,0) ?
load 'MPM_besselzeros.mat';
fno = 2;

9
usehornpart2 = true;

14

19

% horn parameters
sth1 = 10e-4; % throat area segment 1
smh1 = 500e-4; % mouth area segment 1
Lh1 = 30e-2; % horn length segment 1
Tn1 = 0.5; % horn parameter (hypex/bessel);
HornType1 = 1;
smh2 = 6000e-4; % mouth area segment 2
Lh2 = 20e-2; % horn length segment 2
Tn2 = 0;% horn parameter (hypex/bessel);
HornType2 = 2;
%smh1 = -362*2*pi/344;

24
dz = 0.0003; % segment length
AddRadius = false; % set to true to gat a radiused flaring of the mouth
RadR = 0.05; % radius of mouth radius
RFta = 90; % end tangent angle of radius (degrees)

29
% throat chamber
Rvtc = 0.06; %throat chamber radius
Lvtc = 0.02; % throat chamber length
AddVtc = false; % set to true to use throat chamber

34

39

% field point parameters
% field point distance
Rext = 3;
% field point angles (degrees)
Angext = linspace(0,90,10)';

49

% simulation parameters
fmin = 50; %lower frequency
fmax = 8000; % upper frequency
Nf = 40; % number of frequencies
N = 6; %maximum number of modes
c = 344; %sound speed
rho = 1.205;% air density
normalized = true; % normalize polar map to on-axis response

54

% Create horn contour
horncoords1 = MPM_AShorncoord(HornType1, sth1, smh1, Lh1, Tn1, dz, (AddRadius & ¬...
usehornpart2), 0, RadR, RFta);
horncoords2 = MPM_AShorncoord(HornType2, smh1, smh2, Lh2, Tn2, dz, AddRadius, 0, RadR, RFta);
horncoords2(:,1) = horncoords2(:,1) + Lh1;

44

59

64

69

74

79

if usehornpart2
horncoords = [horncoords1; horncoords2];
else
horncoords = horncoords1;
end;
if AddVtc
horncoords(:,1) = horncoords(:,1)+Lvtc+3*dz;
horncoords = [0 Rvtc;
Lvtc Rvtc;
Lvtc+3*dz horncoords(1,2);
horncoords];
newdz = dz/10;
horncoords = MPM_refinecoords(horncoords, dz);
end;

horncoords = MPM_makesteps(horncoords);
hornz = horncoords(:,1);
% plot horn contour
figure(1);
plot(horncoords(:,1),horncoords(:,2))
ylim([0,max(horncoords(:,2)*1.1)])
xlabel('z axis [m]');
ylabel('Radius [m]');
title('Horn profile');

107

C testing functions

108

84

89

freq = logspace(log10(fmin), log10(fmax), Nf);
k = 2*pi*freq/c;
% alternative method for calculating bz.
% function besselzero can be downloaded from
% the Matlab Central.
%bz = zeros(N,1);
%if (N>1)
%
bz(2:N)= besselzero(1, N-1, 1);
%end;
bz = bz(1:N);

94
%% ----------------------------------------------% The performance calculations

99

%freq = 1000;
%k = 2*pi*freq/c;
t00 = tic;
BigF = MPM_makebigfmat(N, horncoords, bz);

104

DimM = 1;
Nr = 100;
r = (0:DimM/(Nr-1):DimM);
a = max(r);
phi = MPM_ASgeteigenfunctions(a, r,

bz, true);

109
Sm = pi*horncoords(end,2)^2;
St = pi*horncoords(1,2)^2;
Zrad = MPM_ASbaffledradzmatrix(k,rho,c,Sm,N,bz);

114
BigZ = MPM_getimpedances(k, horncoords, bz, Zrad, BigF, rho, c, 0, true);

119

124

129

Z00mat = squeeze(BigZ(1,1,1,:));
Z00mat = St/(rho*c)*Z00mat;
figure(11);
semilogx(freq, real(Z00mat), 'k', freq, imag(Z00mat), 'r');
grid;
title('Horn throat impedance');
ylabel(['Normalized acoustic Z(' num2str(0) ',' num2str(0) ')']);
xlabel('Hz');
%% Modal exitation
% here comes the exitation of individual and composite modal responses
set(0,'DefaultAxesLineStyleOrder',{'-','--',':'})
U0mat = [eye(N) ones(N,1)];
Umouthmat = zeros(N, Nf, N+1);
mode1level = 1e-2;
modelevels = [1e-3 1e-2 1 0.1 0.3 0.4 1e2 0.6 0.03 0.06];
U0mat(:,N+1) = modelevels(1:N)';

134

139

144

for ii=1:N+1
U0 = U0mat(:,ii);
Umouth = MPM_getmouthvolvel(k, horncoords, U0, bz, BigZ, BigF, rho, c, 0);
Umouthmat(:,:,ii) = Umouth;
toc(t00);
end;
figure(3);
semilogx(freq, 20*log10(abs(Umouthmat(:,:,1))));
nmo = 0:N-1;
legend(num2str(nmo'), 'Location', 'EastOutside');
%ylim([-70 10]);
title([MPM_gethorntype(HornType1) ' horn at mouth, plane wave exitation']);
toc(t00);

149

154

159

164

169

figure(4);
semilogx(freq, 20*log10(abs(Umouth)));
nmo = 0:N-1;
legend(num2str(nmo'), 'Location', 'EastOutside');
xlabel('Hz');
ylabel('dB re 1m/s^3');
%ylim([-70 10]);
title([MPM_gethorntype(HornType1) ' horn at mouth, exited by all modes']);
%%
UmouthSummed = zeros(size(Umouth));
UmouthSummedAbs = zeros(size(Umouth));
for ii=1:N
UmouthSummed = UmouthSummed + modelevels(ii) * (Umouthmat(:,:,ii));
UmouthSummedAbs = UmouthSummedAbs + modelevels(ii) * abs(Umouthmat(:,:,ii));
end;
figure(5);
semilogx(freq, 20*log10(abs(UmouthSummed)));
nmo = 0:N-1;
legend(num2str(nmo'), 'Location', 'EastOutside');

C.6 Modal Amplitudes

109

%ylim([-70 10]);
title([MPM_gethorntype(HornType1) ' horn at mouth, sum of all single mode responses']);
toc(t00);

174
SumError = abs(UmouthSummed-Umouthmat(:,:,N+1));
SumErrorA = abs(UmouthSummedAbs-Umouthmat(:,:,N+1));

179

184

189

194

figure(6);
loglog(freq, (abs(SumError)));
nmo = 0:N-1;
legend(num2str(nmo'), 'Location', 'EastOutside');
%ylim([-70 10]);
xlabel('Hz');
ylabel('error');
title([MPM_gethorntype(HornType1) ' horn at mouth, complex sum of all single mode
responses, error']);
toc(t00);

...

figure(7);
loglog(freq, (abs(SumErrorA)));
nmo = 0:N-1;
legend(num2str(nmo'), 'Location', 'EastOutside');
%ylim([-70 10]);
xlabel('Hz');
ylabel('error');
title([MPM_gethorntype(HornType1) ' horn at mouth, sum of |all single mode responses|,
error']);
toc(t00);

...

% conclusion: modes do obey superposition

199
toc(t00);
placeFigures;%('nrows',2,'ncols',6);

c.6

modal amplitudes

Simulating how the modal amplitudes variy as a function of distance.

Listing 29: CheckModeAmpll_fz.m
load 'MPM_besselzeros.mat';
fno = 2;

4
usehornpart2 = false;

9

14

19

24

29

% horn parameters
sth1 = 100e-4; % throat area segment 1
smh1 = 30000e-4; % mouth area segment 1
Lh1 = 300e-2; % horn length segment 1
Tn1 = -2; % horn parameter (hypex/bessel);
HornType1 = 0;
smh2 = 4000e-4; % mouth area segment 2
Lh2 = 30e-2; % horn length segment 2
Tn2 = 10;% horn parameter (hypex/bessel);
HornType2 = 0;
dz = 0.001 % segment length
AddRadius = false; % set to true to gat a radiused flaring of the mouth
RadR = 0.4; % radius of mouth radius
RFta = 90; % end tangent angle of radius (degrees)
% throat chamber
Rvtc = 0.06; %throat chamber radius
Lvtc = 0.02; % throat chamber length
AddVtc = false; % set to true to use throat chamber
% field point parameters
% field point distance
Rext = 3;
% field point angles (degrees)
Angext = linspace(0,90,10)';

34
% simulation parameters
fmin = 50; %lower frequency
fmax = 8000; % upper frequency
Nf = 200; % number of frequencies
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110

39

N = 8; %maximum number of modes
c = 344; %sound speed
rho = 1.205;% air density
normalized = true; % normalize polar map to on-axis response

44

% Create horn contour
horncoords1 = MPM_AShorncoord(HornType1, sth1, smh1, Lh1, Tn1, dz, (AddRadius & ¬...
usehornpart2), 0, RadR, RFta);
horncoords2 = MPM_AShorncoord(HornType2, smh1, smh2, Lh2, Tn2, dz, AddRadius, 0, RadR, RFta);
horncoords2(:,1) = horncoords2(:,1) + Lh1;

49

if usehornpart2
horncoords = [horncoords1; horncoords2];
else
horncoords = horncoords1;
end;

54

59

if AddVtc
horncoords(:,1) = horncoords(:,1)+Lvtc+3*dz;
horncoords = [0 Rvtc;
Lvtc Rvtc;
Lvtc+3*dz horncoords(1,2);
horncoords];
newdz = dz/10;
horncoords = MPM_refinecoords(horncoords, dz);
end;

64
horncoords = MPM_makesteps(horncoords);
%horncoords = MPM_refinecoords(horncoords, dz/100);
hornz = horncoords(:,1);

69

74

79

84

89

% plot horn contour
figure(1);
plot(horncoords(:,1),horncoords(:,2))
ylim([0,max(horncoords(:,2)*1.1)])
xlabel('z axis [m]');
ylabel('Radius [m]');
title('Horn profile');
freq = logspace(log10(fmin), log10(fmax), Nf);
k = 2*pi*freq/c;
% alternative method for calculating bz.
% function besselzero can be downloaded from
% the Matlab Central.
%bz = zeros(N,1);
%if (N>1)
%
bz(2:N)= besselzero(1, N-1, 1);
%end;
bz = bz(1:N);
%% ----------------------------------------------% The performance calculations
freq = 10000;
k = 2*pi*freq/c;

94
t00 = tic;
BigF = MPM_makebigfmat(N, horncoords, bz);

99

104

DimM = 1;
Nr = 100;
r = (0:DimM/(Nr-1):DimM);
a = max(r);
alpha = bz/a;
bjarg = alpha*r;
gamma_n =bz(:,ones(1,Nr))';
norm = besselj(0,gamma_n);
% phi: the normalized matrix of eigenfunctions
phi = transpose(besselj(0, bjarg))./norm;

109
Sm = pi*horncoords(end,2)^2;
St = pi*horncoords(1,2)^2;
Zrad = MPM_ASbaffledradzmatrix(k,rho,c,Sm,N,bz);

114

119

124

BigZ = MPM_getimpedances(k, horncoords, bz, Zrad, BigF, rho, c, 0, true);
U0 = zeros(N,1); %plane wave at throat
U0(1) = 1e-6;
R = Lh1/(sqrt(smh1/sth1)-1);
shape = 'spherical';
U0 = MPM_ASgetvolvelmodes(k, (1), N, horncoords(1,2), shape , R*10, bz);

U0 = zeros(N,1); %plane wave at throat
U0(1) = 1;
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111

U0(3) = 1;
U = U0;
Pmat = [];
Umat = U.';

129
S = pi*horncoords(:,2).^2;
S = S(:,ones(1,8));
for fi = 1:length(k)
U = U0;
Sm = S(end);
for iz = 1:length(horncoords)-1
R1 = horncoords(iz,2);
R2 = horncoords(iz+1,2);
L = horncoords(iz+1,1) - horncoords(iz,1);
if (L>0)
Z0 = BigZ(:,:,iz,fi);
kn = MPM_ASmakekm(k(fi),R1,bz,N);
D2 = diag(i*sin(L*kn));
E = diag(exp(-i*L*kn));
Zc = diag(k(fi)*rho*c./(S(iz)*kn));
invZc = diag((S(iz)*kn)./(k(fi)*rho*c));
U = (-D2*invZc*(Z0-Zc)+E)*U;
else
F = BigF(:,:,iz);
if R1>R2
U = (F.')\U;
else
U = F.'*U;
end;
end;
Umat = [Umat U.'];
Pmat = [Pmat; (BigZ(:,:,iz,fi)*U).'];
end;
P = Zrad * U;
Pmat = [Pmat; P.'];
end;

134

139

144

149

154

159

164

Pmode1 = Pmat(:,1);
Pmode1 = Pmat(:,ones(1,N));
Pmat = Pmat ./ Pmode1;
%Umouth = MPM_getmouthvolvel(k, horncoords, U0, bz, BigZ, BigF, rho, c, 0);

169

set(0,'DefaultAxesLineStyleOrder',{'-','--',':'})

174

figure(3);
plot(hornz, 20*log10(abs(Pmat)));
nmo = 0:N-1;
legend(num2str(nmo'), 'Location', 'EastOutside');
ylim([-50 30]);
title([MPM_gethorntype(HornType1) ' horn at ' num2str(freq) 'Hz, ' shape ' wavefront @
throat']);

...

179
toc(t00);
placeFigures;



Listing 30: CheckModeAmpll_fz_2.m
clear all;
%%

4
load 'MPM_besselzeros.mat';
fno = 2;

9

14

19

usehornpart2 = false;
% horn parameters
sth1 = 10e-4; % throat area segment 1
smh1 = 500e-4; % mouth area segment 1
Lh1 = 30e-2; % horn length segment 1
Tn1 = 0; % horn parameter (hypex/bessel);
HornType1 = 1;
smh2 = 500e-4; % mouth area segment 2
Lh2 = 15e-2; % horn length segment 2
Tn2 = 10;% horn parameter (hypex/bessel);
HornType2 = 0;

C testing functions

112

24

dz = 0.0001; % segment length
elmsprstep =1;
dz2 = dz;
dz = dz * elmsprstep;
AddRadius = false; % set to true to gat a radiused flaring of the mouth
RadR = 0.1; % radius of mouth radius
RFta = 90; % end tangent angle of radius (degrees)

29
% throat chamber
Rvtc = 0.06; %throat chamber radius
Lvtc = 0.02; % throat chamber length
AddVtc = false; % set to true to use throat chamber

34

39

44

% field point parameters
% field point distance
Rext = 3;
% field point angles (degrees)
Angext = linspace(0,90,10)';

% simulation parameters
fmin = 50; %lower frequency
fmax = 8000; % upper frequency
Nf = 200; % number of frequencies
N = 4; %maximum number of modes
c = 344; %sound speed
rho = 1.205;% air density

49
% Create horn contour
horncoords1 = MPM_AShorncoord(HornType1, sth1, smh1, Lh1, Tn1, dz, (AddRadius & ¬...
usehornpart2), 0, RadR, RFta);
horncoords2 = MPM_AShorncoord(HornType2, smh1, smh2, Lh2, Tn2, dz, AddRadius, 0, RadR, RFta);
horncoords2(:,1) = horncoords2(:,1) + Lh1;

54

59

if usehornpart2
horncoords = [horncoords1; horncoords2];
else
horncoords = horncoords1;
end;

69

if AddVtc
horncoords(:,1) = horncoords(:,1)+Lvtc+3*dz;
horncoords = [0 Rvtc;
Lvtc Rvtc;
Lvtc+3*dz horncoords(1,2);
horncoords];
newdz = dz/100;
horncoords = MPM_refinecoords(horncoords, dz/elmsprstep);
end;

74

horncoords = MPM_makesteps(horncoords);
horncoords = MPM_refinecoords(horncoords, dz2);
hornz = horncoords(:,1);

64

79

84

89

% plot horn contour
figure(1);
plot(horncoords(:,1),horncoords(:,2))
ylim([0,max(horncoords(:,2)*1.1)])
xlabel('z axis [m]');
ylabel('Radius [m]');
title('Horn profile');
freq = logspace(log10(fmin), log10(fmax), Nf);
k = 2*pi*freq/c;
% alternative method for calculating bz.
% function besselzero can be downloaded from
% the Matlab Central.
%bz = zeros(N,1);
%if (N>1)
%
bz(2:N)= besselzero(1, N-1, 1);
%end;
bz = bz(1:N);

94

99

104

% cutoff frequencies throat
kct = bz/horncoords(1,2);
fct = c*kct/2/pi;
kcm = bz/horncoords(end,2);
fcm = c*kcm/2/pi;
mno = (0:N-1)';
disp('
Throat fc: Mouth fc:');
for i=1:N
disp([sprintf('Mode #%2.1d: %7.1fHz %7.1fHz',mno(i),fct(i),fcm(i))]);
end;
%% ----------------------------------------------% The performance calculations
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109

114

119

124

129

freq = 4000;
k = 2*pi*freq/c;

t00 = tic;
BigF = MPM_makebigfmat(N, horncoords, bz);
DimM = 1;
Nr = 100;
r = (0:DimM/(Nr-1):DimM);
a = max(r);
alpha = bz/a;
bjarg = alpha*r;
gamma_n =bz(:,ones(1,Nr))';
norm = besselj(0,gamma_n);
% phi: the normalized matrix of eigenfunctions
phi = transpose(besselj(0, bjarg))./norm;

Sm = pi*horncoords(end,2)^2;
St = pi*horncoords(1,2)^2;
disp('Calculating impedances');
Zrad = MPM_ASbaffledradzmatrix(k,rho,c,Sm,N,bz);

134

BigZ = MPM_getimpedances(k, horncoords, bz, Zrad, BigF, rho, c, 0, true);
toc(t00);

139

disp('Calculating pressure distribution');
%%
U0 = zeros(N,1); %plane wave at throat
U0(1) = 1;

144

U = U0;
Pmat = [];
Umat = U.';
fcmat = [];
marker = [];
copoint = -1*ones(2,N);
S = pi*horncoords(:,2).^2;

149

154

159

164

169

174

179

184

189

194

for ki = 1:length(k)
U = U0;
Sm = S(end);
for iz = 1:length(horncoords)-1
R1 = horncoords(iz,2);
R2 = horncoords(iz+1,2);
L = horncoords(iz+1,1) - horncoords(iz,1);
kc = bz/R1;
fc = kc*c/2/pi;
fcmat = [fcmat fc];
if (L>0)
Z0 = BigZ(:,:,iz,ki);
kn = MPM_ASmakekm(k(ki),R1,bz,N);
D2 = diag(1i*sin(L*kn));
E = diag(exp(-1i*L*kn));
Zc = diag(k(ki)*rho*c./(S(iz)*kn));
invZc = diag((S(iz)*kn)./(k(ki)*rho*c));
U = (-D2*invZc*(Z0-Zc)+E)*U;
else
F = BigF(:,:,iz);
if R1>R2
U = (F.')\U;
else
U = F.'*U;
end;
end;
Pmat = [Pmat; (BigZ(:,:,iz,ki)*U).'];
Umat = [Umat; U.'];
if L==0
marker = [marker; horncoords(iz,1) 20*log10(abs(Umat(2,i)))];
end;
for im = 1:N
if (k(ki)>bz(im)/R1)&(copoint(2,im)<0)
copoint(2,im) = horncoords(iz,1);
end;
end;
end;
P = Zrad * U;
Pmat = [Pmat; P.'];
kc = bz/horncoords(end,2);
fc = kc*c/2/pi;
fcmat = [fcmat fc];
end;

113

C testing functions

114

%Umouth = MPM_getmouthvolvel(k, horncoords, U0, bz, BigZ, BigF, rho, c, 0);
toc(t00);

199

%%
normalized = false; % normalize polar map to on-axis response
plotpressure = false;
zindex = linspace(1,length(hornz),length(hornz));
zused = (mod(zindex, 40) == 0);

204

Pmode1 = Pmat(:,1);
Pmode1 = Pmat(:,ones(1,N));
PmatNorm = Pmat ./ Pmode1;

209

214

219

224

229

Umode1 = Umat(1,:);
Umode1 = Umat(:,ones(1,N));
UmatNorm = Umat ./ Umode1;
ii = find(copoint==-1);
copoint(ii) = 0;
for im=1:N
iz = find(hornz == copoint(2,im));
if numel(iz) > 0
if normalized
if plotpressure
copoint(1,im) = 20*log10(abs(PmatNorm(iz(1),im)));
else
copoint(1,im) = 20*log10(abs(UmatNorm(iz(1),im)));
end;
else
if plotpressure
copoint(1,im) = 20*log10(abs(Pmat(iz(1),im)));
else
copoint(1,im) = 20*log10(abs(Umat(iz(1),im)));
end;
end;
else
copoint(1,im) = 0;
end;
end;
%Umouth = MPM_getmouthvolvel(k, horncoords, U0, bz, BigZ, BigF, rho, c, 0);

234
set(0,'DefaultAxesLineStyleOrder',{'-'});%,'--',':'})

239

244

249

254

259

264

269

figure(23);
if normalized
if plotpressure
plot(hornz(zused,:), 20*log10(abs(PmatNorm(zused,:))));
yu = max(max(20*log10(abs(PmatNorm))));
else
plot(hornz(zused,:), 20*log10(abs(UmatNorm(zused,:))));
yu = max(max(20*log10(abs(UmatNorm))));
end;
t = 'normalized';
else
if plotpressure
plot(hornz(zused,:), 20*log10(abs(Pmat(zused,:))), marker(:,1), marker(:,2),'*');
yu = max(max(20*log10(abs(Pmat))));
else
plot(hornz(zused,:), 20*log10(abs(Umat(zused,:))), marker(:,1), marker(:,2),'*');
yu = max(max(20*log10(abs(Umat))));
end;
t = 'not normalized';
end;
if plotpressure
t2 = ' (pressure) ';
else
t2 = ' (volume velocity) ';
end;
nmo = 0:N-1;
%legend(num2str(nmo'), 'Location', 'East');
legend(num2str(nmo'));
hold on;
plot(copoint(2,:),copoint(1,:),'o');
hold off;
yu = 10*ceil(yu/10);
ylim([yu-60 yu]);
title(['Modal levels' t2 'for ' MPM_gethorntype(HornType1) ' horn at ' num2str(freq) ...
'Hz, ' t]);
xlabel('z [m]');
ylabel('dB');

274

%%
figure(4);
Z = squeeze(BigZ(1,1,:,1));
semilogy(hornz, abs(Z));

279

nmo = 0:N-1;
legend(num2str(nmo'), 'Location', 'East');
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284

289

hold on;
%plot(copoint(2,:),copoint(1,:),'o');
hold off;
%yu = 10*ceil(yu/10);
%ylim([yu-60 yu]);
%title(['Modal levels for ' MPM_gethorntype(HornType1) ' horn at ' num2str(freq) 'Hz, ' t]);
xlabel('z [m]');
ylabel('ohms');
%%
toc(t00);
% placeFigures;



Simulating how the mouth modal amplitudes vary as a function of
frequency.

Listing 31: CheckModeAmpll_ffreq.m
load 'MPM_besselzeros.mat';

3

fno = 2;
usehornpart2 = false;

8

13

% horn parameters
sth1 = 10e-4; % throat area segment 1
smh1 = 500e-4; % mouth area segment 1
Lh1 = 30e-2; % horn length segment 1
Tn1 = 0.5; % horn parameter (hypex/bessel);
HornType1 = 1;
smh2 = 4000e-4; % mouth area segment 2
Lh2 = 30e-2; % horn length segment 2
Tn2 = 10;% horn parameter (hypex/bessel);
HornType2 = 0;

18

%smh1 = -362*2*pi/344;

23

dz = 0.0003; % segment length
AddRadius = false; % set to true to gat a radiused flaring of the mouth
RadR = 0.05; % radius of mouth radius
RFta = 90; % end tangent angle of radius (degrees)

28

% throat chamber
Rvtc = 0.06; %throat chamber radius
Lvtc = 0.02; % throat chamber length
AddVtc = false; % set to true to use throat chamber

33

38

43

48

53

58

63

115

% field point parameters
% field point distance
Rext = 3;
% field point angles (degrees)
Angext = linspace(0,90,10)';

% simulation parameters
fmin = 50; %lower frequency
fmax = 8000; % upper frequency
Nf = 50; % number of frequencies
N = 4; %maximum number of modes
c = 344; %sound speed
rho = 1.205;% air density
normalized = true; % normalize polar map to on-axis response
% Create horn contour
horncoords1 = MPM_AShorncoord(HornType1, sth1, smh1, Lh1, Tn1, dz, (AddRadius & ¬...
usehornpart2), 0, RadR, RFta);
horncoords2 = MPM_AShorncoord(HornType2, smh1, smh2, Lh2, Tn2, dz, AddRadius, 0, RadR, RFta);
horncoords2(:,1) = horncoords2(:,1) + Lh1;
if usehornpart2
horncoords = [horncoords1; horncoords2];
else
horncoords = horncoords1;
end;
if AddVtc
horncoords(:,1) = horncoords(:,1)+Lvtc+3*dz;
horncoords = [0 Rvtc;
Lvtc Rvtc;
Lvtc+3*dz horncoords(1,2);
horncoords];
newdz = dz/10;

C testing functions

116

horncoords = MPM_refinecoords(horncoords, dz);
end;

68

73

horncoords = MPM_makesteps(horncoords);
hornz = horncoords(:,1);
% plot horn contour
figure(1);
plot(horncoords(:,1),horncoords(:,2))
ylim([0,max(horncoords(:,2)*1.1)])
xlabel('z axis [m]');
ylabel('Radius [m]');
title('Horn profile');

78

83

88

freq = logspace(log10(fmin), log10(fmax), Nf);
k = 2*pi*freq/c;
% alternative method for calculating bz.
% function besselzero can be downloaded from
% the Matlab Central.
%bz = zeros(N,1);
%if (N>1)
%
bz(2:N)= besselzero(1, N-1, 1);
%end;
bz = bz(1:N);
%% ----------------------------------------------% The performance calculations

93

%freq = 1000;
%k = 2*pi*freq/c;
t00 = tic;
BigF = MPM_makebigfmat(N, horncoords, bz);

98

103

DimM = 1;
Nr = 100;
r = (0:DimM/(Nr-1):DimM);
a = max(r);
phi = MPM_ASgeteigenfunctions(a, r,

108

Sm = pi*horncoords(end,2)^2;
St = pi*horncoords(1,2)^2;
Zrad = MPM_ASbaffledradzmatrix(k,rho,c,Sm,N,bz);

bz, true);

BigZ = MPM_getimpedances(k, horncoords, bz, Zrad, BigF, rho, c, 0, true);

113

118

123

128

Z00mat = squeeze(BigZ(1,1,1,:));
Z00mat = St/(rho*c)*Z00mat;
figure(11);
semilogx(freq, real(Z00mat), 'k', freq, imag(Z00mat), 'r');
grid;
title('Horn throat impedance');
ylabel(['Normalized acoustic Z(' num2str(0) ',' num2str(0) ')']);
xlabel('Hz');
%%
% R is set by the apex of the corresponding conical horn
R = Lh1/(sqrt(smh1/sth1)-1);
shape = 'planar';
U0 = MPM_ASgetvolvelmodes(k, (1), N, horncoords(1,2), shape , R, bz);
Pmat = [];
Umat = [];
S = pi*horncoords(:,2).^2;
S = S(:,ones(1,8));
U0 = zeros(N,1); %plane wave at throat
U0(1) = 1;

133
Umouth = MPM_getmouthvolvel(k, horncoords, U0, bz, BigZ, BigF, rho, c, 0);

138

Umode1 = Umouth(1,:);
Umode1 = Umode1(ones(N,1),:);
UmouthNorm = Umouth ./ Umode1;
% normalized amplitudes of Umat = normalized ampl of Pmat!
set(0,'DefaultAxesLineStyleOrder',{'-','--',':'})

143

148

%%
figure(HornType1+1);
semilogx(freq, 20*log10(abs(Umouth)));
nmo = 0:N-1;
legend(num2str(nmo'), 'Location', 'EastOutside');
% ylim([-70 10]);

C.6 Modal Amplitudes

title([MPM_gethorntype(HornType1) ' horn at mouth, normalized velicity mode amplitudes,
' shape ' wavefront']);

153

toc(t00);
placeFigures;

117

...



